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It was with an immense sense of pride 
and an even greater sense of relief when 
we fi nally moved into our new buildings 

on 1 September 2014.

The celebratory atmosphere continued 
throughout the year as we welcomed a 
multitude of visitors, students, their families 
and friends to Lagan College to see 
and enjoy the long awaited permanent 
school in all its glory. The experience was 
particularly emotional for long serving 
members of staff, founding parents and 
founding students who had fi nally been 
able to see their dream realised. All who 
visited agreed, that the ethos of being 
welcoming, integrated and inclusive is still 
very much at the heart of all that we do. 
Our commitment to enabling students to 
grow and develop in the spirit of sharing 
their education is as strong as it ever was 
in the 1980s.

Education Minister John O’ Dowd, 
Mary Wilson of the Supremes, Dr 
Ian McMorris (MBE) the outgoing 
Chairman of the Board of Governors, 
and three generations of the 
Anderson family offi cially opened 
the College on 27 February 2014.  
It was a truly magical day and in 
Lagan College style we partied, 
ate cake and boogied to “Stop! In 
the Name of Love” and “You Can’t 
Hurry Love” (Motown classics for 
the younger generation). I could 
not help but think that our school 
is simply a great place to work 
and be part of.

The Board of Governors and 
I, are indebted to the staff 
for their unstinting support 

and professionalism in leading 
signifi cant change management in the 
College over the last few years. The 
Parents’ Council and Senior students 
also deserve recognition for their help 
throughout 2013/14. Whether you attended 
the Christmas Fair, the amazing school 
show, ‘Tradition’, 
Lagan’s own Vintage 
Tearooms or the Céilí 
evening, you were sure 
to experience fun and 
a sense of community 
spirit. The appearance 
of Santa (aka jolly Mr 
Hare) also made the 
day for some excited 
boys and girls. 

Amidst all these events, 
the students continued 
to work hard and 
demonstrated their 
pride in the new school, 
evidenced through 
their appearance, 

attendance, signifi cant sporting success 
and expressing that they felt more valued 
and invested in.

We are delighted that at the end of our 
busy school year, our senior students 
performed well in their GCSE and A level 
examinations. Indeed we saw signifi cant 
improvement in the number of young 
people achieving 5-10 GCSE A*-C grades 
including English and Mathematics and 
Ross Arnold and Kaitlin Bartlett achieved 1st 
and 2nd highest places  in their CEA A level 
Business Studies.

At the end of the academic year we 
said farewell to Mrs Heather Lowry who 
retired from the English Department after 
18 years of service, Miss Hilary Trueick 
who retired from the Learning Support 
Department after 8 years of service, 
Mr Brendan Dowd – Head of RE who 
followed his calling to return to his former 
school after 14 years of service and 
Mr John Menagh, one of our Building 
Supervisors. We wish all staff well as they 
embark on a new stage of their career or 

life and appreciate very 
much all that they have 
contributed to Lagan 
College.

I hope that you enjoy 
reading about our 
students’ learning 
experiences in this 
edition of the Voices 
magazine and I wish 
to thank the Editor, Mrs 
Deborah Hill for her 
hard work, vision and 
creativity.

Amanda McNamee
Principal

PRINCIPAL’S
FORWARD

 Mrs Amanda McNamee, 

Principal

OUR COMMITMENT 

TO ENABLING 

STUDENTS TO GROW 

AND DEVELOP IN THE 

SPIRIT OF SHARING 

THEIR EDUCATION 

IS AS STRONG AS 

IT EVER WAS IN THE 

1980S.

WELCOME
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PRINCIPAL’S
FORWARD

Welcome to the 2013/2014 edition 
of the Lagan College magazine, 
Voices, which refl ects on yet another 

busy year of success and achievement. In 
September 2013, we saw our students return 
from the summer break and arrive into our 
brand new building with a buzz of excitement, 
and it was wonderful to see them avail of the 
new facilities and all that that has to offer. Our 
former accommodation never hindered our 
students achievements or successes but it 
has defi nitely been a much easier year for us 
all…especially in regards to us not having to 
face the elements every time we had to move 
to a different classroom! I personally have 
appreciated coming into school each morning, 
taking my coat off and not having to put it back 
on again until home time! 

We started the year off with a bang with our 
annual musical production, ‘Tradition’, which 
was based on ‘The Fiddler on the Roof’. Great 
acting, fantastic singing and a generous 
amount of ‘Mrs Donnelly magic’ made for 

an unforgettable nights entertainment. Our 
students excelled in sports too this year and 
won The Integrated Netball Cup, The Netball 
Cup & Plate, The Belfast Netball League Cup 
and the North Down Cup for Football. There 
were many personal achievements also 
for Irish Dancing, Taekwondo and Cross 
Country.  In February, we stopped (in the 
name of love) to celebrate when former 
Supremes singer, Mary Wilson, offi cially 
opened our new building. What a day that 
was! A true Lagan experience. Students, 
staff, parents and friends of the College 
danced the afternoon away to Mary, who 
was supposed to only sing two songs, but 
ended up playing to the excited crowd 
for over an hour! Mr Connolly and Mr 
McGuckin’s dance moves even made 
it onto the six o’clock news! The year 
continued to be a busy and rewarding 
one and our students travelled on school 

trips to Paris, Nice, London, Spain, Cambodia, 
Laos and Vietnam. We welcomed visitors 
from Macedonia, Sierra Leone and the Doane 
Stuart School in Albany, NY. We hosted our 
annual Céilí, Open Day and Prize Giving 
ceremonies and at the end of the year, our 
students excelled academically in their GCSE 
and A Level examinations. 

Northern Ireland is still 
unfortunately a deeply 
divided and segregated 
society. Children from 
both sides of the religious 
divide who attend an 
integrated school develop 
lifelong friendships by 
playing and learning 
together during their most 
formative years. By being 
together in such a natural 
way, young people have 
the opportunity to learn 
with each other, from each 
other and about each 
other.

We believe that Integrated Education 
represents a positive choice for the future 
of our country. In 33 years the number of 
children educated in Integrated schools has 
grown from 28 pupils in Lagan College in 
1981 to 22,000 today. This has only happened 
because parents stood up and said that 
they wanted a different choice of education 
for their children. The numbers speak for 
themselves and the fact that we are still heavily 
oversubscribed every year, despite there 
being a drop in the total school population in 
Northern Ireland, is a testament to that. 

At Lagan College, we aim to provide students 
with a caring and enhanced educational 
experience. Empowering them as individuals 
is a priority for our staff so that as they grow 
and mature, they’ll be able to affect positive 
change in the shared society we live in. 

I would like to thank all the students and 
staff who have contributed to Voices and to 
Richard Sherry and his team at the Ulster Tatler. 
Richard was one of the original 28 pupils who 
attended Lagan College in its infancy in 1981 
and I think it speaks volumes that his eldest 
child, Amy, joined Year 8 in the College in 

September 2014. Richard 
and his wife, Sarah, who 
is also a past pupil, have 
continued to support the 
College over the years 
and for that we are very 
grateful. Our alumni 
are a big part of the 
‘Lagan Family’ and we 
appreciate all the support 
that they give to us. 

I hope that you enjoy 
reading about all of our 
students’ achievements 
and successes in this 
year’s edition of Voices.

Mrs Deborah Hill, 
Editor

Mrs Deborah Hill, 

Editor

A RECENT IPSOS MORI POLL 
IN 2011 SHOWED THAT OF 
THOSE PEOPLE SURVEYED

• 91% feel that integrated   
 education is important   
 in promoting a shared   
 and better future in   
 Northern Ireland

•  91% said that integrated   
 education is important   
 in promoting respect and  
 understanding

•  89% feel that integrated   
 education is important to   
 peace & reconciliation

EDITOR’S 
CORNER
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 list oF staFF 
2013-2014

PRinciPal  Mrs a Mcnamee
vicE-PRinciPal  Miss J atkinson 
   (Teaching & Learning/ Head of Post 16
   Studies/Business Studies)
vicE-PRinciPal  Miss d collins 
   (Pastoral Care/LLW/Art) 
sEnioR tEachER  Mr G McFadden
   (Senior Teacher in Charge of Pastoral
   Management/Transport/Integrated
   Group/PE

sEnioR tEachER  Mr M Montgomery
   (Senior Teacher in Charge of
   Timetabling, SIMS/Health & Safety
   Science)
sEnioR tEachER  Mrs M Evans
   (Senior Teacher in Charge of CEAIG
   Home Economics)
sEnioR tEachER  Mrs u Walters
   (Senior Teacher in Charge of Additional
   Educational Needs/English)

ART & DESIGN
Mr P Burch (Head of Art & Design and Head 
of Moving Image Arts)
Mrs G cooke
Mrs d hill (Technician/Co-Ordinator of the 
College Magazine and Newsletter)
Miss M Mcconville (Moving Image Arts/
Digital Media)
Ms E niblock (Digital Media)
Miss J Rogan (Head of Year 8)
Mr P Privilege (Technology/Digital Media)

BusinEss studiEs
Mrs a Mcalorum (Head of Department/
Assistant Head of Sixth Form)
Miss J atkinson (Senior Teacher)
Mrs s connor (Spanish)
Mr c Gardiner (temporary)

caREERs 
Mrs K Bingham (Science/Assistant Head of 
Careers)

chaPlains
Mrs h Killick (Religious Education & Music)
Mr G sowney 

dRaMa
Mrs h seawright (Head of Department)
Mrs t Knipe (English)

EnGlish
Mrs M Beckett (Head of Department)
Miss R Poland (Assistant Head of Department)
Miss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year 9)
Mrs a cowie
Miss R Jess
Mrs h lowry
Mrs J Russell

GEoGRaPhy
Mrs h smyth (Head of Department)
Mrs d carlisle (Head of Year 11/Numeracy 
Co-Ordinator)
Mrs n Major  (Pupil Profi les Co-ordinator)

histoRy
Miss R Morgan (Head of Department)
Mr P Mulholland (Head of Learning for Life & 
Work/Citizenship)

Mr P Rossi (Geography)
Mr J Wishart (Politics)

hoME EconoMics
Miss l Ellis (Head of Department)
Mrs c Eddy (career break)
Miss G Fairley
Mrs i Kerr
Mrs y Mannus (Technician)
Miss c Murphy (temporary)

ict
Mr a Mccanny (Head of ICT/Key Stage 3 ICT 
Accreditation Co-ordinator)
Mr a Mcafee
Mr K Graham
Mrs s McKee (Head of Staff Development)
Mrs M Mulholland (Assistant Head of Year 11)
Mr M Barry (E-Learning Technician)
Mr K Elliott (Audio Visual ICT Technician/
Marketing Co-ordinator)

lEaRninG suPPoRt
Mrs l Grant (Assistant Head of Learning 
Support/Literacy Co-ordinator/Child Protection 
Co-ordinator/English)
Mr E MacManus (English/Maths/PE) 
(temporary)
Mrs h trueick – Peripatetic (Literacy/
Numeracy)
Miss c Burke – Peripatetic (Literacy/
Numeracy)
Mrs c charley – Peripatetic (Newcomer 
Support)
Mrs l alawi (Classroom Assistant)
Miss h ardis (Classroom Assistant)
Miss K Brown (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs J Burke (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs R christie (Classroom Assistant)
Miss E Feeney (Classroom Assistant)
Miss J Feeney (Classroom Assistant)
Mr s Firth (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs E Gomez-Gonzales (Classroom 
Assistant)
Mrs J hamilton (Classroom Assistant)
Miss t irwin (Classroom Assistant)
Miss aine Kelly (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs l leddy (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs R Magee (Classroom Assistant)
Ms J Martin (Classroom Assistant)

Miss R Mcauley (Classroom Assistant)
Mr c Mccrory (Classroom Assistant)
Miss d neill (Classroom Assistant)
Ms F McMullan (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs a Moreland (Classroom Assistant)
Miss s Moreland (Classroom Assistant)
Mr s Roberts (Classroom Assistant)
Miss J scott (Classroom Assistant)
Miss s spence (Classroom Assistant)
Ms K Walker (Classroom Assistant)
Mr d White (Classroom Assistant)

MathEMatics
Mr d Mooney (Head of Department)
Miss M cavanagh
Mrs n danter
Mrs G diamond
Ms M leckey (Head of Examinations)
Mr c Mccann (Head of Staff Cover/
Assessment and Reporting Manager)
Mrs E Quigg
Mr d strain (Assistant Head of Sixth Form/
Assistant Head of Mathematics)
Mrs J taylor

MEdia studiEs
Mr JP Patton (Head of Department/
Environmental Co-ordinator/English/Digital 
Media)

ModERn lanGuaGEs
Miss a Bell (Head of Department)
Ms J coudiere (Head of French)
Mrs l Quigg (Head of Irish/History)
Mrs M Mills (Head of Year 9)
Mr M navarette (Head of Spanish)
Miss c orr (Spanish)

Music
Mrs o donnelly (Head of Music and Musical 
Performance)
Miss M hoy (Assistant Head of Music and 
Orchestral Director)
Mr E Ward - Peripatetic (Guitar)
dr G crothers - Peripatetic (Piano)
Mr G Myles - Peripatetic (Woodwind)
Mr a sykes - Peripatetic (Percussion)
Mr a Fulton - Peripatetic (Voice)
Mr P Ferguson - Peripatetic (Brass)
Mrs c doherty - Peripatetic (Strings)
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Politics
Mr F McGuckin (Head of Department/History)

Physical Education
Mr J Mccloskey (Head of Department/Head 
of Boys PE)
Miss J Kennedy (Head of Girls PE)
Mr G connolly
Mrs J Gough
Mrs R McKnight

REliGious Education
Mr B dowd (Head of Department)
Mrs c davison (Assistant Head of Year 10)
Mr s hare (Senior Head of Year/Head of Year 
12/Citizenship/Sociology)
Miss s lemon (Head of Year 10)

sciEncE
Miss M Wells (Head of Department)
Mr d carleton (Technician)
Mr d Ewart (Head of Physics/Duke of 
Edinburgh)
Ms d Fullerton (Head of Biology/Assistant 
Head of Examinations-vocational)
Mrs E Finnegan
Mr l Mathison
Mr a Maxwell
dr c Mcconnell
Mr B Mccann (Technician)
Miss K Wightman (Head of Chemistry/
Assistant Head of Year 11)

socioloGy
Miss J Morgan (Head of Department)

tEchnoloGy & dEsiGn
Ms c Murphy (Head of Department)
Mr R Berry (Technician)
Mr d Platt
Mrs G shevlin

adMinistRation
Mrs M Mackey (Bursar)
Mrs B McMillan (Assistant Bursar)
Mrs c Baker (Principal’s PA)
Mrs h cochrane (Senior Clerical Officer)
Ms F hutchinson (Senior Clerical Officer)

liBRaRian
Mrs P durkin 

MEdical tEaM
Mrs n o’loan (Nurse)
Ms u Mccluggage (Nurse)

PastoRal caRE assistant
Mrs l thomson

REPRoGRaPhics
Mr M smyth

sixth FoRM study suPERvisoRs
Mr J Farrimond
Mr B Gamble

Midday suPERvisoRy assistants
Mrs J lilburn
Mrs M templeton
Mrs B Falloon
Mrs h Prentice
Mrs l McMillan
Mrs B irvine
Mrs J Johnston
Mrs R McKibben

GRahaMs FacilitiEs ManaGEMEnt tEaM
Mr W Murphy (FM Services Manager)
Mr J Menagh (Head Caretaker)
Mr t Kane (Assistant Caretaker)
Mr d Mchugh (Assistant Caretaker)
Mr s Mcdowell (Assistant Caretaker)

BoaRd oF GovERnoRs
noMinatEd By diREctoRs 
Mr Rodney archer
dr duncan Morrow 
Mr Graeme Kane
Mrs helen Evans
Mrs Geraldine Rice
Mrs siobhan casey

noMinatEd By MinistER
Mr Francis Martin (chairman)
Mr arthur savage
Ms Koulla yiasouma
Ms Georgina campbell

ElEctEd By tEachERs 
Mrs helen smyth

Mr simon hare

ElEctEd By PaREnts
Mr vincent cafollla
Ms sheena Rigg
Ms clare Mclaughlin
Mr chris Matchett

BoaRd oF diREctoRs
dr Ken dunn (chairman)
Mrs Margaret Jellett
Mr Brian lambkin   
dr ian McMorris
Mrs siobhan casey
Mr Kevin Mcveigh

Dr Ian McMorris handed in his resignation as 
Chairman of Lagan College’s Board of Gov-
ernors in December. Ian has been Chair for 
ten years and in that time worked tirelessly to 
promote Lagan College and secure our build 
programme. We are indebted to him for the 
interests at heart. We are so sorry to see 
him go but he will continue to reside on our 
Directors. He is also the Chair of NICIE.

Mr Francis Martin was proposed and elected 
as Dr Mc Morris’ successor. Mr Martin is a 
Chartered Accountant with BDO and has 
been on the Board panel as Chair of the 
Finance Committee for many years. He is 
looking forward to working with us all in his 
new role and is excited about the future of 
our school and the success of our young 
people.

nEW 
chaiRMan

Dr Ian 
McMorris

Mr Francis 
Martin
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NEW STAFF

Miss D Collins - Vice Principal

Mr J Blaney - Classroom AssistantMr M Barry - E Learning Technician

Miss R Jess - English TeacherMiss L Hegarty - R.E. Teacher

Mr S Roberts - Classroom AssistantMr A McAfee - ICT Teacher

Ms I Popesca - Classroom Assisant

Mr D Williamson - Classroom AssistantMiss J Martin - Classroom Assistant

Miss K Wilson - Classroom AssistantMiss F McMullan - Classroom Assistant

Miss J Feeney - Classroom AssistantMr S Firth - Classroom Assistant

This year saw the arrival of fourteen new members of staff. 
We trust that they have thoroughly enjoyed their time at 
the College so far and offer them a warm welcome to our 
school community.
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FAREWELLS...

MRS 

HEATHER LOWRY

Mrs Heather Lowry began her journey with us 
in January 1996, working alongside another 
teacher, Miss Aisling McKeown, as part of a 
jobshare.  Since then, she has worked on a 
part-time basis, teaching a range of ability levels 
and courses ranging from A Level to Welsh 
Board GCSE English.  Along the way, Heather 
has inspired her pupils with her dedication to her 
job and her interest in the students themselves.  
Her prolifi c essay marking skills are legendary 
within our department!  However, this softly-
spoken, dignifi ed lady has a dark streak which 
is only visible once a year during World Book 
Day!  Dressed as Cleopatra, Heather will always 
be remembered as the ‘bling queen’ adorned 
in gold jewellery whilst draping a snake around 
her neck!  

Heather was always an extremely dedicated 
and committed professional who had the best 
interests of the students at the heart of her 
teaching.  On a personal level, Heather was kind 
and compassionate, giving her all and tireless 
in her efforts.  She had a particular talent for 
nurturing and developing students who had 
literacy diffi culties and has fond memories of a 
trip to Belfast Zoo with her GCSE class – a class 
who were challenging to say the least!  Even in 
the middle of our massive building programme 
and decant to the outer regions of the school 
site, Heather took time to dig up most of her own 
garden and replant it outside our mobiles – our 
fi rst school garden was born.  She even started a 
lunchtime gardening club! 

We hope that Heather will enjoy her retirement, 
travel the world, see plays, look at beautiful art 
and appreciate what life has to offer beyond 
Lagan’s walls.  It has been a privilege to work 

alongside such a wonderful person and we 
wish her the best of health, happiness and well-
earned relaxation. 

Mrs Michelle Beckett 
Head of English

BRENDAN DOWD

Brendan Dowd joined Lagan College as Head 
of R.E. in 2000 from St. Louise’s School. Under his 
leadership the RE department has become one 
of the most successful in the school, as shown 
by the numbers of students studying A level. 
When Mr. Dowd arrived, there were two A level 
students, now there are over forty. 

It will not be for his academic achievements 
with the RE department that Mr. Dowd will 
be remembered though by most students in 
the College, but for his legendary end of term 
concerts. Acting as front man for the staff band 
Mr. Dowd rocked out the whole school twice 
a year. His repertoire covered everything from 
Christmas classics, 80s nostalgia to the latest 
chart toppers. 

During his time here Mr. Dowd also raised 
signifi cant amounts of money for charity. In 
particular, with a team of dedicated students 

and staff he helped to raise over £18,000 for 
Concern to build new schools in Africa. Mr. 
Dowd did not let us forget how fortunate we 
were to get a new school and that we should 
share what we had with the poorest in our 
world. 

All of this makes it diffi cult to say “Goodbye” to 
him. He returns to his old school, St. Malachy’s, 
and hopefully they will appreciate him as much 
as we have. Mr. Dowd made an enormous 
difference to our school, he has made us richer 
with his presence and we are poorer for his 
going.

The staff and students wish him well in all his 
future endeavours.  

Mr Hare

MRS 
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FAREWELLS...

MRS HILARY TRUEICK

Hilary Trueick, joined Lagan College as a 
learning support teacher in 2006 in a part-
time capacity. She had previously spent a long 
career teaching all ages, within the primary 
sector, before taking early retirement. Their 
loss was certainly our gain. Hilary worked 
with a number of our students from Year 8 
to sixth form, developing their literacy and 
numeracy skills. 

Hilary had a particular passion for the English 
language and there wasn’t anything she 
didn’t know about spelling, punctuation 
and grammar. She knew her practice from 
practise and her effects from affects. An 
expert in the fi eld, you might say! 

As an avid reader, her enthusiasm for 
reading proved infectious, with many of 
her students exploring a whole range of 
genres, as a result of her recommendations. 
She believed strongly in the importance of 
reading, advocating that it was better to read 
something than not read at all.

Hilary was a wonderful lady to have worked 
with, always enthusiastic about supporting 
young people with their learning and 
dedicated to her vocation. She will be greatly 
missed in our department but we all wish her 
well as she fi nally takes the time to enjoy her 
retirement from the profession.

Mrs L Grant

JOHN MENAGH

John Menagh joined the staff in Lagan 
College as a Building Supervisor in 
September 2007 . From the very beginning 
John had great rapport with the staff, but 
he especially got on well with the students. 
His calm and kind nature went hand in 
hand with a great sense of humour and he 
was always willing to give help to anyone 
who needed it.  It wasn’t long before John 
was helping Mrs Cooke and Miss Ellis with 
the Genesis Club and the Revelation Club, 
which are held weekly during junior and 
senior lunchtime, and accompanied them 
on several residential weekends away. John 
was a hardworking and dedicated member 
of staff so it was with great sadness that 
we said farewell to him when he left to take 
up a post as a trainee outreach worker in 
Willowfi eld Parish Church. We know that we 
haven’t seen the last of John, in fact he has 
already visited the Chaplaincy in his new 
role, but we wish him all the very best in this 
exciting new chapter of his life.

Mrs D Hill

PARENTS COUNCIL
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Parents at Lagan College have played a vital role in the life of the school since its formation. 
Today, the Parent’s Council continues to support the school and aims to encourage strong 
partnership between school, parents and pupils. 

All parents are welcome to our meetings, which take place at 7pm, (in the school library), on 
the 2nd Tuesday each month.

Please join us! Life is busy, so we keep the meetings lively. New faces are always welcome, so, 
come on………get involved!  We would love to see you.

Patricia Woods



T
hursday 27 February was a very special 

day for Lagan College as we finally 

celebrated the official opening of our new 

building. Hundreds of guests, which included 

students, former students, staff, former staff 

and parents, packed into the new sports hall 

for the celebratory event. The College choir 

and orchestra performed for the audience 

and we listened to Guest Speakers, Education 

Minister, John O’Dowd MLA, Don Anderson 

and his daughter-in-law Fiona, who is a past 

pupil of the College. Mrs McNamee, Principal, 

and Mr Vincent Martin, Chairman of the Board 

of Governors, spoke of how exciting it was for 

us to finally have a permanent building after 

all these years and they thanked GRAHAM 

Construction and everyone else who had 

been involved in the build programme. The 

ceremony was closed with a blessing by Father 

Paul Messam from Coventry Cathedral, which 

founded the community of the Cross of Nails, 

which Lagan College is part of. Guests then 

made their way to the multi-purpose hall where 

they were served a buffet lunch before the fun 

really began! Mary Wilson, former member 

of the Supremes, and UN Ambassador, took 

to the stage and entertained the crowd with 

some classic hits. She was only supposed to 

sing two songs but was so overwhelmed by 

the crowd’s enthusiasm, and by the fact that 

our students knew the words to the songs, 

she continued to sing for over an hour! She 

also gave a motivational speech and spoke of 

how she grew up in the projects during a time 

when black people were being persecuted 

and murdered just because of the colour 

of their skin. Mary, along with her fellow 

Supremes members Diana Ross and Florence 

Ballard, persevered with their music during an 

extremely difficult time in the United States 

The official opening of 
lagan college’s new Building

s
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and achieved  their dream of stardom. As an 

all black female singing group they went on to 

endorse products such as Coca-Cola and Arrid 

deodorant, as well as having their own brand 

of bread which, ironically, was called Supreme 

White Bread. A black group endorsing products 

was totally unheard of at that time in America. 

Mary’s advice to our students was ‘dare to 

dream’ because if you work hard enough your 

dreams might just come true. It was an absolutely 

amazing day for everyone who was there, and one 

that will be talked about fondly for years to come. 

One visitor said ’Lagan College sure know how 

to throw a party’, and he was right! A true ‘Lagan 

experience’!

s
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Media 
Magic!
It was a busy first term for 
the Media Department.  
Having the new media 
studio has been fabulous 
and pupils have been using 
the superb new camera 
equipment and recording 
studio to great effect.  

Special events have 
included a taking part in 
the Cinemagic International 
Film and Television Festival 
for Young People . During 
which we had the pleasure 
of welcoming Helen O’Hara 
of Empire Film Magazine 
to present a workshop to 
Media pupils on online 
Journalism and Blogging.  

A Level Media pupils 
also got to see a special 
premiere screening of the 
Hunger Games II as part of 
the festival. 

Media pupils have also 
been working on a range 
of Media competitions and 
projects including: The 
Carson Award, Amnesty 
International Youth Awards, 
Young Reporters for the 
Environment, Manchester 
University Animation 
competition,  Social science 
for schools where do I 
belong? Photography 
competition,  Lights-
Camera-Parliament film 
competition and of course 
BBC School news report.  
Mr Patton got a behind the 
scenes tour of the BBC as 
part of a local  school report 
training event. 

Teaching Divided Histories.

Year 13 SYMpoSiuM
Over five hundred students came together 
at Lagan College in October to debate the 
issues surrounding a ‘Shared Future’ in 
Northern Ireland. Year 13 students from three 
local schools; Our Lady of St Patrick’s College, 
Knock , (OLSPK), Grosvenor Grammar and 
Lagan College joined the discussion along 
with seven key panellists – Michael O’Neill 
(NI Manager), Judith Gillespie OBE (Deputy 
Chief Constable), Máirtín Ó Muilleoir (Lord 
Mayor , Sinn Fein), Naomi Long MP (Deputy 
Leader, Alliance), Gavin Robinson MLA (DUP), 
Joe Brolly and Brian McLaughin (Former 
Head Coach, Ulster Rugby). The debate was 
chaired by the local TV and radio presenter, 
John Daly. 

The conversation immediately became fairly 
controversial; the topic of flags brought to 
the panels attention from a student from 
Grosvenor, Peter Magill. Asking about the 
Haass talks and how feasible it would be 
to have a ‘more inclusive flag in Northern 
Ireland.’ Lord Mayor Máirtín Ó Muilleoir 
stating his idea of an inclusive flag: “We had 
a weird idea that the flag that would unite 
us would be orange for the orange tradition, 
green for the green tradition and white in 
the middle for peace, but I don’t know if that 
would work or not.” Students were asked to 
raise their hands to the question: “Is a flag, 
of any sort, important to you, significant to 
you?” - With around one fifth of students 
raising their hands. Daly continued on to ask 
– “How many of you think that our country 
is obsessed with flags?” As expected, the 

majority of the students raised their hands, 
sending a valuable message to our seven 
panellists. Naomi stating how her mindset 
is open and she would not rule out any 
possibilities in terms of the Haass talks. 

In welcoming three significant sporting 

figures to the College, we felt that it was 
appropriate to ask how sports contribute to 
a shared society. Michael O’Neill, keen to 
avoid the flag situation, had commented that: 
“Windsor Park now is a different place, there 
is great emotion that evolves around sport, 
but the atmosphere and presence is so much 



SiXTH ForM ForMaL
Valentines night was particularly special for our Year 14 students as it was the night 
of the annual Lagan College Formal. Students were joined by a number of staff 
who attended the event held in the Culloden Hotel. The evening commenced with 
photographs followed by a very enjoyable meal, the famous “Awards Ceremony” 
and a DJ and dancing. The students looked stunning. There was an array of colourful 
dresses on show with every shade from gold to spectacular blue and brilliant white. 
The boys didn’t disappoint in the style stakes either, from bold coloured to traditional 
3 piece suits. The now traditional photobooth was  also in attendance and many very 
amusing pictures were produced and not forgetting the “sweetie bar”. The evening 
was a spectacular success and Nicola Moloney and her Formal Committee are to 
be commended for the wonderful organisation of the night. They did a sterling job in 
making the venue look spectacular for the evening with lots of mementos to take home 
including key rings, wristbands and even socks!!!! I am sure all who attended will have 
very happy memories of the event for years to come.

Miss J atkinson

better now.” Joe Brolly, invoking the audience 
interest, talked about how so many people 
now don’t care about fl ags, anthems and the 
like. “In reality, they don’t give a damn. Often 
the political wings from the likes of Sinn Fein 
and the DUP can cause the tension, and the 
consequences of that, are young lads going 
to prison for 6, 7 maybe 8 years. They don’t 
care about them”

Continuing on with the mindset of sport, 
Judith Gillespie OBE mentioned how “the 
bigger issue is between male sport and 
female sport.” She continued to commend the 
success of the World Police and Fire Games 
stating; “that we had the third largest sporting 
event in the world and we successfully 
delivered a multi sporting event, with some of 
our facilities now being world class.”

One of the key issues in delivering a shared 
future was the topic of education. Daire 
Rooney, from OLSPK, asked the panel if 
‘Shared Education’ goes far enough to 
deliver the prospect of a shared future. Gavin 
Robinson MLA commenting from when 
he went to Grosvenor, and that he doesn’t 
believe it goes far enough. “It wasn’t until 
University that I realised what people walking 
around with ashes on their head really was. 
We didn’t engage with one another, we 
didn’t know one another.” Organised by the 
Head Boy and Girl teams from each school, 
along with our teacher co-ordinators, this 
event had been in the planning since the 
term began. Although Sophie Millar, Head 
Girl, did not manage to source the Pope for 
the panel – we were thrilled with the calibre 
of our guests who provided such a thought-
provoking conversation, which consequently 
evoked such passion. Great thanks goes 
out to the other Head Boy and Girl teams 
from Grosvenor and OLSPK, our teacher 
co-ordinators, especially Mr Mulholland, for 
hard work, dedication and preparation for 
this event.

Michael Lynch 
(Head Boy) and 
Sophie Millar (Head Girl)

Christopher Dickison in Year 13 has 
won the east Belfast rotary Youth 
Leadership Competition.

We were the only non grammar 
school who participated and the 
judges could not get over just 
how fantastic Christopher was at 
interview.

He will go on now to the regional 
fi nal, previous winners we have had 
include Kaya rice and Lara Mcivor.

roTarY



SIXTH FORM LEAVERS CEREMONY
Good evening everyone, I too would like to welcome all of you here this evening and thank you for 
coming to what is always one of the nicest events in the whole school calendar.

A message from Mr Strain

Could you please pass on my best wishes to the 
6th form. I’ve really enjoyed working with them 
and will miss them especially as they were my 
fi rst year group to go all the way from Year 8 - 
Year 14. Wish them good luck and remind them 
that “only when they push themselves to their 
absolute limits, will they discover what they are 
truly capable of!”

In everyone’s life there are moments of pride and 
accomplishment that are remembered forever.
Through the years you have been at Lagan, 
you have set goals and met each challenge 
with enough courage and determination to 
overcome the many obstacles that you’ve 
encountered along the way.

Success is not measured by how well you fulfi l 
the expectations of others, but by how honestly 
you live up to your own expectations.
Because you have been true to yourself in the 
pursuit of your goals, you have earned this 
moment and the right to be proud of your 
accomplishments.

I feel these are very appropriate words for 
this evening’s ceremony.  You, all of you, 
have worked hard to reach this stage of your 
school career and should feel a great sense of 
accomplishment.  The exams are over and you 
look forward to a summer of relaxation and 
enjoying yourselves before the next stage in your 

lives begins, be that university, a gap year or 
employment.

I know your teachers will agree with me when I 
say that you have all worked hard over the last 
7 years, but most hard over the last 2.  Working 
hard to achieve your excellent GCSE results and 
then working even harder towards your AS and 
A2 exams.

To get to this stage is not easy, despite what 
you might read in the newspapers or see on 
the media you and your teachers know that 
sixth form and the examinations you face are 
not easy.  It is not for the fainthearted, it takes 
courage, determination, hard work and stamina 
and all of you, in your own way, have proven 
that you have that in abundance.  Each of you 
should celebrate your accomplishments over 
the last 7 years and be proud of what you have 
achieved.

However, tonight is not just about celebrating 
your academic achievements but all of the other 
successes you have had in your time at Lagan.  
When you look back, on your time here, I don’t 
think it will be the homeworks or coursework 
deadlines, of which there were many, or me 
locking the common room again, not even 
all the exam preparation but all the other 
experiences you have had and most importantly 
the relationships you have formed. 
Relationships in Lagan are very special and 
you have formed many, those with your subject 
teachers and Form tutors, Year Heads and 

Assistant Year Heads, the Chaplains and of 
course Mr Farrimond, whose face watching 
you all have the nerve to do the Macarena in 
his study room, will live with me for a long time, 
and of course with friends, friends that you have 
made and who you will have for a lifetime.  I had 
a sneak preview, some would say a censorship 
session, of your leavers DVD and it is very clear 
that the friendships you formed in fi rst year are 
still in place today.

I know there are lots of mixed emotions in the 
hall tonight, from staff, parents and students. A 
mixture of relief, from all three groups, that you 
have made it this far, regret for some things you 
wish you could have done differently, pride in 
what you have achieved in getting to this stage.  
A little fear, fear of the unknown of what is yet to 
come and as to what is going to happen next.
  
My overriding emotion is pride.  Despite 
being your Year Head for only 2 years I am so 
incredibly proud of all of you.  In all the years I 
have been teaching and working in Lagan with 
sixth form students you really are a year group 
who have shown your respect and friendship 
for each other, I have seen you help each 
other, care for each other and go out of your 
way to support each other in all sorts of very 
challenging situations.  That is something of 
which you can truly be proud. 
You are leaving me with many great memories, 
from the last 2 years.  I don’t think I have laughed 
as much at work as I have with you over that 

14 VOICES
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time.  I will very much miss many things about 
you as you move on to the world beyond school.   
You are a year group full of characters, some of 
you are very serious, some of you are very funny, 
and all of you very unique.  So what will I miss, 
I will miss Melissa, saying the fi rst thing that 
comes into her head and then thinking better 
of it once its already out there, I will miss Raisa 
literally skipping everywhere, I will miss winding 
up Aaron who really does think I believe Ross is 
an angel, I will miss Sophie’s dramas, Nicola and 
Amy’s panic that they are going to fail everything, 
despite being very clever young women, I will 
miss Chloe’s friendly greeting every morning in 
the internet café and I will even miss Declan, 
apologising for being late every morning and 
catching on to what we are all saying 10 minutes 
after we have fi nished talking and then of course 
there are Cameron’s cupcakes.  I could have you 
all here for another 30 minutes going through 
the rest of the year group but will move on.

You are all leaving me with many great 
memories, the formal was a triumph and 
everyone enjoyed their evening thanks to the 
formal committee, everything from Antonia’s 
fantastic hand made tickets to the fairy light 
curtain which they just had to have and thanks 
to Chloe I have a collection of Lagan College 
formal pens to use for years.  One of my fondest 
memories was watching the Year 14 versus staff 
football match, which, despite Mr McGuckin’s 
clear bias the boys won.  Some staff are still not 
speaking to me for all the shouting I did for the 
Year 14s and even though it was wet and cold 
it was worth getting wet for and a testament to 
what staff think of you that so many turned up to 
watch despite the weather.

The student leadership team led by Michael, 
Sophie, Mark and Kaitlin have been the most 
innovative and pro active I have ever worked 
with.  It has been a busy year, with all the visitors 
and events that you have been involved in or 
organised yourselves.  An event that will stand 
out for me is the Politics Society’s question time, 
with Michael McNulty and Cameron Mosgrove 
making sure I was calling all the politicians by 
their right name.  It was a tremendous success.  
I have seen all of you give generously of your 
time to help the school in lots of ways.  Many 
of you have mentored our younger students; 
you have watched out for them and helped 
them when they needed it.  You have helped 
the staff and leadership team of the school 
through your vigilance and sense of duty.  You 
have been excellent ambassadors for Lagan on 
trips and educational visits, you have greeted 
many visitors to our school, in this our fi rst year 
in the new school building and have tirelessly 
promoted Lagan and its ethos of integration.  
Everyone, without exception, who has visited 
Lagan this year has commented on your 
maturity, knowledge and your sense of pride in 
the school.

I have found it to be a privilege to be your Year 
Head.  I have watched all of you become very 
special and mature young people.  You have 
been an excellent year group with a great many 
talented individuals with bags of potential.
Any of you who came to see the Art Exhibition 
will know we have many talented artists 
amongst us this evening.

We have extremely talented athletes and 
team sport stars, be that talent in football and 
swimming.

We have those with a talent for singing and 
acting and playing musical instruments as well 
as a few comedians, however unintentional 
Melissa. 

We have potential mathematicians, scientists 
and future engineers.  We have potential 
historians, entrepreneurs, business leaders and 
politicians.

We have those who have shown a real talent 
and passion for humanitarianism, through their 
work with the Chaplains.

We also have those who have displayed a talent 
for mediation and have worked tirelessly to 
support Year Heads and the Chaplains with the 
junior school pupils.  I know many of the Year 
Heads would like me to pass on their thanks, to 
you, for your time and skills this year.

In fact, one of the overwhelming talents we have 
experienced with this year group is your talent to 
give back to the school community.

I want all of you to take these talents and all that 
potential with you, when you leave Lagan and 
share it with the world beyond.  Use it to teach 
others through your actions and how you work 
with and treat people. In your everyday lives you 
will use the skills you have gained here and I 
know you will put them to good use.

For me personally this year group is and 
always will be special.  

You are my last year group through in my 
role as Head of Sixth form and I honestly 
don’t think I could have had a better group of  
young people to share this year with.  

There are many things I want you to take 
away with you this evening and from your 
time in school, but most of all, seize every 
opportunity that comes your way, don’t just 
wait for things to happen to you.  Make 
opportunities for yourselves; be proactive 
in taking steps towards your goals and 
ambitions and work hard to achieve them.

WHY NOT YOU?
You can be anything in this lifetime
You are capable of all things
You can be the next Lord Sugar
You can be one of the greatest ever
Someone has got to take their spot
Why not you?
Someone has to be the next Prime Minister
Why not you?
Someone has to be the next top model
Why not you?
Someone has to be the next Simon Cowell
Why not you?
Someone has to be the next everything
Why not you?
There is enough space on this earth
For you all to achieve you goals and to be the 
next…..whoever

Thank you

Miss J Atkinson
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Pancakes for 
Paramedics
Lagan College staff and students once again 
conveyed their hospitable nature in fund-
raising for the charity “SOS Bus NI” during 
Pancake Tuesday celebrations. “Pancakes 
for paramedics” brought a real vibrancy to 
Lagan, with students from all year groups 
getting involved in the fundraising efforts. 
In excess of 500 pancakes made an 
appearance on Tuesday 4th March, kindly 
donated by Allied Bakeries, to help along 
with the fundraising efforts. The pancakes 
were complemented with the addition of 
butter, jam and chocolate to guarantee the 
best experience for all who indulged on a 
pancake on this momentous day. Congrat-
ulations to Jonny Dillon, in Year 14, who won 
“Bert the Bear” due to having the immense 
skill of flipping a pancake over the height of 
four metres. Jonny faced stiff competition 
from Caleb Ruddock in Year 9, who followed 
closely in second place. Many thanks to all 
the staff and students who helped to raise 
in excess of £245.00. This money will go 
towards funding a paramedic for two nights 
on the SOS Bus at either the Odyssey Arena 
or at Shaftsbury Square in Belfast. Each year, 
the SOS Bus helps a variety of people our 
local streets, including those who are home-
less, those who have been victim of a crime 
and those who are vulnerable on the streets 
of Belfast. The SOS Bus NI has helped over 
220,000 people on the streets of Belfast and 
the service, and their fantastic volunteers, 
have helped save a total of 13 lives. 

Michael Lynch 
Head Boy

CHARITY
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Marathon Relay 2014
Following on from last years huge success, ten members of Lag-
an College staff formed two teams and went head to head in the 
Belfast City Marathon Relay Event, on Monday 5 May. After set-
ting a fundraising target of £500 for Cancer Focus last year, the 
teams went on to raise a phenomenal £1065. This years chosen 
charity was Prostate Cancer UK, the target was once again set at 
£500, and yet again the teams smashed their target and raised 
£850. The majority of this money has been very kindly donated 
by some of our staff, our students and their parents!  

Despite the cold, wet weather, everyone had a great day, with 
fantastic team spirit & a wonderful atmosphere! The winning 
team, The Lagan Legends, crossed the finish line with a time 
of 04:31:33  and The Lagan Lights shortly after with a time of 
04:47:08.  Special mention must go to the legendary Mr Peter 
Mulholland, who ran the first leg for The Lagan Lights, but kept on 
going and ran the entire marathon in 04:36:56! Huge respect Mr 
Mulholland! Special mention to Mr Miguel Navarette also who 
accompanied Mr Mulholland for the final 18 miles of the race. 

Thank you so much to everyone who supported us by donating 
money to Prostate Cancer UK  and to those who braved the 
weather and came out to cheer us on. We 
really do appreciate it!

CHARITY

The Lagan Legends  
Mr McCloskey 
Ms Niblock
Mr Navarette 
Ms Coudiere  
Ms Wethers

The Lagan Lights
Mr Mulholland
Mrs Hill
Mr Privilege 
Mrs Beckett
Miss Kennedy

The teams were as follows: 



The Staff Band Concert
For many years now the staff band have performed a concert at 
Christmas and on the last day of June.  I use the term “performed” 
loosely!  Who would have thought that students would be prepared to 
pay money to listen to their teachers sing?  As far as I know, this does 
not happen in any other school but it is always great fun and a lovely 
way to end the term.  For many of us, this summer’s concert was an 
occasion tinged with a little sadness as it was Mr Dowd’s last.  You may 
not know this but he was the one who did all the organising, found 

songs that people liked and worked out the musical arrangements.  He 
was also a tireless and fearless “frontman” who loved to put on a show. 
However, it was never just about the music.  The aim of those concerts 
has always been to raise money for charity.  We worked out recently 
that over the years we have raised over £20,000 for a range of projects.  
There is a lot of work involved in putting on the concerts and nobody 
knows that better than Brendan Dowd but it has always been worth it.  I 
doubt the world has heard the last of his voice as we have given him the 
challenge of starting the tradition in his new school.  I hope the boys at 
Saint Malachy’s are ready for Take That and One Direction! Miss Orr
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For further information 
contact:

1 Cromac Quay 
Cromac Wood

Belfast 
BT7 2JD 

Tel: 028 9044 2299

www.compass-group.co.uk
A member of Compass Group PLC

Chartwells is the educational division of Compass Group PLC,
the world’s leading foodservice organisation 

Chartwells
Providing Foodservice Solutions to

Lagan College



Warnocks
791/793 Lisburn Road, Belfast  Tel: 028 9038 1828

www.warnocks.co.uk

Back to 
school 
means 

Back to...
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Name: Emma Black (neé Forbes)

Started Lagan College: 1989

Further Education/Qualifications: 
B Ed (Hons), Stranmillis University 
College, Belfast

I left Lagan College in June 1996, after 
studying for the International Baccalaureate 
Qualification. I then went straight to 
Stranmillis and graduated in July 2000. I 
was really fortunate to have completed my 
fourth year teaching practice in Lough View 
Integrated Primary School, which led to a 
permanent post teaching Year 3 as soon as I 
graduated. I began my teaching career in the 
‘original’ Lagan College school building at the 
top of the hill on Church Road. After the two 
storey classroom was demolished, I moved 
to the first phase building of Lough View and 
have been part of a tiny school which has 
now grown to more than 430 children and 
seventeen teaching staff.

In July 2004, I got married and now have two 
children, Calum (aged 7) and Cara (aged 4). 
Both my children attend Lough View. Lough 
View has always been a ‘mini Lagan College’ 
for me. The staff have the same passion for 
teaching and understanding of children as 
‘unique little people’. 

I feel that I am really very lucky to have been 
taught in the integrated sector myself and 
now have the pleasure of teaching other 
children, including my own, in it also! At 
Lagan College I was taught by Mrs Cooke. 
I then taught her three daughters at Lough 
View and now Mrs Cooke ‘team teaches’ 
with me in my classroom once a week. In 
my fifteen years of teaching at Lough View, 
I have seen so many pupils transfer on to 
Lagan College and have the same amazing 
experience there as I had. Seeing Sophie 
Millar, who was a quiet and shy Year 7 pupil, 
become a confident and influential Head Girl 
at Lagan College last year was amazing.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

Name: Chris Morgan

Started Lagan College: 1987

Further Education/Qualifications: 
BSc Hons, University of Ulster

I left Lagan College in June 1992 following 
a pretty dismal attempt at trying to pass my 
GCSEs. Too many hours spent dreaming 
of becoming a footballer and not enough 
time preparing for my exams meant that 
by September of that year I was enrolling in 
‘the tech’ which, back then, seemed like the 
cool thing to do.

At some point over the next year or so, I 
realised that I needed to take education a 
bit more seriously and I eventually left ‘The 
Blackman’, as it was known pre-Belfast 
Metropolitan days in 1995, equipped with 
three A-levels and ambitions of attending 
university.

I graduated from the University of Ulster at 
Jordanstown in June 2000 with a BSc Hons 
(2:1) in Sport, Exercise Science and Leisure. 
It was somewhat fitting since I’d always 
held aspirations of pursuing a career in 
sport. At school, I’d dreamed of playing for 
Spurs, but by now I’d had to settle for a ca-
reer in the not-so-glamorous surroundings 
of the Irish League.

Five Irish League winners medals, one 
Irish Cup medal and many of the other 
lesser competions over a 16-year span with 
Crusaders, Linfield, Glentoran, Newry and 

Dungannon, was a generous return and, 
whilst it wasn’t the Premier League, my time 
in local football furnished me with many 
friendships, wonderful memories and plenty 
of opportunities. One such opportunity came 
in the form of work at the BBC and when I 
finished playing I became a regular contribu-
tor to BBC Sport NI, working on Radio Ulster 
and numerous live television broadcasts 
both as co-commentator and studio guest. 
For the last three years, I have been co-host 
of the Irish League Show which airs on the 
BBC iPlayer.

In 1999, I met my now wife Ashling. We were 

married in 2005 and have two kids Isabella 
(6) and Alfie (5). They have now started 
out on the school pathway at Stranmillis 
Primary School and the ethos is somewhat 
similar to the experience I had at Lagan 
College, their school also embracing dif-
ferent religions and cultures. I had a strong 
family upbringing advocating acceptance 
and understanding and these are values 
that I want my own children to adhere to.

Professionally I own my own business, 
Club Sport NI. We manage sports kit con-
tracts for clubs, schools and various other 
organisations and bodies. To those who 
might remember me, it will come as little 
surprise that sport, and mainly football, has 
played a significant part in helping to build 
that business along the way.
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BELFAST PRINT 
WORKSHOP 
VISIT
On Monday 24 February, eleven Year 14 Art 
and Design students were given the exciting 
opportunity of spending a day at The Belfast 
Print Workshop, in Waring Street. The day was 
led by artist, Majella  Clancy, and she began 
by explaining the different types of print 
making techniques and showing the students 
examples of some of the work that had been 
produced by artists in the workshop. After 

Name: Sara Cartwright

Started: Lagan College 1998

Further Education/
Qualifi cations: 
B Ed (Hons), Stranmillis 
University College, Belfast

I am Sara Cartwright and I left 
Lagan College after completing 
my Sixth Form studies in 2005 
and went to Stranmillis Universi-
ty, Belfast to become a primary 
school teacher. I had always 
wanted to be a primary school 
teacher because I enjoyed my 
education so much as a child 
and my mum, also a teacher, 
was a great inspiration to me.

After completing four years at 
Stranmillis University and at-
tending many different schools 
for my school based work, I was 
delighted when I was offered 
the job of teaching Year 5 in 
Lough View Integrated Primary 
School. Not only was this my old 
primary school but it was really 
important to me to continue 
with integrated education. I 
have now been teaching at 
Lough View for four years and 
I am loving every minute of 
it. I really feel that this is the 
right path for me and I hope to 
continue teaching in integrated 
education for a very long time.

ART DEPARTMENT

a coffee break the students began working 
on producing their own stencils to create 
their own screenprints. They used special 
opaque pens and litho crayons to draw on a 
specialist paper called true grain which was 
then applied to a screen and exposed to 
light in the photo exposure unit. The students 
all stopped work for a quick half hour lunch 
before returning to begin the process of 
inking up and printing their screens.  All of 
the students gained valuable experience and 
they all created prints that they could connect 
to the work that they were producing for their 
exam.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
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PICTIÚR
In March, twelve Year 8 students were lucky 
to be invited to Pictiúr, an exhibition of work 
by contemporary children’s book illustrators 
from Ireland. Pictiúr is a touring exhibition 
of contemporary children’s picture book 
illustration which was curated by Ireland’s 
Children’s Literature Laureate, Niamh 
Sharkey. The 42-piece exhibition, which 
includes work by 21 illustrators including 
Oliver Jeffers, Anita Jeram and Steve 
Simpson, toured Europe and the Republic of 
Ireland during 2013. The event took place in 
the Long Gallery at Stormont and students 
from Lagan College and Our Lady and St. 
Patricks, Knock, participated in a workshop 
led by illustrator, Oisin McGann, who 
taught the students some of the tricks that 
artists use when illustrating a book. Oisin 
demonstrated quick techniques of how to 
draw a face, an open hand and a closed 
fi st, and the students quickly learned how 
easy it is to draw these forms using simple 
shapes and formulas. He also talked them 
through the process of producing a piece of 
illustrative art and how each artist develops 
their own unique style and can often be 
easily identifi ed because of this. Oisin 
‘walked’ the students around the exhibition 
and described to them the different types 
of medium and processes that had been 
used to create the work. The importance of 
pictures in books was discussed, especially 
books aimed at children, and advice was 
given to the students about how to go about 
getting their own illustrative work published 
in the future. Oisin McGann is an illustrative 
artist who not only illustrates but also 
writes his own books, which is quite a rare 
thing in the industry. This was a wonderful 
opportunity to see original art work by local 
artists and appreciate the beauty and value 
of picture books. We hope this exhibition will 
inspire the pupils to read more and maybe 
even create their own picture books. 

Mrs D Hill

Oliver Jeffers

Oisin McGannOisin McGann
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HELD TOGETHER

‘Held Together’ is a piece of art which was 
commissioned by The Parents’ Council for the 
foyer of the new school building. The relief 
sculpture takes the form of a nautilus shell, 
associated with the Fibonacci formula which 
reoccurs in nature. Its series of numbers feature 
in each section. The formula is evident in many 
of the elements in nature represented in the 
artwork: the seeds of a sunflower, the spiral of a 
shell and the symmetry of a snowflake. A giant 
cog hurls stars, snowflakes, planets and seed 
heads into the mechanics of the universe .The 
cycle of the moon sits on the cogs as copper 
plates. Masters of Artare represented in shapes 
derived from their work: The organic forms from 
Matisse, the crest of a wave by Hokusai and the 
hand of God and man by Michelangelo. Other 
features were inspired by the poetic verses in 
the Book of Job when God asks deep questions 
of Man:

Job 28

“Where were you when I laid the foundations 
of the earth?

Tell Me, if you have understanding.

Who determined its measurements?

Or who shut in the sea with doors,

When I fixed My limit for it,

And set bars and doors; When I said,

‘This far you may come, but no farther,

And here your proud waves must stop!

Have you entered the springs of the sea?

Or have you walked in search of the depths?

Have you comprehended the breadth of the 
earth?

Have you entered the treasury of snow,

Can you bind the cluster of the Pleiades,

Or loose the belt of Orion?

Or can you guide the Great Bear with its cubs?

Have you given the horse strength?

Does the hawk fly by your wisdom,

And spread its wings toward the south?

Does the eagle mount up at your command,

And make its nest on high?”

The answer to these questions is inscribed 
in the centre part and above the hands. A 
knot of a rope (donated by Belfast Sailability) 
symbolises Christ and summarises these verses 
in Colossians Chapter 1. 

The Son is the image of the invisible God, the 
firstborn over all creation. For in him all things 
were created: things in heaven and on earth, 
visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers 
or rulers or authorities; 

all things have been created through him and for 
him. He is before all things, and in him all things 
hold together.

The tiny sea horse earns its position alongside the 
great sea creature. Flights of birds spiral towards 
the centre. The butterfly reminds us of the hope of 
transformation and the fragility of life. The scale of 
the artwork does not diminish the importance of 
the smallest piece but reminds us of how vast our 
universe is and how small yet a significant part we 
play.

Mrs G Cooke

‘Held Together’ was designed and created by Mrs 

Gillian Cooke (Art & Design Department) and Miss 

Clare Murphy (Technology & Design Departmentt). 

It has been created using plywood , copper, glass 

and acrylic paint.



South Africa Team
In October this year, 11 Year 13 students will 
travel to South Africa with the Chaplains in 
partnership with SERVE and Youth Link NI.  We 
are all looking forward to meeting up with 
Mrs Verwoerd and a group of young leaders 
for a few days, then supporting development 
work with some of the poorest people in 
Cape Town joining projects with SERVE’s 
partner organisations. 

To prepare for this exciting immersion 
experience the team spent 2 nights in 
Corrymeela in June getting to know each 
other, learning about South Africa and 
refl ecting on their roles as short-term 
volunteers.  One highlight was meeting Brent 
van der Linde who experienced apartheid 
as a young boy growing up near Cape Town 

and hearing his stories of living in a 
divided country.  

For those feeling brave, another highlight was 
a swim in the chilly sea at Ballycastle beach! 
We are hoping to raise £5,000 to take with 
us to donate to the projects we’ll see at fi rst 
hand in Cape Town, and have committed to 
continuing support for those projects after our 
return.  SERVE is our chosen charity in school 
for the next two years.  We have a long way 
to go to our target and need everyone’s help!  
It’s a great cause and we look forward to 
telling you exactly what your money does to 
help those who are in need. 

Carter and Andy in Year 8 have already made 
their own contribution by organising a coin 
challenge, raising over £70 for SERVE.  Well done! 

CHAPLAINCY
Statement 
against racism
After a number of racist attacks in Belfast 
a group of Year 10 students felt moved 
to take some action against racism.  A  
pledge was drawn up and then signed 
by many students to show their support.  

I commit myself to a small act of change: 
to try my best to make others feel wel-
come and to voice my objection to racist 
statements whenever I hear them.

It was an encouraging to see so many 
wanting to put their name on the pledge 
and commit to ensuring that Lagan 
College is a place where everyone feels 
welcome.
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Y13 Visit 
Stormont
On Wednesday 26 February (while the rest 
of the school was evacuated following a 
power failure), 4 dedicated Year 13 students 
accompanied Mrs Bingham to the Living Law 
event at Stormont. During the morning, we 
listened to presentations by the Education 
Officer of the NI Assembly, Brenda Rainey, 
First Legislative Counsel, the Committee for 
Justice Chairperson, Mr Paul Givan MLA and 
Deputy Chairperson, Mr Raymond McCartney 
MLA, and the Speaker Mr William Hay MLA. 
We also had the opportunity to have a tour of 
Stormont Building itself. 

The Living Law programme aims to bring 
students towards an understanding of the 
legislative processes which underpin the NI 
assembly, and to allow them to explore the 
opportunities in legal careers available at 
Stormont. It was a really interesting morning 
with some great opportunities for our students 
to understand the law in the assembly.

Mrs Bingham. 

HISTORY AND POLITICS

Visiting QUB 
Lecturer
On 4 March 2014 Dr Marie Coleman 
(pictured) from Queen’s University School 
of History and Anthropology visited Lagan 
College to give a lecture to our Year 14 
History students.  The lecture was a joint 
venture with students from Our Lady and St 
Patrick’s College.  

The focus of Dr Coleman’s lecture was the 
reasons for the decline of the Irish Parlia-
mentary Party in the early 20th Century, 
which is very relevant to the Partition of 
Ireland unit covered by History students in 
Year 14.  

Dr Coleman’s specialism is 20th Century 
Irish history and she has recently had a 
book published – ‘The Irish Revolution 
1916-1923’. 
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“THE LAST TIME I SEEN A 
PANEL LIKE THAT WAS ON 
THE BBC” (CLLR DR JOHN 
KYLE – PUP) SCHOOL 
POLITICAL DEBATE TURNS 
INTO BASIL VS. BELL
Captivated students sat heavily intrigued 
at some of the comments made during a 
Lagan College Question Time event. The 
school based in the Castlereagh Hills invited 
nine key guests up to the College to partake 
in a Politics event; Lagan Question Time. 
Following the completion of their £30 million 
new building project in June earlier this year, 
Lagan invited a representative from each 
key political party within Northern Ireland, 
including guests such as Naomi Long MP 
(Alliance), Jonathan Bell MLA (DUP), Alex 
Maskey MLA (Sinn Fein) and Basil McCrea 
MLA from Northern Ireland’s newly formed 
party NI21. The event was hosted by Martina 
Purdy from the BBC. 

Seated in front of over one hundred Sixth 
Form students, the representatives were 
grilled on issues that face our young people 
today. Tensions became fairly heated on the 
panel, as Jonathan Bell was asked about 
the recent decisions made by DUP Health 
Minister, Edwin Poots, in relation to Same Sex 
Adoption and Blood Donations. Defending the 
party’s Minister, Mr Bell asked the students 
of the audience to think about the question 

in relation to gay adoption; “If you have two 
gay people and a man and a woman, if all 
other things are equal, which is the best for 
that child?” His statement faced backlash 
from both Basil McCrea, Naomi Long and 
Clare Bailey. Basil fairly dramatically stepped 
in stating that: “Jonathan took twenty minutes 
to say nothing.” A round of applause was 
echoed throughout the room from the one 
hundred 16-18 year old, fi rst time voters. Bell 
responded by saying; “Basil did his clown 
act again. It was hilarious and I actually quite 
enjoy it.” 

Martina Purdy returned back to Ellen Magee, 
a Year 13 Politics Student at Lagan College 
who originally asked the question to the 
panellists. Ellen said; “You can’t generalise 
between a ‘gay couple’ and a ‘straight couple’ 
– it depends on the individuals. Ultimately, it’s 
who would be the better parent.” 

Louise Rattray, Year 13 at Lagan College 
asked the panellists about their party’s stance 
between ‘Integrated Education’ and the 
more recent proposal of ‘Shared Education.’ 
Considering that less than 7% of the Northern 
Ireland schools carry an integrated ethos, 
the students appeared to fi nd it insightful 
the viewpoints of the main political parties. 
Naomi Long MP stated that “Shared Education 
often sounds like close proximity segregation. 
It’s experiences that change people’s 
perspective. It’s sitting in classrooms with 
people that are different to you, and realising 
that these people are your friends and not 
your enemies.” Louise later commented 

saying; “I completely agree with Naomi, the 
only real way to tackle the problem is for 
people to truly come together, and not just 
share the same facilities.”

Next year will be the fi rst year where the 
students in the audience will be able to 
vote. Miss Purdy asked the pupils to raise 
their hands if they intend to vote in the next 
election, with just over half raising their 
hands. This poses the question to how 
engaged students are with local politics. 
The aim of the event at Lagan College was 
to encourage our young people to get more 
involved within local politics and the decisions 
that affect their lives on a daily basis. 

Michael Lynch – Head Boy, Lagan College

Guest list: Martina Purdy, Jonathan Bell, 
Clare Bailey, Basil McCrea, Alex Maskey, 
John Kyle, Alban Maginness, Michael 
Copeland, Naomi Long. 

CHARITYCLOWN COMMENT 
CAUSES CONTROVERSY 

of the audience to think about the question 
your enemies.” Louise later commented your enemies.” Louise later commented your enemies.” Louise later commented 

Founder pupil of Lagan College and Green Party 
Candidate, Clare Bailey.
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The Technology department hosted a Big Bang roadshow on the 5th June.  Some Year 8s had the opportunity to link properties of super heroes to the work of 
engineers.  They experimented with refraction, fi re, materials that change properties under force and conductors.

TECHNOLOGY: THE BIG BANG

TECHNOLOGY

YEAR 10 ENTERPRISE COMPETITION WINNERS
Following a very intense judging period, the winners were announced. First prize went to Katrine, 
Alanna and Damian from 10DM. Their idea was ‘Burg’o’land’ where you stay in burger shaped 
hotels and tents, sleep in burger shaped beds, take part in burger based activities and basically 
do anything you can imagine which is burger based. This was really innovative and imaginative, 
and the judges agreed that it was the most original entry by far. This team shared £50 of Amazon 
vouchers. Runners up were Emma Patton and Emily Beckett with a colour foam party event and 
Piotr Ptach with a gaming convention.

Congratulations to everyone who took part.

Mrs Bingham

YOUNG INNOVATORS COMPETITION
Riah Geddis, Amiee Nelson (Year13) and  Ben McKeown, Jack Auld, Joel Rea and Nicholas Jamison 
(Year 11) represented the College at the fi nal of the Young Innovators competition on Friday 20 June.  
They all achieved crest certifi cates and recognition for their design work.  The Year 11 group also 
achieved a special commendation as winners of a trophy and £150 in the category of  materials and 
minerals. 
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 are a leading law fi rm whose delivery of fi rst class legal 

services is based upon an understanding of the demands of the 

modern world and a recognition of the qualities of knowledge, 

experience, problem solving and value for money required by clients.

When Elliott Duffy Garrett was established in 1973, our founding 

Partners, who came from very different social and political 

backgrounds, wanted to create a fi rm that refl ected the very best 

in legal skills irrespective of religion or politics.  It is a tribute to 

their vision that the fi rm continues to uphold that tradition.  Over 

40 years later, we are justly proud, not only of our many legal 

achievements, but also of our independence and diversity.

We
For further information contact:

Marie-Louise Lowry 
Elliott Duffy Garrett 

Royston House 
34 Upper Queen Street 

Belfast BT1 6FD

Tel (028) 9024 5034
Fax (028) 9024 1337

marie-louise.lowry@edglegal.com
www.edglegal.com

Our offi ces at Royston House,
34 Upper Queen Street, Belfast BT1 6FD

are located in the centre of the City of Belfast,
a very short distance from Belfast City Hall. 

Supplying Lagan College 
Year 8 - 12:
Jumpers £22.50
Socks 2pair £5
Skirts £19.99

Call for free delivery
Summer shops 
open June - September
Check website for updates.

NEW WEBSITE 
SCHOOLWEARNI.CO.UK

ACK Productions / AEL Video
hire, design & installation of 

Event Lighting • Sound • Staging
Curtains • Video

Unit D4, Quaypoint
19 Heron Road
Belfast
BT3 9LE

ACK Tel: 028 9046 0446
AEL Tel: 028 9045 0386

www.ackproductions.co.uk
info@ackproductions.co.uk

We are pleased to supply Lagan College with 
Lighting, Sound and Staging
for their school productions.
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BUSINESS 
STUDIES 
Visiting Speaker from Fujitsu   
On the 25 September 2013, the Year 14 Applied 
Business Studies class had the pleasure of 
meeting with and learning from Matthew 
McGuigan, a second year Apprentice Software 
Developer who works for the International IT 
Services Company Fujitsu. This was Matthew’s 
fi rst visit to Lagan College following on the link 
previously established over the past few years 
with Andrew McMinn. Fujitsu have been regular 
visitors to the department for a few years now, 
delivering insight and information to students for 
their Investing in People Unit. Fujitsu obtained IIP 
Champion status in 2006 and the experiences 
and information an employee can provide is 
important to our students’ success. Matthew 
gave a very interesting presentation and 
answered many questions. Fujitsu are a valued 
industry link for the department and we would 
like to thank Fujitsu and Matthew for all that they 
do to enhance our students’ education.

 Visiting Speaker from Asidua
On the 21 October our Year 13 Applied Students 
had the pleasure of hearing from Angela 
Canavan,  the COO of Asidua,  carrying on the 

tradition of previous visits from her CEO Dr Steve 
Brankin,  who was unavailable for this year’s 
visit. Angela delivered the “Discomfort in the 
‘Comfort Zone’” presentation on behalf of Dr 
Brankin,  delivering insight into the story behind 
one of Northern Ireland’s most successful 
businessmen and the business she helps 
run. Angela delivered a very informative and 
interesting presentation on the Enterprising 
Manager,  something which Dr Brankin himself 
personifi es. Angela emphasised the importance 
of being ‘enterprising’ when managing staff 
and how their motivation and satisfaction in the 
workplace is vital to business success. Both the 
presentation and question and answer session 
gave our students a fantastic and practical 
insight into their classroom learning. The 
department would like to extend their thanks to 
Asidua,  Dr Brankin and Angela for their 
 continued involvement.

like to thank Fujitsu and Matthew for all that they 

Attorney General’s Living 
Law Programme.

Four Year 13 students had the opportunity 
to attend the Attorney General’s Living 
Law initiative run by the Attorney General 
for Northern Ireland, John Larkin. It is 
an opportunity not to be missed for any 
students coming into Year 13 in September 
who are considering studying Law at 
university. This year, the programme 
was attended by Christopher Dickison, 
Shay Horan, Stephen Hare and Natasha 
Donnan and we would all agree it is a 
worthwhile experience and that it has 
informed our decisions about whether or 
not to study Law in future. The programme 
takes the form of 5 half-day sessions 
spread out between September and 
May and provides a range of practical 
experience and discussion with Lawyers. 
These sessions included seminars 
from solicitors, barristers, law students 
and judges as well as visits to both the 
Magistrates and High Courts. There was 
also a session held in the Long Gallery 
at Stormont, which looked at the creation 
of legislation as well as having question 
and answer sessions with the Chair and 
Deputy Chair of the Justice Committee 
and Speaker of the Assembly. The most 
recent session involved a visit to the Public 
Prosecution Service including a review of a 
real case they had carried out and the last 
session involves Mock Bail Applications 
with the Attorney General, in which we 
will be expected to stand up in court and 
defend or prosecute a defendant. The 
sessions also provide a variety of debates, 
and a Law Essay competition with a prize 
of £100. 

We have all thoroughly enjoyed the 
programme and learned a lot from it. It 
has given us a hands-on overview of life 
as a lawyer, relevant experience that can 
be used in university applications and 
important contacts in the legal profession 
(the PPS has kindly offered us one day 
of work experience in the summer and 
Natasha had her work experience 
placement with the Attorney General 
himself, all thanks to the programme). 
We would urge any students interested in 
Law to apply for the programme as it is 
enjoyable and useful for the future. By the 
end, you will know for certain whether or 
not a career in Law is for you and either 
way, you will have enjoyed yourself. 

Chris Dickson & Stephen Hare, Year 13

DAVE EXPLORES THE NYSE.
I was invited as a representative of Lagan College to go on a trip to NYSE Belfast recently for their 
Maths Day event. Before going I was nervous, being the only one from my school going, however, 
when I arrived I saw that there were about 50 other students from schools all over Northern Ireland, 
all in the same boat as me. We met the organisers who split us into two groups, when we then were 
able to introduce ourselves to each other.

My group was then taken and split into teams to do a ‘Stock Market Challenge’. It was a game that 
simulated a real life stock market, and we spent virtual money on stocks to try and make a profi t (my 
team lost miserably, yet it was still an enjoyable and educative experience.) Afterwards our group was 
taken on tours of the building, talking to people that worked there and seeing the workers in the offi ces.

Beforehand, I’d assumed that all of the work in NYSE would have been to do with fi nance, however 
having spoken to the workers I learned that there was also a lot of Maths and Computing 
background to their work. Overall, it was a very benefi cial experience, as I got to see fi rsthand the 
work done in NYSE, and learnt more about how important maths is in the work they do.”
 
Dave Beattie Year 13.
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A New 
ApproAch 
to 
INtervIews
This year, the Careers Department 
piloted a new approach to our 
Interview Skills Evening for our Year 13 
students.  We decided to offer group 
interviews rather than the one-on-one 
experience of the past as this reflects 
the changes which are occurring in 
recruitment processes.  Each student 
was interviewed by a panel of Year 
13 students led by a business expert. 
The students then changed roles 
until everyone had taken part as an 
interviewer, an observer, and an 
interviewee. After each interview, the 
observers gave feedback to the person 
who had been interviewed.

The positive reaction from the students 
as they left their interviews was 
wonderful. Many commented that they 
had actually enjoyed themselves when 
they got over their nerves, and that 
it was really useful having the other 
students there for the feedback which 
they gave.

The business and academic volunteers 

who participated as interviewers could 

not have been more complimentary 

about the maturity and confidence of our 

Year 13s. Many of these professionals 

are involved in mock interviews in other 

schools and commented on how well 

our students performed compared to 

their previous experiences. Some of their 

comments: “I love doing this event at 

Lagan, your students are so positive and 

they get so much from it. I’ll definitely be 

back again next year”

“This was my first Interview Evening 
and I absolutely loved it. I’ve given my 
card to all the students I interviewed 
and I would be happy to come back 
to help with any more events you have 
coming up. Thanks for inviting me.”

“I’ve been doing these type of 
interviews for years and I thought 
the group idea was great, the young 
people got so much more out of it than 
the one-on-one interviews you used 
to do.”
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On Thursday 20th March the NIFRS gave a group 
of girls from Years 10 and 11 the opportunity to 
get an insight into what Fire Fighting entailed 
from a Careers perspective.  A whole host of 
other career opportunities to be found within the 
NIFRS were also discussed with the girls.

Our Year 10 and 11 girls got a golden opportunity 
to be kitted out in fire fighting uniform and 
instruction on how to use the breathing 
apparatus. They were all very surprised with the 
extra weight this meant fire fighters had to carry 
with them.

Rolling out and in the ‘short’ hoses had our girls 
out of breadth, so when given the opportunity 
to roll out and back in again the full size hose it 
was not surprising that we did not get 
willing volunteers! We owe a great deal of 
thanks to the fire fighters who came to share 

insight and career information with our 
girls.  Those interested in further pursuing fire 
fighting as a future career now appreciate the  
importance of physical exercise and strength 
and how they need to start from now to begin 
building upper body strength!

A great workshop which was tremendous fun.
Some thoughts on the day:‘I liked that we got 
to wear the proper clothing a fire fighter has 
to wear on a daily basis the information and 
background to their jobs. I would love to see 
around a fire station and try out more exercises.  
Overall it was a great experience and I learnt a 
great deal’    
Natalie, Year 10

‘We were divided into  two groups, one group 
went outside to do activities that the fire fighters 
have to do everyday whilst the other group 

listened to a presentation about what you 
have to do to become a fire fighter and the 
qualifications that are required.  Other jobs 
that can be done within the service were also 
explained to us. It was a good experience that I 
very much enjoyed and it made me think about 
this job as a possible future career’   
Kirsty, Year 10

‘I enjoyed leaning all about the Fire Service as I 
got to develop my knowledge about this career 
and better understand what a job with NIFRS 
really envolves.  I got the opportunity to take part 
in some of the routines they go through in their 
job, like rolling out the hose, trying on masks 
and dressing in some of the clothing they would 
have to wear.  It was enjoyable and useful and 
I would encourage others to learn more about 
the Fire Service.’  
April, Year 11

NortherN IrelANd FIre & rescue servIce come to 
eNcourAge the gIrls From lAgAN college.
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CAREERS CONVENTION 
2013 A HUGE SUCCESS! 
The Minister for the Department of Employment and Learning Dr Stephen Farry offi cially opened our 2013 Careers Convention on 21st November 
2013. This year, our theme was “Skills for a Global NI” and we aimed to provide our students with opportunities to discuss their future career 
plans with a variety of people from different sectors.
 
Over 60 exhibitors from Northern Ireland and even further afi eld were present from a range of higher and further education, training providers 
and local employers.  In addition to this, 15 different talks by guest speakers offered advice on diverse issues like A Level or GCSE options choices, 
entrepreneurship, going to university, STEM parent workshops and The Need for Languages in Today’s Workforce. 

Students from Years 10 to 14 were able to come along for advice and guidance specifi c to their own career plans and aspirations, to ask ques-
tions and get answers from experts in their area of interest.  There was an excellent turn out from our own students, and many of the exhibitors 
and speakers commented on the confi dent, well informed and friendly young people who approached them on the night.

Many thanks to the huge numbers of stall holders, speakers and advisors who, along with the unprecedented number of visitors from the other 
schools in our Area Learning Community, helped to make for a brilliant night!
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On Friday 7th of February, the Year 13 Young 
Enterprise team travelled to Bloomfield Shopping 
Centre in Bangor to participate in the annual 
Trade Fair event. Over the last six months we 
had been developing a number of innovative 
and unique products which we could use to 
launch our business, “It’s in the Bag!” After much 
deliberation, and several board meetings, we 

decided that our main product should be a 
Valentine’s Day/Mother’s Day themed gift of 
wild flower seeds contained in heart-shaped 
biodegradable paper.  This was presented in 
a vintage metal plant pot that doubled up as a 
flower pot!

On the day, our team were competing against 

many other schools in the shopping centre for a 
range of prizes, such as, ‘Best Visiting Company’, 
‘Best Product’ and ‘Best Marketing’. The day was 
a great success for us, as we achieved runner 
up for the ‘Best Product’ award and won the 
award for the ‘Best Visiting Company’.

Kirsty Morrow

YOUNG ENTERPRISE

Bloomfield Trade Fair

Forestside 
Trade Fair
On 12th December, our Young 
Enterprise team, ‘It’s in the 
Bag’ was invited to participate 
in a Young Enterprise 
Trade Fair in Forestside 
Shopping Centre. We were 
in competition with 5 other 
schools, selling our product 
to the public to win overall 
company. We used this local 
trade fair as a fundraiser for 
our final product being sold 
at a Trade Fair in Bloomfield 
Shopping Centre.  

Beforehand, we had been 
in close contact with AA 
Promotions to produce a 
product suited for the festive 
Christmas period.  After a 
long discussion amongst 
the group members, we 
decided to sell Christmas 
gift bags, tags and cards: 
essential items that appealed 
to everyone. Using our 
persuasive selling skills we 
sold all 250 gift bags!

Although we didn’t win the 
competition we all had a 
great day and were blown 
away with our £330 profit! 

Aimee Nelson
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Lousie Rattray is crowned Forestside 
Young Entrepreneur of the Year!

Year 8 Enterprise Day

Louise Rattray, Year 13, completed a work placement 
in Forestside over the February half term as part of a 
Young Enterprise placement initiative. Louise won this 
placement having showcased her entrepreneurial skills 
at the Company Trade Fair in the centre just before 
Christmas.

After completing her placement she was awarded 
Forestside Young Entrepreneur of the Year and was 
presented with an iPad mini, alongside a glowing 
reference from a number of top managers. 

She has since submitted a business plan to Young 
Enterprise and took part in interviews for UK 
Entrepreneur of the Year. 

Louise really is such a dedicated and conscientious 
student and this will help her to develop invaluable 
employability skills and further strengthen her already 
impressive CV. She has already completed  work 
experience at Ikea and gave up her holidays to enter 
this scheme. 

Watch out for Louise as an MD of the future.

Mrs A Carr
Head of Business Studies

On Monday 30th September, all our Year 8 students took part in their first 
Young Enterprise course at the College. The sessions were designed to let 
students mix outside their form class groups and meet the rest of their year 
group.  They also got to explore the idea of the school as a business which 
employs many people with a huge variety of skills and job roles. Fun sessions 
included poster making, marketing and branding a product, and presenting 
ideas in front of the group. Congratulations to everyone who took part.

Mrs Bingham
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

On Thursday 3rd October, Year 9 pupils had the 
opportunity to attend the Belfast Opera House 
to watch the ‘Horrible Science’ show.  The show 
was by the Birmingham Stage Company and 
answered questions such as: 

Why don’t penguins get spots? Could picking 
your nose be dangerous? Why doesn’t the moon 
wander off? Could a 10-million-volt battery float 
over your head? And how long would it take 
for your heart to pump enough blood to fill the 
theatre?

The pupils enjoyed the jaw-dropping 3D Bog-
glevision, and were on the edge of their seats as 
they journeyed with Billy Miller when he entered 
the crazy, awesome world of HORRIBLE SCIENCE.  

They were soon under attack from beastly bacte-
ria, vicious volts and foul fluids, but we managed 
to safely return to Lagan College for lunch.

What our students said:

“I loved Horrible Science because of the 3D 
images of they showed us.  They told us a 
load of facts about germs, electricity, blood 
and guts.  An interesting fact I learnt was that 
it takes 4 seconds for your food to reach your 
stomach.”   

Joshua Jones 9DNT

“Horrible Science was funny and I liked the 
3D part!  I learnt that to make a circuit all the 
metal and the battery must touch.  I really 
enjoyed the trip.”  

Amber Williams 9DNT.

Horrible Science with Year 9

Jack Auld, Ben McKeown, Nicholas Jamison, 
Joel Rea, and Jack Lemon (not pictured) won 
the Eye for Education enterprise challenge.  

They invented and developed a device that 
stores earphones.  When the person is using the 
earphones during exercise the device acts as a 
reflector.  

This means the person is more visible and 
therefore safer on our roads and footpaths.  

Each winner received an iPad mini and the 
group received an investment of £500 to mass 
produce, market and sell the product.

BrIght 
BuddIES

Science Club
The members of Science Club have been 
busy this year, fire writing, rocket launch-
ing, crystal growing, candy cane making 
and much much more.

Science Club is open to any pupil from 
years 8, 9 or 10.  If you are interested in 
coming to Science Club or want to find out 
more please speak to Miss Wightman or 
your Science teacher.
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Year 12 Core and Additional Science students attended a STEM Careers 
event organised by W5.  The event gave students the opportunity to 
meet representatives from local companies and Institutes of Higher and 
Further Education.  

The organisations represented set up display stands and the Year 12 
students were able to chat  to company representatives to gain insight 
into their work and ask questions about possible career options.  As well 
as the displays, four of the organisations gave presentations in the W5 
lecture theatre, which were well attended.

The organisations represented included - BT, NI Water, Citi, QUB 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering, UUJ, Schrader Electronic, 
Bombardier, CAFRE, Boots, Institute of Civil Engineers, Almac.

STEM Careers 
Event @ W5
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Christmas Chemistry
Thanks to funding from the Royal Society of Chemistry we were able to 
hold our fifth year of Christmas Chemistry.  

This year Primary 5 pupils from Cregagh, Forge Integrated, Loughview 
Integrated and St Bernards Primary schools were able to attend for a fun 
packed morning.

STEM Ambassadors
Year 9 students had the opportunity to get an insight into very different 
STEM careers when three STEM Ambassadors visited the College to 
speak about ‘a day in their life’.  It was really interesting to hear what a 
typical day was like for an analytical chemist, an epidemiologist and a 
cancer researcher.
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STEM Bus visits Lagan
On Thursday 12th June the STEM 

module arrived through the 
gates.  The STEM Module is a 

mobile laboratory and workshop 
equipped with everything 

required to deliver a state of 
the art learning experience to 

schools.  Students from Years 8 
and 9 visited the module and 

enjoyed sessions learning about 
microscopy.

They carried out experiments 
using two different types of 

microscopes and witnessed a 
scanning electron microscope in 

action.

SUMMER SCIENCE
The Science department once again continued 
our Summer Science programme this year by 
visiting three of our feeder primary schools.  We 
held Science sessions about ‘The Science of Air’ 
for almost 300 pupils from P5 classes over a 
period of three days.  The primary pupils had 
great fun learning about the air around us and 
the things we can use it for.  They experienced 
what it was like to ride on a hovercraft being 
lifted by air, they used windbags to measure 
how much air was in one breath and they 
created vortexes using air.  They also designed 
and launched rockets that fl ew high into the air 
and saw how much air was trapped inside a 
bottle of diet coke.

Thank you very much to the lovely primary 
schools we visited and for the pupils for being 
so keen and willing to take part.  The schools we 
visited were:
Saint Patrick’s Primary School, Holywood
Strandtown Primary School, Belfast
Leadhill Primary School, Belfast

Science Club 

Thursday   -  3.30 – 4.30  

G61 
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MATHS
The 24 Game was held in the Library on Wednesday 25th June 2014 for 25 very keen Year 8 
participants.  The object of the game is to make the number 24 from all four numbers on the game 
card. You can add, subtract, multiply and divide. Use all four numbers on the card, but use each 
number once only. You do not have to use all four operations.

Can you solve the cards below?

Two rounds were played before the final that was made up of 4 students.
Marcus Finnegan 8MJR, Holly Whiteside 8SH, Kealan McAvoy 8MJR, Joe 
Bryson 8MJR

The winner by some margin was Joe Bryson, congratulations to him!!

THE 24 GAME



Towards the end of last year, all of our year 8 
and 9 students took part in the annual Maths 
Power Point Challenge. This involved the 
students picking a topic that they had studied 

during the year, and presenting it on a power 
point.

We had some fantastic entries this year and a 

big range of topics, which included fractions, 
percentages, statistics and lots of algebra! It was 
difficult to pick the winners this year but below 
are pictured some worthy certificate holders!
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MATHS POWERPOINT CHALLENGE

COMES TO LAGAN
Year 8 classes flexed their literacy and 
numeracy skills when they took part in the 
Countdown Challenge.  The teams completed 
letters and numbers rounds followed by the 
crucial countdown conundrum, gaining points 
towards their total.  

Winning groups were:
8TLR = Epic Challenges
8SH = Swaggettes
8MCV = The Polar Bear Army
8BKT = #swag turtle
8MJR = The Heavy Squad
8JS = The Bubbles
8EL
8WHT

7-8 Hope Street, Belfast BT12 5EE

Phone: 028 9024 4421



Tradition
After hundreds of hours of rehearsals, tech-
nical design, set painting and prop making, 
Lagan College proudly presented it’s 
musical production ‘Tradition’. The show ran 
for three consecutive evenings in October 
and there was also a matinee performance 
for some of our feeder primary schools. 
Stephen Hare, Year 13, played the lead 
role of ‘Tevye’ to perfection. Tevye, is a poor 
Jewish milkman with five daughters living 
in Anatevka in 1905, where their lives are 
as precarious as the perch of a fiddler on 
a roof. Jamila Love, Year 13, was fantastic 
playing the part of Tevye’s wife, Golde, the 
daughters were spectacularly played by 
Rosie Killick, Year 13 (Tzeitel), Kirstie Morrow, 
Year 13 (Hodel), Hannah Cooke, Year 12 
(Chava), Naomi Bolster-Coates, Year 11 
(Shprintze) and Chantelle McAteer, Year 
11 (Bielke). The singing was of a particu-
larly high calibre this year and, despite 
the songs being technically difficult, each 
song was delivered to an extremely high 
standard. The story unfolded in front of an 
amazing set, which had been painted by 
members of the Art & Design Department, 
under the leadership of Mrs Cooke. The 
lighting and sound was managed by Mr El-
liot (Audio Visual Technician) and past pupil 
Peter Gunning. Many students and mem-
bers of staff worked behind the scenes, but 
special mention must go to our two
very talented Musical Directors, Mrs O 
Donnelly and Mrs H Killick, who worked 
tirelessly to deliver such an outstanding 
production. They really did themselves 
and the College proud! Congratulations to 
everyone who was involved, you have a lot 
to be proud of!

SCHOOL SHOW
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Congratulations to Areeya Thiengna, 9FLN, who 
won the Miss Thai Belfast 2014 competition 
on Sunday 27th April. Areeya, who’s family 
originates from Bangkok, fought off stiff 
competition from seven other contenders (one 
of whom was her Mum!) in T13 in the Titanic 
Quarter, and went on to win, despite this being 
her fi rst time entering the competition. As part 
of the competition she had to answer questions 
posed by the judges and was scored on her 
answers and her appearance. Areeya’s aunt, 
who lives in Bangkok, chose her stunning outfi t 
and posted it over to Belfast for her to wear on 
the day. The prizes included a sash, £200 cash 
and a stunning tiara. Congratulations to Areeya 
from all the staff and pupils at Lagan College!

PERSONAL AWARDS
Miss Thai Belfast 2014

NOREEN BICKER
Mrs Noreen Bicker has worked for the 
Compass Group UK & Ireland in Lagan 
College for 21 years. In 2012, Noreen took on 
the mantle as Cook, which she has both taken 
in her stride and excelled at. 2012 proved a 
diffi cult year for Noreen, both in her personal 
and in her work life, adjusting to a new job 
and to her role as a manager. I nominated 
Noreen for the annual ‘Be a Compass Star’ 
award as I was impressed by her steadfast 
approach to tackling things head on and 

for her 
dedication to 
her job, the 
College and 
to the team. 

Noreen is relied heavily upon by the entire 
team on a daily basis, and, despite her diffi cult 
year, she fully embraced the company policy 
of responsibility and integrity. We are delighted 
to announce that out of 50,000 employees 
nationwide, Noreen won the 2012-2013 award 
and attended the ‘Be a Compass Star’ Annual 
Awards Dinner at Madame Tussauds, London, 
on 28th November . All the staff and students 
at Lagan College are very proud of Noreen 
and we congratulate her on her achievement.
Congratulations also must go to Rosie Boulter 
who became a fi rst time Grandmother in 
September 2013! We wish Rosie, her family, 
and the new arrival, all the very best.

Mr Robert Fitzsimmons
Canteen Manager

Music with the Deaf
On Saturday 29th of November a few students 
from Lagan College accompanied a Deaf 
Community choir to help raise money for the 
Deaf Community charity ‘High Fives’. We sang 
a variety of songs in time with the BSL (British 
Sign Language) version. Children who were 
deaf and hearing helped out at this fundraiser. 
We sang Christmas carols such as We wish 

you a Merry Christmas, Jingle Bells, Winter 
Wonderland, White Christmas and many 
more. The students that went to this event from 
Lagan College were Yanano Bvunzawabaya, 
Erin Woods, Jamie Gorman, Rebekah Cooke 
and Molly Moore. Miss Hoy accompanied 
us amazingly on the piano and Mr Bernard 
Jackson played along fabulously on the 
guitar. The students said “It was an amazing 
experience to be a part of!” It is important that 

we raise enough 
money to help 
the people that 
need it most. “It 
felt really special 
knowing we 
were part of 
something so amazing.”

Miss M Hoy

Every year the Ulster Orchestra holds a concert called ‘Come and Play’ which is an 
opportunity for musicians of any age to play with the orchestra for a day and put on a 
concert at the end.  The concert is in the Ulster Hall and is free to all family and friends. This 
year, four pupils from Lagan College took part in this event – Charlotte Beattie (violin), Sean 
O’Brien (trumpet), Alex Powell and myself ( clarinet).  The orchestra members were very 
friendly and gave great advice and the musical pieces chosen were all well known.  This 
year we played the Raiders March from Indiana Jones and the Imperial March from Star 
Wars.  “Come and Play’ is a great experience. It’s not very often you get the chance to fi nd 
out what it is like to play in a top class orchestra and perform in a concert at the Ulster Hall.  
I would advise any Lagan College music student to take the opportunity if they can in the 
coming years.   Thanks to Miss Hoy for her help with the concert.

 Matthew Woods 12CNL 

LAGAN COLLEGE PLAYS WITH THE 
ULSTER ORCHESTRA

MUSIC
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Thursday 13th March saw the return of the Lagan 
College Céilí and the legendary Mr Lenaghan 
as Fear an tí. He also entertained us to a 
marvellous rendition of “Oró Sé Do Bheatha” in 
Irish. This year was a great success with lots of 
participation from members of our own school. 
There was the usual mix of dancing, singing and 
good craic. 

We watched lovely dance displays particularly 
from Joseph Woodcock in Year 9, Aine Gorman 
in Year 10, Aimee Nelson in Year 13 and Jamie 
Gorman in Year 11 thrilled with his circus tricks 
demonstration. Trim the Velvet school of Irish 
dancing wowed us all with another beautiful 
performance. A special word of thanks must go
to members of the school choir with Mrs Killick 
who took on the task of learning a song in Irish 
– no mean feat! The College traditional group 
were the icing on the cake – a very talented 
bunch with Rosie Killick, Paddy McKeown, Lucas 
Macpherson, Conor and Deidre McMahon and 
Esther Moore on keyboard. Thanks to everyone 
involved for making the Céilí such a success and 
we look forward to seeing you all again next 
year! 

Miss A Bell (Head of Modern Languages)

Céilí
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The new school is a really exciting opportunity for 
the Eco Committee and our main target for this 
year was Biodiversity, working with and making 
our new home a ‘Home for Nature’ too!  Key 
elements in this will be our exciting new nature 
pond and wildfl ower meadow. We also have the 
‘Big Tree Courtyard’ and have put bird feeders, a 
bug hotel and bird nesting boxes in this area.

We are also really pleased that practically all the 
materials from our old school building that we 
did not need have been sent to other schools 
for re-use including a school in Zambia that is 
delighted to be getting all our old chairs. We also 
gathered up hundreds of old school books that 
were donated to War on Want. 

Members of the Lagan Eco committee visited 
QUB School of Education to teach the teachers 
of the future about Eco Schools. Nicolas Jamison 
made a PowerPoint for the occasion and deliv-
ered it with excellence! 

The Eco committee also took part in the EWWR 
(European Week for Waste Reduction) and the 
college held a ‘Powerdown Day’ to raise aware-
ness of energy waste on campus. 

A key target for this year will also be designed a 
new Eco-Code for the new school….
Senior Eco committee meets: MonA 1.40-2pm
Junior Eco Committee meets: ThursB 1-1.20pm

Environmental Youth Speak 

Environmental Youth Speak has been 
running successfully for over 16 years and is 
the largest environmental public speaking 
event for schools in Northern Ireland. Its 
main aim is to get school children thinking 
seriously about environmental issues and 
is truly a province wide event with all 26 
councils participating.
 
Carter and Rudi who represented the 
College were both excellent and Carter will 
now go forward to the Regional and Grand 
Finals at Craigavon Borough Council. Well 
done to Rudi and Carter, and indeed to all 
the students from the other participating 
schools. We look forward to hearing the 
outcome of the Regional and Grand Finals!

On Tuesday 24 September the Marine 
Wildlife Bill was made law. Thanks to 
all the pupils and staff who signed the 
petition, we brought over 300 signatures 
from Lagan College to the Minister of 
the Environment at Stormont, along with 
hundreds of other pupils from all over 
Northern Ireland. 

The idea for this bill was fi rst conceived 
by school pupils from Ballycastle who 
witnessed the unique eco-system 
of Rathlin Island being irreparably 
damaged by unethical fi shing practices. 
The success of the bill I think is very 
encouraging for all school students 
who wish to take an active interest in 
campaigning for environmental and 
social issues.

Well done to everyone who helped make 
this happen!

Wildlife Pond, Chairs for Zambia, Teaching Teachers and a New Eco Code!

Mary helps Winifred collect 
materials for school in Zambia.

Eco Power Down Day.

Billy from SEELB collects chairs for ZAMBIA.



MEDIA

This year, four Lagan College students 
interviewed the Lord Mayor of Belfast 
Councillor Mairtin O Muilleoir. They were, 
Louise Rattray, Carter Wickham [The hosts], 
Rudi Summerville, and Mark Gunning [camera 
and sound], and also Ms. Collins the Vice 
Principal. We interviewed him at Belfast City 
Hall in the Lord Mayor’s parlours. We had an 
eight minute interview with him, five questions 
in total. They put us in a fair sized room with 
three tables and a few chairs. We were also 
treated to juice and scones. The Lord Mayor 
had a great sense of humour and answered 
all the questions to the best of his abilities. The 
last question we asked him had to do with a 
Chinese New Year party he went to and after 
we asked the question he got up and started 
doing Gangdam Style so we did it to. After we 
were finished with the interview he gave us a 
tour of the Lord Mayor’s parlour and showed us 
a bunch of presents he got from the different 
communities such as: the Rainbow Bear 
from the Gay Pride community, an Elephant 
from the Indian community, and a Beatle 
from the Egyptian community. He also has a 

few pictures, one of the Duke of Edinburgh 
and another one of the Irish proclamation of 
independence in the meeting room. He also 
has a hurl signed by the under 14’s O’ Donavan 
Rossa Hurling team. We also got to see his 
office which had a countdown clock of the days 
left for him as Lord Mayor. Then we had to 

leave so we went downstairs and took loads of 
pictures. After that we went back to the school 
and edited the interview. The video will be 
posted soon and was a huge success.

By Carter Wickham

Lord Mayor 
Interview

Teaching 
Divided 
Histories 
Year 9 pupils worked on 
a Media unit in English 
on the theme of Divided 
Histories and worked on 
‘Connecting Classrooms’ 
with a School in Freetown,  
Sierra Leone. 

The pupils used Comic 
Life to explore the Civil 
Rights movement. We 
also had a special guest 
from Sierra Leone called 
Ibraham, who visited 
Lagan College and gave 
some pupils a lesson in 
African drumming and he 
even got to play a game 
of staff football!

Ibraham with Staff football team.
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Media 
Magic!
It was a busy first term for 
the Media Department.  
Having the new media 
studio has been fabulous 
and pupils have been using 
the superb new camera 
equipment and recording 
studio to great effect.  

Special events have 
included taking part in the 
Cinemagic International 
Film and Television Festival 
for Young People. During 
which we had the pleasure 
of welcoming Helen O’Hara 
of Empire Film Magazine 
to present a workshop to 
Media pupils on online 
Journalism and Blogging.  

A Level Media pupils 
also got to see a special 
premiere screening of the 
Hunger Games II as part of 
the festival. 

Media pupils have also 
been working on a range 
of Media competitions and 
projects including: The 
Carson Award, Amnesty 
International Youth Awards, 
Young Reporters for the 
Environment, Manchester 
University Animation 
Competition,  Social Science 
for Schools Where Do I 
Belong? Photography 
Competition,  Lights-
Camera-Parliament Film 
Competition and of course 
BBC School News Report.  
Mr Patton got a behind the 
scenes tour of the BBC as 
part of a local school report 
training event. 

Courtney and Charlie as BBC School News 
Reporters had their Phillipines report published on 
the BBC website.

Teaching Divided Histories.

TDH team interview principal.

Young Reporters for the Environment.

BBC News Report.
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Year 11 GCSE Home Economics, pupils 
recently participated in the Northern Ireland 
Dairy Council Young Cook Competition. The 
focus for the competition this year was to 
plan a healthy celebration meal that could 
be eaten during the World Cup Final 2014.  
This challenged the students to choose not 
only healthy dishes but to consider how they 
could incorporate both the South American 
location while making it a celebratory meal! 
A lot of tasty and interesting dishes were 
planned and we had the opportunity to 
experience many of the fi nished dishes 
when we practised them as part of our 
Home Economics lesson.

This was the fi rst year we had entered 
the competition and so were very excited 
when Virginia Corbetta was selected as the 
SEELB Regional Winner and represented the 
SEELB in the Grand Final held in the Sacred 
Heart Grammar School, Newry with Laura 
Quinn (11), Mrs Manus and Miss Ellis as 
her supporters. Virginia’s meal consisted 
of meatballs served with tagliatelle and 
Pina Colada Panna Cotta and was a truly 
delicious South American celebratory feast!  

While the overall winner of the competition 
this year came from Aquinas Grammar 
School, Virginia was a fabulous competitor 
and was amazing in what proved to be 
as nerve wrecking a fi nal as any BBC 
Masterchef Final we have watched!  Well 
done Virginia and we look forward to having 
another attempt at the competition in 2015!

Lagan Young Chef 
Competition 2014

As part of the Year 10 Home Economics 
programme we run a competition to 
fi nd our most promising Young Chef.  
Each student in Year 10 is challenged to 
plan and prepare a simple meal that 
could be served for a group of friends 
before a night out at the cinema.  
Heats were held in each Year 10 Home 
Economics Class and a winner and 
runner-up chosen.  The winners and 
their willing assistants then took part in 
the grand fi nal on Monday 16th June 
2014.  The standard was excellent this 
year and our team of judges (Miss Ellis, 
Miss Fairley, Miss Lemon & Miss Murphy 
found the fi nal choice a diffi cult call.  

In the end Rhiannon Deazley (10RS) 
was our deserving winner with Poyia 
Marbella and Ben Campbell (10MFE) 
was a highly commended runner-up 
with the best home cooked chips and 
crusted chicken - what stylish and 
tasty dishes!   Great fun, great young 
chefs and more than a few tasty dishes 
sampled!  Well done Year 10!

NI DAIRY COUNCIL 
COMPETITION 2014
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Our ever popular annual Year 13 Politics and Drama 
trip to London took place on 27 and 28 February and 
proved a huge success! Nineteen A-Level students 
from Lagan College descended on London for two 
days of action packed activity! 

Highlights of the trip included a ‘Celeb-fest’ feast at 
Madame Tussauds, where we rubbed shoulders 
with the great and good... and the not so good! 
We came face to face with Cameron and Putin in 
the Downing Street section and were able to get 
snapped with the greats of English literature – 
Shakespeare & Dickens as well as football legend 
David Beckham! We were quite amused when the 
scariest thing in the Chamber of Horrors appeared 
to be our own students! This was followed by a 
walking tour of London (particularly enjoyed by 
Nicholas Hunter). We saw Buckingham Palace, 
Downing Street and the government nerve centre of 
Whitehall. At night time, Mr Wishart was introduced 
to the glories of Nandos - especially the extra hot 
chilli sauce! A fantastic adaptation of Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory was the evening spectacle in the 
West End. It was enjoyed by all! 

The next day we had some free time around 
Covent Garden and Leicester Square. We were then 
treated to a fantastic tour of Westminster, including 
the House of Commons and the Lords Chamber. 
A brilliant Select Committee debate, in which our 
pupils excelled, completed our tour. Meanwhile, 
the Drama Students were taking in the eerie chill 
of ‘The Woman in Black’, a West End classic. They 
completed their tour with an amazing spectacle 
– they were able to tread the boards at the Globe 
Theatre – home of Shakespeare himself! Our (long) 
trip back to the airport was enhanced by Mrs Knipe’s 
brilliant ‘London connections game’ won in style by 
Ellen Magee! We were left with great memories of 
an unforgettable London trip.

Mr Wishart & Mrs Knipe

Drama & Politics 
Trip to London
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Spanish trip to Vejer de la Frontera, Costa 
de la Luz, Andalucía. 
On 10 February, fourteen ‘A’ level students, 
along with Don Miguel and Mrs Connor, flew 
to Málaga, from where they travelled on by 
coach to a tiny picturesque village called Vejer, 
just off the coast of Cádiz near the Straits 
of Gibraltar. Here the students attended La 
Janda – a family run academy housed in an 
18th Century mansion. The students attended 
Spanish classes, visited local markets & tourist 
attractions, and also spent a day shopping and 
sightseeing in the nearby city of Cadiz, all under 
the expert guidance of their host teachers Eli 
and Mari. The cultural experience was further 
enhanced by staying with local families where 
the students sampled all kinds of local cuisine 
and customs. The highlight of the week was 
when everyone got involved in making (and 

eating) a giant Paella in a pan the size of a 
table, followed by a traditional Spanish sing-
song accompanied by a local singer/guitarist 
with a special guest appearance from our very 
own Flamenco dancer Don Miguel.
 
“My favourite part of the Spanish trip was the 
day trip to Cadiz where we saw the camera 
oscura and other sights! I loved speaking 
Spanish the entire time and feel so much 
more confident now! I recommend the trip to 
anyone!” Sophie

“The thing I most enjoyed about the trip was 
the chance to experience the culture and 
speak the language in a natural setting. 
I found it really beneficial to my speaking 

and listening and feel it really helped my 
confidence in Spanish. To top it off was the 
beautiful setting we were in, the only thing 
we missed was the sun!” Jacinta

“The whole trip was an amazing experience, 
while it was great to learn more Spanish and 
get to really speak the language, I also really 
enjoyed just being totally immersed in the 
Spanish culture. People think of sun and sand 
and parties when they hear Spain, but we 
were in the most beautiful little quiet town 
on top of a mountain, and we got to live with 
real Spanish people and hear real Spanish 
music and eat real Spanish food, the whole 
thing was just so great.” Rosie
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I really enjoyed my time on the Nice trip.  
The facilities at the hotel were good, the 
food was tasty (especially the croissants at 

breakfast) and the hotel was centrally locat-
ed, only a short walk from the centre of Nice. 

Throughout the entire trip we had brilliant 
weather, which was too warm for some, 
except for a morning of intense thunder and 
heavy downpours which fortunately died off 
as we prepared for a trip out to the old town. 
During our trip we visited many interesting 
places such as different tourist attractions, 
holiday destinations and water parks. We 
also got to know the city and experience 
French culture from the heart of one of its 
largest cities, and of course speak a little 
French too.

It was a busy trip, we had little time in the 
hotel, and we went somewhere different 
every day.  We even spent a day taking a 
tour of the old town and exploring the mar-
ket, sampling a taste of the local food and 
even getting a chance to watch some of the 
World Cup matches from the hotel rooms 
and in some of the restaurants, although we 
struggled to translate the commentary. My 
favourite activity was the day trip to Marine-
land and Aquasplash where we got to see 
many of the shows, such as the killer whale 
show and the dolphin show. We also went 

Nice TripJune 2014

on some water rides and got into the wave 
pool. Mr Strain and Mr Gardner showed their 
competitive sides racing each other on the 
water slides! (It was a close race but I won’t 
reveal the winner). 

 I also enjoyed visiting Monaco and travel-
ling on the track of the Monaco grand prix. 
We also visited the palace in Monaco and 
enjoyed an interesting audio tour of the 
building, plus we got to visit some of the 
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Year 11 
Trip to paris
Paris in June – what more could you ask for?  Four fun-packed days 
spent exploring the sites of this beautiful city. Our highlights were 
climbing the Eiffel Tower, visiting the Stade de France and seeing 
the Mona Lisa. No one seemed to mind a two hour walk from the 
Arche de Triomphe to Notre Dame as there was just so much to see, 
especially the designer shop windows and the Bridge of Locks. Mr 
McFadden kept us on track and no one got lost on the Métro!
Miss Bell was even heard to say that she had never had such a has-
sle-free bunch of students to look after, so a big thank you to all the 
French students and we all hope the experience as given you a love 
of Paris and you’ll all go back some day.

souvenir shops and enjoy some ice cream (I 
thought lemon and vanilla were the best). 

In our free time in the evenings we had the 
freedom to explore the local area and visit 
the local park and even the beach. 

The boat tour on the last day provided some 
of the most spectacular views of the trip, 
even beating those off the coast of Monaco. 
We had a chance to relax and take in the 
views before finally wheeling our suitcases 
to the airport and boarding the plane back to 
Belfast International Airport.

Overall, I enjoyed this trip very much and had 
a great time exploring new places and seeing 
new sights and I would definitely recommend 
this trip to other younger pupils. I also feel that 
this trip has helped me and others develop 
our French language skills and has been 
good preparation for my GCSE course. 

Jonathan Bell 11MNY



WORLD CHALLENGE

Arriving early at the Dirty Duck, Holywood, on a 
wet, blustery and very grey Saturday morning 
the team set out walking along the North Down 
coastal path to Bangor Marina. The pace was 
set high to help increase individual fitness and 
conditioning in preparation for the tough jungle 
trekking that we were to experience in Vietnam, 
Laos & Cambodia.

The team were confident and their spirits were 

high as their training/fundraising continued and 
they were are all getting more excited as our 
expedition departure date drew closer. 

Also….To our pleasure the World Challenge 
team was asked to prepare the school stage for 
Lagan College’s first Christmas fayre.   

Working as hard as Santa’s own little elves 
our team managed to complete a beautiful 

Christmas Grotto for the arrival of Santa!  Santa 
was very, very impressed and the whole fayre 
event was a great success and we would like 
to say a big hearty thank you to everyone that 
helped out with decorations, props and paint etc.  
Also a very big thank you to Santa himself!.

Well done team!

Mr D. Carleton

World 
Challenge 
SE ASIA

A group of 9 students started their training 
for their World Challenge expedition to SE 
Asia during the summer of 2014.

Arriving early at Bellevue car park on a 
dry and clear Saturday morning the team 
spent a half day walking in and around 
the beautiful Cave Hill countryside in their 
preparation of taking on the dense jungle 
trekking they will experience in Vietnam, 
Laos & Cambodia.

The team also recently have come back 
from a weekend of pre-expedition training 
in Newcastle, Co Down.  During this 
weekend the team were taught how to 
set up and take down tents, how to cook 
and clean while wild-camping, how to 
deal with emergency situations and some 
more gruelling walking involved with full 
backpacks.

The team are becoming more confident 
as their training continues and they are 
all getting more excited as our expedition 
departure date draws closer.  

Well done team and keep up the hard work!

Mr D. Carleton

World Challenge SE ASIA





What Was your 
childhood ambition?
My childhood ambition was to be a 
hairdresser, in fact it is still something 
that I always say I am going to do.  The 
older girls in my street used to come to 
my house to get their hair plaited.  I was 
a strange child, in one respect I was a 
real girly girl who loved doing hair but 
having 3 brothers also meant I could 
quote every footballer who played for 
Newcastle United, cried to stay up in 
the middle of the night to watch WWF 
Wrestling Championships and loved films 
like Rocky and The Karate Kid.  

What Were you Were like When 
you Were at high school?
I was a total nerd. An absolute geek! My 

class notes were done using 15 different 
coloured pens, I often had to write my 
notes out 3 times because they were 
never neat enough and I was obsessed 
with wearing 15 pairs of socks at once. Of 
course my top button was always done 
and my skirt rolled down!

What Were your first impressions 
of lagan college?
How welcoming and approachable 
everyone was. I loved walking into a 
staffroom full of laughter. Coming back 
to teach in your old school is always 
scary but I quickly realised that it was 
the people who made my time here as 
a student so enjoyable and that really 
hadn’t changed. 

Who inspires you?
Many people inspire me, not so much 
people who are famous or well-known 
but those who are brave and persevere 
through illness or hardship. I was very 
inspired by the story of little Oscar Knox  - 
a real hero in my eyes. 

What kind of music do you like?
There isn’t really any one particular type 
of music that I like. I have quite an eclectic 
taste everything from Paloma Faith and 
Snow Patrol to the Kings of Leon. You also 
can’t beat a bit of cheesy pop. 

if you could pick any actor/
actress to play you in a film of 
your life story Who Would 
you choose? 
Drew Barrymore or Cameron Diaz….. 
only because I wished I looked like either. 

describe yourself in three Words.
Happy, friendly and considerate. 

What is your funniest or most 
embarrassing experience?
Oh dear there are so many ….. when I 
was doing teacher training in Newcastle 
Upon Tyne and went for my first day in 
my new school it had been raining all 
morning and I had taken 3 buses to get 
there. I arrived into school laden with 
multiple bags and walked quickly down 
the corridor whilst all the students looked 
at the new ‘Irish teacher’. Not wanting to 
draw attention to myself, I kept the head 
down until I slipped and fell flat on my 
face in the corridor. I jumped up quickly 
and ran on. I thought because it was a 
school of 2500 students I would never 
see those kids again until I walked into 
my new form class and they all screamed 
at the top of their voices “you fell over!”. I 
was mortified, but could do nothing but 
laugh with them. To make matters worse 
I quickly got to know the HE Department 
because they had to patch up the knee 
in my trousers that had ripped during 
my fall….. what can I say? I know how to 
make a classy entrance!

mr firth

What Was your childhood ambition?
To be a footballer. I was obsessed with football and 
I still am!

What Were you Were like When you Were 
at high school?
I think I always worked hard and got on very 
well with most of my teachers. I was also very 
sporty and represented the school a lot, which is 
something that I think is very important.

What Were your first impressions of 
lagan college?
I thought the new building was amazing; especially the 
new sports facilities which really caught my eye. I also 
thought everyone was very welcoming and found it very 
easy to settle in.

Who inspires you?
I would have to say my mother more than anyone, 
as she is so hard working.

What kind of music do you like?
I love all music. I think there is a song on my iPod 
for everybody.

if you could pick any actor/actress to 
play you in a film of your life story Who 
Would you choose? 
James Marsden

describe yourself in three Words.
Loyal, funny and sporty.

What is your funniest or most 
embarrassing experience?
Something embarrassing that happened to me 
recently would be ripping my jeans whilst bowling. 
It was only my first shot and had to spend the entire 
evening flashing one leg. I also tried to tape it up with 
duct tape, which didn’t exactly help matters, only 
bringing me more attention. There were a few families 
nearby who had a right laugh!

mrs mcalorum

spotlight on...



What Was your childhood 
ambition?
I can vaguely remember telling people 
I wanted to be an “inventor”. Like many 
young boys I also wanted to be a 
footballer –anybody who has seen my 
skills on the football pitch will know how 
unlikely that was!

What Were you Were like When 
you Were at high school?

I loved art, writing stories and designing 
websites, anything creative. I was a very 
quiet student. I hated speaking in public. 
If you had told me that I would end up 
speaking at assemblies and school 
events, I wouldn’t have believed you!

What Were your first impressions 
of lagan college?
I had heard a lot of good things about 
Lagan College before coming here. I 
immediately connected with the ethos of 
the school and I was proud to be part of it. 

Who inspires you?
I almost don’t want to say “Jesus”, 
because it seems too obvious an answer 
for a chaplain, but it’s probably the only 
completely true answer. I try (and fail) 
to live by His example. I’m inspired by 
anyone who devotes their life to the 
service of others and the common good.

What kind of music do you like?
It’s hard to sum it up in a sentence but I 
guess you would loosely describe it as 
indie. Rodrigo y Gabriela are my favourite 
band, I could listen to them endlessly. I 
was slightly obsessed with Will Smith in 

my younger years. I could probably still 
recite some of his songs word-for-word. 
I was such a cool kid…

if you could pick any actor/actress 
to play you in a film of your life 
story Who Would you choose? 
Unfortunately Martin Sheen is too old, but 
if he could be persuaded to slap in a bit 
of hair dye I would let him do it anyway 
because I think he’s brilliant. Failing that, 
I’ve been told I look like Peter Parker 
(Spider-Man), so I’d like to say Andrew 
Garfield but I’m afraid Tobey Maguire 
would be more likely. 

describe yourself in three Words.
Happy, thoughtful, easy-going.

What is your funniest or most 
embarrassing experience?
When I was about 14, I got on the bus to go 
home from school and the driver shut the 
doors on my schoolbag, which was still on 
my back at the time. I was stuck between 
the doors, in front of a crowded bus, for 
what felt like a lifetime before he finally 
opened them. I think it was around that time 
that I started walking home from school.

What Was your childhood 
ambition?
My ambition is to call the bosses chair 
my own.  It is clearly obvious that Mrs 
McNamee is just keeping it warm for me 
until I am ready to take on the top job.   

What Were you Were like When 
you Were at high school?
Being honest, I was extremely laid back 
adopting the approach “It will always get 
done in the end”.  Often, I slept in when 
I had free periods in the morning, went 
home for lunch just because I had to have 
my lunch made for me.  #mammysboy. 
Clearly I have grown out of that phase.  It 
is obvious now how hard working and 
motivated I am.  

What Were your first impressions 
of lagan college?
Coming from a small country side school 
I was nervous.  I couldn’t believe the size 
of the school.  As I sat in the front porch 
waiting nervously whilst students passed 
me by, Mrs Mulholland came over to 
speak to me.  She shared her guidance, 
wisdom and years of expertise…Yes, I 
am still terrified of her.

Who inspires you?
Mr Graham.  As I develop as a teacher I want 
to be just like him.  The enthusiasm that he 
brings to each lesson is incredible.  I have 
never seen pupils receive so much enjoyment 
from lessons whilst hitting the relevant success 
criteria.  A real master of the trade.  

What kind of music do you like?
Big country and folk music fan.  I will be 
heading to Croke Park this summer for 
the one and only Garth Brooks.  (No, you 
won’t! Editor) Big thanks to one of Garth 
Brooks biggest fans Mr Gardner for 
organising the tickets. 

if you could pick any actor/
actress to play you in a film of 
your life story Who Would you 
choose? 
Liam Neeson, always gets the job done 
no matter how difficult the task.  

describe yourself in three Words.
Focused, witty and charming 

What is your funniest or most 
embarrassing experience?
My most embarrassing experience to date 
was when I came to Lagan College to be 
interviewed for my job. I suffer from nerves and 
I often get extremely nervous before I have to 
do anything major.  However, it is not just a 
case of sweaty palms that I get, what happens 
to me is much more drastic. On the day of my 
interview I arrived early which gave me time to 
compose myself before I entered the College 
for the first time.  It was a beautiful day and I 
thought I would use the time to read over my 
notes.  However, as the time of the interview 
approached, the nerves only worsened.  I 
eventually opened the car door and was sick in 
the car park. This was a disaster! I had to drive 
as fast as I could to Forestside to clean myself 
up and make it back in time for my interview.  

I arrived back to the College minutes before 
my interview was due to begin and like all 
honest country boys I made sure to park as far 
away as possible from the mess that I had left. 
I couldn’t let anyone know it was me, I was so 
embarrassed, but I was fairly certain that no 
one had witnessed my episode. How wrong 
was I?! On walking into the school I met Tucker, 
from the Facilities Management Team (whom 
I was meeting for the first time), who asked 
me in his broad Belfast accent “Are you here 
for an interview or are you looking for a mop 
and bucket to clean up that mess you left?”  All 
thoughts of the interview disappeared and I 
was able to see the funny side of the situation.

mr sowney

mr mcafee
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Writers’ Corner
Summer Poem
I see the children saying goodbye
I see the teachers singing with joy
I see the buses flash their lights as they leave the 
gates
I hear the sound of teachers gossiping
I hear children speak in happiness 
I hear school bells ring
I smell the fuels of all the buses
I smell the BBQ mums cooking at home
I small the freshly cut grass as I walk home
I touch the front door and scream hello!
I touch the suit case that’s ready to go
I touch the daisy chain my friend made me
I taste the summer air
I taste family fun
I taste the BBQ daddy is making at his new house

megan Stevenson 9PLT

WinTer Poem
I see winter smiles all around 
I see Christmas lights shine bright
I see red suits and dresses
I hear bells ringing
I hear rumbling of Christmas pie
I hear children sing Christmas carols
I small coal burn to keep us warm
I smell the turkey cook
I smell freshly cut Christmas trees
I touch the ribbons on the tree
I touch Santa’s beard
I touch the presents I’m dying to open
I taste apple crumble, crumble in my mouth
I taste the family joy
I taste granny’s burnt mash 

megan Stevenson 9PLT

SPring Poem
I see rabbits hop through long grass
I see chocolate eggs hid under trees
I see eggs hatch with young chicks
I hear chirps’ of baby bird’s cry
I hear the crackling of Easter eggs open
I hear the Easter bunny hop
I smell farms 
I smell lambs milk I smell flowers bloom
I touch buttercups and daises
I touch straw
I touch the new baby fowl 
I taste the freshly cut grass
I taste the sun
I taste chocolate slide down my throat

megan Stevenson 9PLT

Summer Poem
I see the dreaded faces of parents when kids finish 
school.
I see excitement of families going on holiday.
I see happiness all around.

I hear the ice cream truck coming onto the beach.  
I hear the cries of kids to get their dads to play in the 
water with them.
I hear happiness all around.

I smell the fine lit BBQs coming into my nose 
I smell the drunken idiots running around the beach.
I smell the scent of sun cream
I smell happiness all around

I touch the rough jagged rocks up the beach
I touch the hot side of the steaming ice cream van.
I touch the wired feeling on the sticky seaweed.
I touch the happiness all around

I taste the stinking stench of the foul seaweed.
I taste the ice cream down my throat
I taste the fumes from all the cars eager to get a 
good spot on the beach.
I taste the happiness all around.

Jack Scott 9PLT

Summer
I see the sand
I see the ice cream van
I see the sand castles

I hear the waves
I hear the wind
I hear the kids shouting

I smell the seaweed 
I smell the salty water
I smell the barbeque

I touch the shells
I touch the sand
I touch the water

I taste the salty water
I taste the sand
I taste ice cream

Holly Andrews

Summer
I see friends having fun
I see smoke from the barbeques
I see happiness around me
I hear kids shouting 
I hear music blasting 
I hear people partying
I smell the sea 
I smell burgers
I smell sun cream on everyone around me
I touch the grass 
I touch the football 
I touch my friends in hunts to catch them
I taste the burgers and hotdogs from the BBQ
I taste the sun cream around my face 
I taste the ice cream

Aaron Wright 9PLT

WinTer 
I see Christmas trees 
I see snow plows clearing the roads
I see kids having fun 
I hear Christmas songs on the radio
I hear excitement all around 
I hear bells jingling
I smell turkeys and hams 
I smell the cloves on the ham
I smell candy canes
I touch my presents I touch the cold and soft snow 
I touch the snow men
I taste the turkey in my mouth 
I taste the candy canes at the tip of my tongue
I taste the snow as it hits my face        

Aaron Wright 9PLT

Summer
I see kids playing
I see the ice-cream man
I see bumble bees
I hear kids screaming
I hear music playing
I hear the football hit the ground
I smell the grass
I smell camp fires burning
I smell ice-cream
I touch the cone of my ice-cream
I touch the Ice cold glass with juice in it
I touch the football post
I taste my ice-cream
I taste my barbeque
I taste my coca cola

eoin Burns 9PLT

Summer
I see palm trees waving at me, welcoming me in
I see the excitement in my brother’s eyes as we 
walk to our hotel room 
I see kids playing in the pool while the adults try 
to attract the skin with some who have pale white 
skin and others darkly tanned 
I hear the cheering of children with happiness in 
their voices as I walk to the pool
I hear the splashing of water while many laugh 
and join in
I hear mums and dads bickering at their children 
to put their sun cream on
I smell the air filled with sun cream as many 
reapply more
I smell the sharp freshly cut grass on the side of 
the tennis court
I smell the cooking of delicious food, many 
different types
I touch the water, feeling the cold chill as it goes up 
to my neck
I touch the glass of ice cold water, taking a drink to 
cool myself down from the exhausting heat 
I touch cool metal bar, leading me into the relaxing 
blue water, swaying along the surface of the water 
on my Lilo
I taste the ice cream as it melts in my mouth
I taste the warm air, drying my throat 
I taste my lip balm upon my lips as I reapply it 

This is it. This is holiday

Alise Biggerstaff
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Writers’ Corner

WinTer
I see the ice shine upon the car roves, making 
them look sharp and fierce 
I see the rain dripping down until it lands on the 
icy, stone cold road 
I see the umbrellas shot up, protecting their owner 
by guarding them from the pelting rain
I hear the PITTER PATTER of the rain droplets 
dropping until they join the small puddle of water 
on the windowsill
I hear the wind rattling the trees to their best, 
blowing occasional leaves over board
I hear parents shouting, warning their kids to be 
careful in case they fall
I smell the car fumes on the wet road, making the 
smell clog my nostrils
I smell the dampness of the tyres dragging along 
the wet road 

Alise Biggerstaff 9PLT

Summer
I see the sand and sea on the ground 
I see the children playing all around
I see the clear blue skies.

I hear the laughter of children playing in the sand
I hear the noise of the marching band
I hear the ice cream trudging along the beach.

I smell the scent of the sea in the air 
I smell the barbeques all around 
I smell even the scent of the seaweed on the 
ground.

I touch the sandcastle which was big and tall
I touch my brother’s castle but it is very small
I touch the rippling waves.

I taste the burgers from the barbeque 
I taste the ice cream in my mouth 
I taste the salt from the sea. 

WinTer
I see the snow lying all over the ground
I see the icicles dripping off the roof
I see children in there garden throwing snowballs

I hear the wind rustling the bushes
I hear the sound of children happily playing in the 
  snow
I hear people stepping on the ice (crunch)

I smell the scent of winter edging towards me
I smell hot chocolate all around 
I smell the hot drinks getting poured to keep warm

I touch the snow on the ground 
I touch the snowballs as I lift them
I touch the nice warm cup of hot chocolate

I taste the warm hot chocolate in my mouth
I taste the remains of a snowball that was thrown 
at me
I taste the Christmas dinner.

By rachel Shannon 9PLT

Summer
I see the sun shining
I see happy families having fun
I see children licking ice pops

I hear children screaming
I hear the ice cream van
I hear the waves clashing together

I smell sun cream 
I smell ice cream 
I smell the salty water

I touch the sand
I touch the rocks 
I touch the wall I am sitting on 

I taste the water
I taste my ice cream
I taste the barbecue 

georgia magee 9PLT

AuTumn
I see the leaves falling of the trees 
I see the trees going bare
I see the leaves on the ground

I hear the leaves crunching
I hear the wind blow
I hear people’s hoods going up

I smell the leaves
I smell the rain
I smell the sky

I touch the leaves 
I touch the trees 
I touch my raincoat

I taste the misty
I taste my coffee 

georgia magee

Summer
I see smiles from one ear to the other
I see kids faces covered in ice cream
I see squids in rock pools
I hear Children Screaming and running
I hear seagulls
I hear mums yelling to put on sun cream
I smell freshly cut grass from people’s gardens
I smell the sand from the beach
I smell a beautiful scent of flowers
I touch the sand
I touch water in the sea
I touch the ice cold sun cream on my skin
I taste the could ice cream  
I taste the cool refreshing drink of water
I taste sand in my mouth

Ciara Austin and Amber Pau 9PLT

Summer
I See Sand 
I See Bands 
I See People Having Fun 

I Hear The Waves Hitting The Sand 
I Hear The Bands Singing Out Loud
I Hear The Sirens On The Ice Cream Vans 

I Smell The Sea Weed 
I Smell The Salty Water 
I Smell Sun Cream Everywhere

I Touch Beach Balls
I Touch The Sand On The Hot Floor

I Taste Sand In My Mouth, I Taste The Salty Water,I 
Taste Ice Cream

By enzo 9PLT

Summer
I see clear blue skies
I see children playing
I see happiness

I hear the cheerful ice cream truck music
I hear children screaming
I hear happiness

I smell freshly cut grass
I smell strong salt from the sea
I smell happiness

I touch the grass 
I touch the rippling waves
I touch happiness

I taste freshness 
I taste strong salt from the sea
I taste happiness

georgia Whitsitt 9PLT

WinTer
I see white snow that covers everything like a 
blanket 
I see the silver sky shining 
I see winter

I hear the peaceful quiet breeze like a whisper
I hear the gorgeous crunching of snow at my feet
I hear winter

I smell the kind smell of hot chocolate
I smell winter

I touch the cold snow in my hands
I touch the warmth of the hot chocolate mug
I touch winter 

I taste the cold air
 I taste the hot chocolate
I taste winter

georgia Whitsitt 9PLT
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WAr Poem
War is equal, but a bad place 
Let’s be nice and live in peace.
I see blood on the ground
I see guns in innocent hands
I see bombs everywhere
I hear screaming all around
I hear crying on the ground
I hear explosions in the air
I smell smoke inside my lungs
I smell gas inside my throat
I smell corpses under me
I touch bodies with my feet
I touch blood every minute
I touch guns everyday
I taste death all the time
I taste blood when I move
I taste smoke when I breathe.

By rachel Lynn 10or

WorLd WAr one
War is pointless, War is wrong
Everyone come together and let’s all be strong

I see innocent men dying
I see blood everywhere 
I see men being slaughtered 

I smell explosive bombs 
I smell out of date food 
I smell dead rats 

I hear bombs going off
I hear men yelling for help
I hear this voice inside my head saying when will 
this all end

I feel creatures inside my boots
I feel the dirt under my fingernails 
I feel my body falling apart 

I taste death coming soon
I taste the horrible conditions 
I taste the cottage pie my mother always made
War is pointless, War is wrong 
Everyone come together and lets all be strong 

megan Carson 

WAr - iS iT A gAme?
War - is it a game?
Well a game is…
interesting and full of excitement!
Is that what war is?
Well war is scary and unbelievable 
Everyday wondering if it’s your turn to die or go 
over the top
So, war is not a game, my friend, war is not a 
game.

rachel Lynn 10or

WAr - iS iT A gAme?
Well a game is interesting, fun and entertaining.

A war is loss of friends, fighting for your country 
and painful experience.

So war is not a game my friend.
War is not a game.

michal Aksenczuk 10or

WAr
The nights are horrible because we can’t get 
any sleep. There’s men all around me in pain, 
crying out in nightmares, or stumbling out of their 
beds like they are acting out in the war, shooting, 
screaming and shouting. It really is like a mental 
asylum, they’re literally out of control.  Sometimes I 
have to hide and it’s dangerous.

It comes to morning, then I think, ‘could this be my 
last day?’ It’s frightening, your worst nightmare put 
into play. All the time I suffer with shell shock, I’m 
only 15! I shouldn’t have to live like this, I regret it all 
now. It feels like the mud is literally watching me, 
ready to pounce, drown me. The smell is horrid: 
you can smell the damp, dirt and rotting of bodies.

I haven’t been put on to over go over the top to 
no-mans land. I’m so glad, I get scared for the day 
I get called.

The leader was screaming ‘GAS BOYS! GAS’ 
That was when I knew it was life or death, I was 
tempted to die, but I knew the pain I would go 
through so I stumbled as fast as I could and got 
my gasmask on just on time.  That second, the 
gas busted through our trench. I turned hearing 
screams of horror. My best mate was lying on the 
ground choking through the green smoke. I threw 
myself to the muddy ground, trying to put his gas 
mask on. I knew it was too late and there was no 
point but I wouldn’t be able to live with the guilt 
that I didn’t do anything to try and help him. R.I.P 
Jake.

Day to day I’m faced with the same things, 
pain, blood, death, fighting, shellshock, 
nightmares………
War.

Chantelle Kenny 10or

TimoTHy WinTerS – PArT 2 
Home he goes with his bloody nose
When he walks, his body hangs low
A proper family, he doesn’t know

Little Tim is as dim as a rubbish bin
He has a brother called Paul and he gets kicked 
about like a football

Timothy Winters feels like a fool
Timothy does not listen in school
Timothy Winters wants to sail away
And become a good boy some day

The Winters boy has no friends
He feels like his life is going to end
He has never been on top
Surely his only friend is the mop

He sits and cries
Until he has red eyes
His mouth is dry
And his temperature is high

Too scared to say a word
Feeling as useless as a baby bird
All he wants to do is sail away
And become a man who will do good some day.

by 9PLT

That my friend is living hell
Smelling corpses every day

I see comrades die
I see explosions slam
I hear voices die
I hear machinery of hell itself
I smell bloodshed everywhere
I smell my fear itself
I taste the rotten meat
I taste the death that awaits me
I feel death grabbing onto me
I feel my friend dying in my hands

That my friend is living hell
Smelling corpses every day.

Captain Aksenczuk 10or

THAT TerriBLe dAy  
 She walked forward slowly. She could see a 
strange figure in the shadows. She could barely 
make out the shape though. It hurdled towards 
her. She jerked, and stood back quickly. She 
realised it was still coming towards her. 

“Hello?” she said

There was no reply. The shadowed creature 
stumbled towards her. It was now in dim light. 
She couldn’t hear anything over the tapping of the 
rain hitting the ground and a brisk wind pushed 
the rain into her cold face. She was trembling. 
It was unclear to her what had happened; a 
few hours ago she woke up from her soft bed. 
The screaming of terrified souls woke her. She 
went outside to see what was happening and 
everyone…or the remaining people were running 
away. She had been abandoned. She searched for 
someone to tell her what was going on, and that’s 
how she ended up here. 

She could now see this man standing in front of 
her. His skin was a dark grey and his clothes were 
torn up and he was covered in blood. Blinded by 

Writers’ Corner
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fear, she ran away screaming. She was confused 
by what direction to run.

She ran as fast as her legs could carry her. She 
kept running. She stopped suddenly as she 
realised she had gotten herself lost.

This girl’s name was Emma. Emma had long 
blonde hair and bright green eyes, the colour of 
a spring meadow. She had a scar above her left 
eye from when she was eight years old, when she 
flipped over the front of her bike and split a bit of 
her skin open. Emma was now 14 years old and 
lost in a forest by herself. Emma wandered the 
forest floors trying to find the exit. She searched for 
what seemed to her like hours. Emma was worried 
about her family, her little sister. Emma and her 
sister Amy were very close.

Emma tried to get these nasty thoughts that 
tormented her out of her head. Her throat went dry 
as she heard a faint moaning sound. Her palms 
became sweaty. She picked up her pace. 
“Hello….is anyone there?” 

The moaning noise became louder. Emma 
anxiously looked around her. The terror struck 
her heart as her spine went stiff. Her legs were 
shaking.  She kept looking around.  She couldn’t 
see anyone. She walked quicker and quicker until 
was nearly running. Emma stopped as something 
had changed. She could see less and less. There 
was a thick fog forming and it was getting thicker 
and thicker by the second. Emma was petrified. 
She could feel her heart beating a million miles 
per second. She ran quickly as something else 
caught her eye: an abandoned house. She ran 
up to the house and swung open the doors and 
slammed them closed behind her. She walked 
over to the window and looked outside. She jolted 
and tripped backwards as a dozen bloodthirsty 
creatures stared her in the eye. She could hear 
them moaning from inside. Emma felt a cold 
breeze strike her back. 

She heard what sounded like a metal bar 
dropping from behind her. She observed her 
surroundings, there were smashed dishes, ripped 
furniture and turned up floorboards, there was 
cobwebs and smashed light bulbs. The place was 
completely abandoned.

She heard footsteps. She turned around quickly to 
see blood and a bullet fly past her head. One of 
the creatures fell to the floor. And she looked up 
to see a grown woman staring at her. She looked 
normal as in “not infected”.

She said “Welcome to hell on earth…”

By Sierra gowdy 9PLT

LiTTLe red riding Hood
WoLf’S PerSPeCTive
OK, so I got killed in the end and you all said 
yippee. I’m not complaining about that. I wasn’t 
as clever as I thought I was, so I’ll take my defeat 
like a wolf. But now that I’m a was-wolf (that’s a 
dead wolf), and I’m up here in Valhowla (heaven 
for wolves), I’ll rest a lot easier if the record is set 
straight. The official accounts of what happened 
that day are all lies, and I hate lies- especially 
lies about me. So here’s the story of what really 
happened…

I was walking down the road, through the woods 
after Grandma and I had a meeting, about the 
prank we were going to play on Little Red Riding 
Hood. Just then I saw the child and I walked up 
to her.
“Hello,” I said.
“Hello.”
“Where are you going on this fine day?” 
“To Grandma’s. To deliver this food.”
“Oh. Any particular reason?”
“Because she’s unwell.”
“Oh dear. Give her my best wishes.”
“Ok. Will do. Bye-bye.”
“Bye-bye.” So I had that conversation, using my 
acting skills and being nice.

Now our plan was in action, so I ran down the 
shortcut to set up the next stage of our plan. When 
I got there, I knocked and went in. Grandma was 
already hidden and had left her nightgown laid 
out on the bed. I got changed and jumped into the 
bed just in time! Little Red Riding Hood knocked on 
the door. In a high pitched voice I said, ”Come in!” 
and the child did just that. She was still wearing 
her red cloak with the hood up and the ends of her 
golden plaits were just poking out of the hood. The 
child seemed confused, and so she should be as I 
was not her Grandma. 

As she got closer, her confused look grew. She 
came right up to me before speaking, “Hello 
Grandma. I have brought you some cookies. 
Mama says they will cheer you up.” Now, I started 
to panic and I didn’t want to mess up and scare 
the dear child so all I said was, “ Yes, yes, lovely, 
thank you.” This made her suspicious and so, she 
started asking questions, a lot of questions. She 
said things like , “ Oh Grandma what big ears you 
have” or “ What a big nose you’ve got grandma.” 
I had these easily answered with things like, “All 
the better to hear you with.” And “ all the better to 
smell you with.” However the one that really got 

me was “Oh Grandma, what big teeth you have.” 
Without even thinking, I answered, ”All the better 
to eat you with.” Once I realised what I had said I 
jumped out of bed to apologise but as I did so my 
nightcap fell off. The poor child screamed as she 
could. 

(Just my luck) As, a hunter was walking by outside 
and heard the scream, he ran into the house. This 
scene did not look good, I can assure you. I really 
didn’t mean any harm but he didn’t know that. He 
shot me, there and then. As I blacked out, I saw 
Grandma jump out of the cupboard and say, “He 
tried to ear me too but I hid in the cupboard!” I 
always knew that woman wasn’t to be trusted. 
And now because of her everyone knows me as 
the ‘baddie’ but I’m really not. I want to go back in 
time so I can stop the prank we played and say 
sorry. In a way, I feel I deserved to die as it was 
my fault we played the prank. I feel so guilty. So, 
reader, if you see Little Red Riding Hood tell her I 
am truly sorry from the bottom of my heart. 

By olivia mcCloskey

LiTTLe red riding Hood from THe 
WoLf’S PerSPeCTive
One day I decided to go down in the woods when 
I saw a red hood moving rather slowly, ah! Little 
Red Riding Hood I thought! So I ran over to her 
and asked her where could she be off to at this 
time of the morning? She answered “My grannies 
house,” I then asked what she had in her brown 
basket. She said she had cakes and bread for 
her grandmother because she was very ill and 
food would make her feel better. I felt so sad for 
her granny that I decided to go and surprise her. 
I asked Little Red Riding Hood where her granny 
lived, she replied “just over hills and beside the 
mills.” I told her she should pick some flowers for 
her granny because they were fresh and smelt 
nice. So off she went to pick some flowers while I 
ran all the way to granny’s cottage.
   
 It was very small and didn’t look suitable for 
anyone to live in. There were lots of weeds 
growing up the side of the cottage. So I called 
inside “Come in! Come in!” So as soon as I 
entered the cottage she started screaming. I was 
trying to cal her down but she wouldn’t listen. 
“HELP! WOLF IN MY HOUSE HEEELP!” So I decided 
instead of risking my life I risked hers. I ate her! 
Yes I swallowed her whole! Only to shut her up of 
course, I would never purposely eat someone I 
spat out her clothes and got dressed in them.

    I got into granny’s bed with her clothes on 
because I didn’t want to upset Little Red Riding 
Hood when she came. A few minutes later 
someone knocked on the door and said “Hello 
granny, it’s Little Red Riding Hood.” I said “Come 
in! Come in!” So Little Red Riding Hood entered 
the cottage and saw me lying on the bed. She 
told me she had brought me some bread cakes, 
and some lovely flowers. She changed her tone 
of voice and it sounded confused. She said to me 
“Granny what big ears you have there”,

 “All the better to hear you with.” I said. 

“But oh granny what big eyes you have”
“All the better to see you with” I replied, getting 
nervous now.

“Granny what a big nose you have.”

“All the better to smell you with,” I said quickly.

Writers’ Corner
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“Granny what massive sharp teeth you have!”

“All the better to eat you with!” I said in a hurry!

I had to eat her or else she would get suspicious 
and get the woodcutter to come and kill me! So 
just like granny, I swallowed her whole! She tasted 
ever so good. Just then the woodcutter burst in the 
door cut my head off
 
I remember for about 2 seconds I could still see 
even though my head was on the ground! 

The end. 

By: oisín Sahafian

LiTTLe red riding Hood
It was a sunny day and I was crawling through the 
woods trying to find something edible  for me and 
my starving family, when I came across a strange 
girl called Little Red Riding Hood, who of course 
wore a red riding hood (hence the name). Anyway 
I noticed that she had a large wicker basket which 
within held some lovely, crispy bread and a bottle 
of the finest wine, Le yum yum, 1852. The smell 
was beautiful, it seemed as if I was in heaven. I 
bombarded her with questions like “Where are you 
going?” and “Who are you visiting?” Little Red then 
told me that she was bringing these marvellous 
goods to her granny’s house and it was just down 
the road. 

In my head a plan hatched and I concocted a 
scheme to get lots of food for me and my starving, 
dwindling family. I put the first phase of my plan 
into motion: distract Little Red Riding Hood. My 
distraction was brilliant, if I do say so myself. I 
told her to pick some of the pretty flowers by the 
side of the path. When she picked some flowers, 
Little Red saw even more beautiful flowers further 
away and so on. Seizing this opportunity, I quickly 
darted away into the vast forest, and by taking a 
different route than Red Riding Hood I got to her 
granny’s house long before she did. Phase two 
was complete.

Now time for phase three: eat the granny. I posed 
as Little Red to get into the cottage, but upon my 
entry the granny screamed with such force that it 
broke all the windows and blew me off my feet. 
Getting quickly back up I consumed the granny 
with such ferocity that I accidentally ate part of the 
bed. Whoops! I have to admit, the wood was quite 
tasty!

I heard a knock on the door and realised that it 
must be Little Red. In a panic, I threw on some of 
granny’s spare dressing gowns and got into bed. 
When she came in she asked me lots of awkward 
questions so I devoured her as well. My plan had 
worked! Since I was so full up I decided to have a 
nap. When I awoke I found myself being besieged 
by a lumberjack who was cutting open my belly. 
My stomach exploded and out popped a piece of 
wood, the granny and Little Red (who was quite 
literally red!). I tried to run away but I found myself 
unable to move due to the incredible pain I was 
in. Through eyeballs clouded with tears I saw 
the figure of the lumberjack swing his axe at me. 
Before I knew it my head was rolling across the 
ground. I was dead. Evil never wins, does it? 
 
The End!

Joe Bryson 8mJr

LiTTLe red riding Hood from THe 
WoLf’S PerSPeCTive
One day I was just lying in my bed with my fluffy 
blanket just minding my own business when I 
awoke from my wonderful night’s rest. I could 
see the wonderfully yellow sun gleaming through 
entrance of my cave. I then decided to make 
the most of the lovely weather and go outside. 
Although I kept hearing a very odd sound, 
sounded like my nanny wolf’s groaning when 
she has that stomach ache. Just then I realised 
that it was my tummy! I hadn’t had dinner the 
night before and I hadn’t had any breakfast 
either. I was ever so hungry. I decided to go and 
see if there was any apples left on the tree a little 
up the forest path, but there wasn’t any. I didn’t 
know what to do, I had no food. When all of a 
sudden a marvellous sensation fell upon my little 
nose, I decided to follow the scent as anything 
that smells that good had to be food. I dashed 
up the forest path, pat the apple tree, across the 
fisherman’s bridge all the way to the north point 
of the forest. 

When I arrived there I saw a little girl wearing a 
red cape, with a red hood wearing red boots and 
carrying red food! I decided to go up and talk to 
her and see if maybe she could lend me some 
of the magnificent, bright, red juicy apples she 
was carrying in her basket. “little girl?” I said. She 
looked at me as if she had just seen a monster. 
She just answered me with a shy, scared little 
voice. “yes?” she said. I asked her if I could have 
one of her apples for my breakfast but she ran 
away. I followed her as apples were my favourite 
and I wanted to see what tree she had picked 
them from, but she didn’t lead me to a tree, she 
led me to a cottage. She was about to go inside, 
when I decided go up and ask her where she gad 
gotten the apples from because at this point I was 
very hungry. But when she saw me she was so 
frightened that she fainted! I picked up the little girl 
and her basket and knocked on the door of the 
cottage to see if it was hers and lay her in bed to 
wake up nice and peacefully. 
Although when I knocked on the door a very quiet 
almost sickly sounding voice replied “its open 
darling” straight away I knew that that was not the 
voice of a mother of a 10 maybe 11 year old girl, 
but I went in anyways. Inside the cottage there 
was an old lady lying down in bed with a night 
cap on her head and the cover pulled right up to 
her rosy red cheeks. Once I shut the door behind 
me straight away she held her little glasses up to 
her face and saw that I was not Red Riding Hood, 
she knew I was a wolf. She looked at me obviously 
in fear be being eaten or some crazy imaginary 
thought like that, but she didn’t look at me in the 
way that most humans normally do. She looked 
at me as if she recognised me , I could tell by 
the rather confused look on her face. There was 
a moment of silence. The old lady then leaped 
out of bed and sprinted to her wardrobe where 
out came a gun! Although this gun was a rather 
familiar gun that seemed to bring tears to my eyes 
when I looked at it and not just because I though 
she was going to kill me with it. The gun looked a 
lot like the one that a hunter used to kill my brother 
with two years ago…. Suddenly it hit me, the old 
lady was the hunter and the furry blanket on her 
bed was not from a sheep, it was my brother! 
The fur was exactly the same shade. I stood there 
amazed by its power to put me in a trance. As the 
old hunter stood there with a gun in front of me I, I 
didn’t know at to do it all happened so fast so I ate 
her. I ate the old lady up and oh she tasted good. I 
just got so angry and confused I didn’t know what 
else to do. When I gobbled her up the sound was 
so loud that you could hear it for miles. She was 

screaming at the top of her lungs but I didn’t care, 
she did something so awful to me and my family 
so this is what she gets. However what did not 
cross my mind was that all the people in the forest 
would be wondering what caused the scream 
and who it was that was screaming, then all of a 
sudden a massive old woodcutter burst through 
the door holding the still unconscious Red Riding 
Hood his arms then he laid the little girl on the old 
lady’s bed, whipped out an axe and sliced me in 
two! And from that day forward I’ve still always 
wanted my revenge although I’m dead so that will 
not happened. 

ella Bolster 8mJr  miss Poland

LiTTLe red riding Hood (from THe 
WoLfS PerSPeCTive)
So, I was walking along looking for some honey 
for my toast, when I saw a little girl with her nose 
in the air, wearing the latest red jacket made 
by Gucci. She also had some very nice honey in 
her handbag that was also Gucci. I asked her if I 
could have some of her honey but she said, ‘No’. I 
asked her very politely where she was going and 
she said, ‘If you must know, I am going to my very 
poorly granny to give her some lemon and honey 
tea… go away, you can’t have any.’ How rude! I 
decided to go to her granny’s house to see how 
unwell she was. I took the shortcut to her granny’s 
house and I looked through the window. She was 
doing press-ups!

 Now, me being a good wolf, I decided to show 
her a fitness technique I had heard of. It is where 
someone locks you in a cupboard and you try to 
get out. It’s very healthy for you. I went over to the 
door and knocked. I knew she wouldn’t let me in 
if she knew I was a wolf. So I said, ‘Granny let me 
in, it’s me Little Red Riding Hood.’ I heard a few 
bumps and then the groan of her bed as she got 
in. Then she said, ‘come in’. I said I saw you doing 
your press-ups and I will keep your secret, don’t 
worry,’ then I went in, ‘I know a fitness exercise 
you can do’. After she had got over the shock of 
me being a wolf, I showed her the exercise. I then 
said to her, ‘while you are in there, can you do me 
a favour? Can I get into some of your clothes and 
Little Red Riding Hood will give me the honey.’ She 
said, ‘sure’ so I got into some of her clothes out of 
her wardrobe. Then I waited…

A few hours later, Little Red Riding Hood came in 
and said, ‘Why Granny, what big ears you have.’
‘Well, I have had a bit of surgery done with them 
so I can hear well’.
‘Why, what a big nose you have, Granny’
That’s a bit rude, dear, don’t say that to anyone’
‘Why Granny, what big eyes you have’
‘Those are just my glasses making them bigger’
‘You have such a big mouth, Granny
‘All the better to eat the nice honey you have there, 
Sweetie’

Just then, the real Granny burst out of the 
wardrobe, panting like a dog. Little Red 
immediately whipped out her, very new, iPhone5c 
and dialled the woodchopper’s number. It just so 
happened that he was on his way to give Granny 
some wood for her fire. He ran into her house 
with an axe, saw me and cut off my head! It was 
terribly rude of him if you ask me. I didn’t even get 
to explain why I was there! I never even got to eat 
my toast with honey. Of course the newspaper 
people thought it would be a lot flashier if I had 
wanted to eat Little Red and Granny just for the 
craic. I just wanted some honey!
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JACK
There was a guy called pat
A lot of people called him fat
He loved chocolate bars 
His favourite was Mars 
He also ate his pet rat.

There was a guy called Lance
He lived in a part of France
He always drank wine
But a dog bit his spine
And now he’s stuck in a trance

Jack Scott 9PLT

forgeT And regreT
War is a horrible place, it makes you regret.
All you want to do is forget.
I see blood.
I see bodies.
I see darkness. 

I hear screaming.
I hear destruction.
I hear death claiming his victims.
I smell dead bodies
I smell dread
I smell gun powder
I touch my gun
I touch barbwire as I run
I touch my heart and think of my mum
I taste blood
I taste sweat
I taste regret
War is a horrible place, it makes you regret.
All you want to do is regret! 

michael mcKee 10or

CAST A SPeLL
In the cauldron, cat’s tails go
Also toad’s eyes we throw
The blood of a man killed in vain
A dead dog that wasn’t tamed
In goes Santa Clause’s beard 
A scary monster that was feared
All the leaves of a dead tree 
A baby’s head what would be three
Splutter, splutter froth and bubble 
This potion should cause trouble.

rory graham 8mJr

A HeArTBreAK PoTion
Stew the poo                       
In your pot
Around the cauldron you must trot

A newly born unicorn
That has not yet grown a horn      

Mixie mixie with the pixie
Your broken heart will be fixie  

A new lover you will find
And in your souls you will bind

You must take it in the church’s hall
It tastes like paracetamol

A vile of ogre’s wee
You will find them in a tree   

Two fish from the lake
This heartbreak potion you must bake

Mixie mixie with the pixie
Your broken heart will be fixie    

Make a bun
Have some fun
Then your potion will be done

ella Bolster 8mJr

BoiL And Burn…
In the cauldron froth and turn, make the contents 
boil and burn. Snake’s skin, dog’s chin (that’s what 
shall be thrown in x2). We stir until it’s hot and nice, 
then we throw in tails of mice, just to add a little 
spice. Mashed up eyeballs: brown, green, blue (all 
the more is better for you x2). Add in a human’s 
ear for a double dose of fear. Turned up, churned 
up - makes me want to throw up. Turned up, 
churned up - makes me want to throw up!

By erin Todd, Billy Blackwood, Joseph Woodcock, 
Charlotte mcClenaghan, erin Woods – 8PoL

Anger
I give you a knife.
A sharp object,
That promises darkness.

Here.
It will blind you with pain,
Like a killer.

I am trying to warn you.

Not a spoon or a fork.

I give you a knife.
Its fierce tip will pierce your lip,
Stress and anger,
As we are,
For as long as we are.

Hold it,
Its blunt handle will fit your hand perfectly, if you 
like.
Anger.
Its stress will stick to your mind, 
Cling to your knife.

By Jack Little, Logan ewart, John Sinclair, Curtis 
Weatherup and declan mcCartney 10PTn

 
PoeTry
Round about the cauldron Ben goes ,
Eating flowers and dirty toes
Drinking off milk and the blood of a tick
Ewan’s arm goes in too
Didn’t want to smell because smells like goo!

Round about the cauldron our group goes.
The first time we did this it was about dirty toes
but now we realise we don’t have the time just to 
make up a decent rhyme!

By James Smith, rory Casey, Arron floyd, Ben grant 
and ewan gracey 8PoL

CHoCoLATe vALenTine
Not a red rose or a satin heart.

I give you a malteser.                                                                                                                                        
It is a moon smothered in chocolate.                                                                                                                              
It promises indulgence like chocolate cake.

Here.                                                                                                                                                 
It will overwhelm you with love.                                                                                                                                            
It will make your reflection bigger than before.

I am trying to be truthful.

Not a cute card or a kissogram.

I give you a malteser.                                                                                                                                        
 Its sweet taste will stay on your lips,                                                                                                                        
crunchy but smooth,                                                                                                                                          
for as long as it can.

Take it.                                                                                                                                              
It melts in your mouth.

Dreamy.                                                                                                                                               
It melts onto your fingers,                                                                                                                                         
Clings to your tongue.

By emma Woods, yasamin Sahafian, Samantha 
Pizarra, Hannah murtagh, Caitlin rodgers and virginia 
Corbetta 10PTn.

Not a red rose or a satin heart.
I give you an Oreo 
It is black and white to show how racist you are
It is hard on the outside to show how bland our 
love is.
It’s creamy on the inside to show all the good times 
we have had.
I am trying to be truthful
Not a cute card or a kissogram.
This shows you are hard on the outside and soft 
on the inside.
Why try to be something you’re not?
I give you an Oreo, take it, eat it, dunk it in the milk 
which shows how you have changed. 
And that my friend… is not right

By gary millar, Alex o’neill, Beth Cumming, naomi 
Bolster-Coates and Stephen ross 10PTn

WAr & Love
Not a rose or a medal.

I give you a grenade.
It is an explosion wrapped in an armoured shell,
It leads you towards the light,
Like the careful tactics of war.

Bang!
Gasping for breath, left wounded
Like a lover.
It will make you cry while you know they die
Family starts to yell: ‘Why?’

I am trying to be truthful.

Not a cute card or a kissogram.

I give you a grenade.
Its memories will stay fresh in your mind,
Loud and deadly
As it is
We stay together as long as we both shall live.

Take it.
Its pin can be your wedding ring if you like?

Writers’ Corner
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Lethal
They still remain dead forever.
You’ll cry
Just knowing about your child’s dead father.

By Jack Lemon, Jack Auld, declan mcmullan and 
Patrick Beatty 10PTn

vALenTine 
I give you a clock,
It is a ticking time bomb that we wish would never 
explode,
It promises anxious waiting, the fear of time 
running out.

Here.
It will tease you,
The mystery of an unclear future.

I am trying to be realistic.

I give you a clock,
Its repetitive sound will itch at your ears,
Slowly driving you mad as each second passes by.

But one day this clock will stop ticking,
The time will run out,
The precious seconds, slipped away without 
realization,
The time bomb exploded.

Caitlin Smyth, Abby Stock, Sarah dawson, Sidonie 
mussen 10PTn

vALenTine 
Not a red rose or a satin heart
I give you a dictionary,
it is a saviour wrapped in a hard-back cover.
It promises knowledge
Like the careful spelling of a word.
 
A Hero
It will fi ll you with interest
like a loan.
it will make your English teacher cry out with 
happiness and glee.
  
I am not being truthful
but life goes on
 
I give you a dictionary
Its fi erce cut will stay on your fi ngertips
Painful and annoying
as we are,
for as long as we are.
 
Take it
Its pages are weak and old        
As are we.

Lethal!
When hit on the back of your head
Hold still.

Sean Phelin, nicholas Jamison and Ben mcKeown 
10PTn
 

Writers’ Corner

The English Department were at a loss on 
World Book Day in April, as they were missing 
two members.  We found ourselves asking 
‘Where’s Wenda?’ and eventually Miss Young 
and Miss Jess were located in the HE corridor.  
Luckily, Mary Poppins (Miss Poland) was able 
to fl y down and catch one Wenda, whilst feisty 
Cleopatra (Mrs Russell) walloped the remaining 
Wenda with her whip.  To add to the drama, 
Cruella De Vil (Mrs Beckett) was on the rampage, 
only to be struck down by Katniss (Mrs Grant), 

who used her archery skills to great effect, and 
Pippi Longstocking (Miss Wethers), who took 
advantage of her superhuman strength.  

Meanwhile, our two witches (Mrs Cowie and 
Miss Rogan) were trying desperately to cast 
a spell on Miss Havisham (Miss Poole), in a 
bid to cheer her up.  Suddenly, Doctor Who (Dr 
Cummings) arrived in his TARDIS, scaring all the 
pupils away!  Overall, it was another very suc-
cessful ‘World Book Day’ in Lagan College!

World Book Day 2014
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“Blood Brothers” 
theatre Visit
A dedicated band of Year 12 “Blood Brothers” students heroically 
gave up their Saturday evening to attend a first class performance 
of the Willy Russell play at “The Courtyard Theatre” in the Ballyearl 
Arts and Leisure Centre, Newtownabbey.

The play was admirably performed by Showcase Productions NI 
and gave the audience good insights into the nuances of character.  
The cast used a range of dramatic techniques to evoke the setting 
of Liverpool and the tragic nature of the play.  The students, 
accompanied by their teacher, Mrs Russell, had a thoroughly 
enjoyable evening.  Many thanks go to all the parents who made 
the evening possible.

Mr Patton collected a certificate for 
Lagan College following the successful 
completion of the Translink Travel chal-
lenge by Year 8 pupils, with the help of 
Mr. Mathison and the Pupils Council.

Well done 
Mr Patton

Reading & Spelling

Literacy and Dyslexia Support

Comprehension

Ages 6 - 18

English & Maths

Key Stage 3, GCSE & A-Level

Preparation for CEA & Multiple Choice Transfer Tests

Individual Programmes of Study

Book now and prepare your 
child for any educational 
stage from P2 to Upper Sixth

Kip McGrath Education Centres offer professional tutoring programmes for primary through 
to high school students. We help build the foundations for academic success.
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the perfect venue for all occasions ...

NEWTON PARK, BELFAST  T 028 9070 7970  
WWW.THEFOURWINDS.CO.UK

Something for Everyone ...

F U N C T I O N  R O O M

For the best in succulent steaks

W I N E  B A R

For casual dining

KIDS KLUB with Entertainers 
Every Sunday 1-4pm

Available for private hire

15 Frances Street, Newtownards BT23 7DW

 Tel 028 9181 3811

• LCB PE Uniform & Tracksuit Suppliers

• Customer Loyalty Scheme Available

Order online @
www.in-sport.co.uk

 FIRE PROTECTION AND TRAINING SPECIALISTS

 • Fire Extinguisher Sales & Service

• Specialist Fire/Safety Training Courses

• Approved External Training Provider

• Safety Signage

• Dry Riser Testing

• Fire Alarms Sales & Service

• UK Fire Association Members

 Unit 3, 53a Loan Road, Cullybackey
Ballymena BT42 1PS

 Tel: 028 2588 1010
 Belfast: 07976569157  Coleraine: 07919123535

 Email: abcguardianfi re@gmail.com

 GUARDIANA B C



LAGAN
COLLEGE
FAMILY
FUND

ANY CONTRIBUTIONS GREATLY RECEIVED
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Charlee Moore

Cormac Lally

Jordan Lavery

Eve Sumner

Casey 
Patterson

James Roberts

Nina Cleland

Cubist PaintingsYear 11
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GCSEYear 12

Sara Burns

Zoe Weir

Ivy Kalungi

Charles Tanyag

Angelika Mischalska
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Year 13

Rosie Killick - Acrylic on board

Jason Kelly - Acrylic paint on cardboard

Patrick McKeown - Acrylic paint on board

Eimear Cafolla - Acrylic paint on board

Jacinta Hamley - Acrylic paint on board

Esther Moore - Print and acrylic paint on board

Hazel Peacock - Mixed media
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Year 14

Tess Herman - Mod-roc

Aidan Vischer - Spray paint & acrylic paint on board

Ruairi Gilmore - Construction board

Mica Lai - 
Ceramic (detail)

Rachael Pollock - 
Acrylic paint on board

Kai Tsang - Acrylic paint and 
mixed media on board



VISITORS

February saw the welcome arrival 
of visitors from our partner school 
Doane Stuart in Albany, New York. 
Seven students and a teacher spent 
the week with hosts from both Year 
14 and Year 12 and experienced life 
with a family in Northern Ireland. 
The exchange programme gives 
our visiting guests the opportunity to 
learn about Northern Ireland’s recent 
history and how schools like Lagan 
College play a part in improving 
understanding between communities. 

Both hosts and visitors had a very 
busy week. Our guests spent time 
at Stranmillis and St Mary’s Teacher 
Training Colleges, Crumlin Road 
Gaol Tour as well as visiting a variety 
of cross community programmes. 
They enjoyed our new buildings and 
experienced academic A level classes 
including Art, Politics, History and 
Irish, in which they were particularly 
interested. Some relaxation was also 
on the itinerary and our guests and 
hosts were able to visit the Antrim 
Coast. They managed to cross the 
Carrick-a-Rede Rope Bridge and walk 
along the Giants Causeway on a day 
when the north coast experienced 
heavy snow, which was very familiar 
to our visitors having left a very snowy 
and cold New York. It was a pleasure 
to see our own students and our 
visitors form strong friendships and I 
know that they will all keep in touch. 

The Doane Stuart Exchange 
Programme is a very important link 
for us at Lagan College and we look 
forward to welcoming students and 
teachers again next year. We are also 
in the process of selecting 2 of our 
own students to go to Doane Stuart 
school for a year once they have 
fi nished their A2 exams. Our current 
exchange students Craig Agnew 
and Cliodhna Leeson would certainly 
recommend the experience, they and 
many previous exchange students 
have thoroughly enjoyed their time 
in Doane Stuart. I am sure this years 
lucky students will have a wonderful 
experience.

Miss J Atkinson

Doane 
Stuart

Teaching Divided Histories (TDH) is an 
innovative project that involves using Media 
technology to engage young people in learning 
about confl ict in Northern Ireland and across 
the world. Mr. Patton signed up to the project 
and attended a series of workshops in Studio 
On and attended the formal launch of the 
project in London/Derry, as part of the City 
of Culture festivities. Two modules from the 
initiative were taught to a Year 8 English class 
using the new Media suite in which Comic Life 
was used to explore the causes of the recent 
confl ict in Ulster during the campaign for Civil 
rights in the 1960s and also its resolution in the 
Good Friday agreement in 1998.

An exciting aspect of the programme involved 
exploring an international dimension and Mr. 
Patton linked his English class up with the United 
Christian Church School (UCCS) in Freetown, Sierra 
Leone and was successful in securing a grant 
of £3,000 from the British Council Connected 
Classrooms programme. The grant was used to 
enable Mr Patton to visit the partner school in Sierra 
Leone during his half-term break (a busman’s 
holiday!) and for Mr. Turay, the Principal of the 
UCCS, to visit Lagan College soon after.

The project has been a resounding success to 
date. Mr. Patton was able to present the work 
of his pupils to pupils in Freetown and vice 
versa as Mr. Turay helped to educate our pupils 
through presenting video storyboards and a 
fi lm. In a similar way the exchange meant both 
teachers were involved in leading assemblies, 
focus groups and seminars among staff and 
students. Mr. Turay was also able to access for 

the fi rst time some Media training and went 
for an intensive day long workshop at the 
Nerve Centre in London/Derry. He was also 
delighted to receive a gift of four old  laptops 
and a printer to bring back to his school (as they 
currently have no computers in their school). 
Mr.  Patton also did a number of out-reach 
programmes on his visit, including meeting two 
groups of orphans, a group of amputees from 
the war and representatives from eight other 
schools who are interested in TDH and Eco 
Schools. The UCCS has been inspired by Lagan 
College to join the Eco Schools programme and 
Biodiversity will be the focus of the partnership 
for next year.

Aside from school work, the exchange also 
involved visits to local churches and sight 
seeing. The warm hospitality from both schools 
and the engagement of all staff and students 
made this a very special and rewarding 
educational project for all involved. Lagan 
College will also be doing some fundraising 
work in partnership with UCCS to help build a 
school house for some of the orphans that Mr. 
Patton visited.

the fi rst time some Media training and went 

Teaching Divided Histories 
Project with Sierra Leone
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NICIE International 
Integrated Education 
Conference Visitors
Last year, NICIE hosted an International Integrated Education Conference, 
bringing together organisations in several post confl ict countries that are 
engaging in integrated education.
 
In partnership with the Nansen Dialogue Training Centre in Skopje, 
NICIE have delivered training to the teachers in Macedonia and will be 
continuing to do so in the future. In January, Lagan College hosted a team 
fi lming a documentary on Integrated Education, with Mrs McNamee 
giving an interview to the TV cameras to explain more of Lagan College’s 
history and future, with a number of other staff and students appearing on 
camera! The Macedonian visitors were accompanied by Cliodhna Scott-
Wills from NICIE, who is a former RE teacher at the College. 

 A few weeks before the end 
of June the Minister of envi-
ronment Mr Mark H Durkan 
came to Lagan College for 
an exclusive interview with 
Carter and Megan from 
the Eco Committee. Mr 
Durkan answered all of his 
questions with confi dence 
and in a lot of detail. Mr 
Durkan was given a tour of 
Lagan College and really 
liked all the work Lagan 
College has been doing on 
biodiversity. Mr Durkan said 
‘Thanks for interviewing me 
and I’m impressed with the 
work that Lagan College 
has been doing to keep 
the school clean.’ When Mr 
Durkan was on his tour of 
the school he was like the 
Prime Minister. There were camera man, photographers, and kids just 
following him around. It was great pleasure having Mr Durkan over to 
Lagan College and we hope he comes again!   

Mark Durkan visits...
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French Theatre
The theatre company, French Theatre for Schools, came 
to perform on Tuesday 10 December.  Year 10 students 
enjoyed “la visite” and Years 11, 12 and 13 took part in “le 
cabaret”.  Well done to all the students who dared to take 
part in the performances.
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Lagan College celebrated student success at our annual Junior Prize Evening in September, proudly watched by parents, staff, 
governors and guests. Special Guest of Honour at this year’s event was Mr Peter Reavey, Project Manager for GRAHAMS 
Construction, who took the opportunity to share his personal career path with the students. An array of awards were presented 
including those for: Excellence in Effort, Academic Achievement, Outstanding Service and Sporting Achievement. Mrs McNamee, 
Principal, spoke of achievements and successes throughout the year and the audience listened to Mr Reavey’s comments and 
encouraging words. The audience were entertained by the Junior Choir and Orchestra before enjoying refreshments at the reception 
afterwards. Congratulations to all of our award winners!

JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING
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JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

YEAR 8
Laura Mills, Ben Millis, Hannah Finlay, Sam 
McCooey, David Merron, Cori McGeagh, Jason 
Young, Areeya Thieng-Na, Greta Virsilaite, Niall 
Prendergast, Alise Biggerstaff, Jack Scott
Thomas Scott, Amy McClure, Saruttaya 
Thiankaew, Matthew McCay

YEAR 9
Klaudia Paluchiewicz, Conor Kelly-Gorman, 
Michael Hare, Frederic Mathieu, Emma Carlisle, 
Lucy Symington, Talimul Ali, Klaudia Zak,Caolan 
McVeigh, Shannon Mackey, Kamil Konarski, 
Anna Shaw, Joshua Lynas, Adam Sonebi, Laura 
Skillen, Megan Weaterup, Michael McKee

YEAR 10
Keeva Herink, Callum McCloskey, Claudette 
Collado, Daryl Castaneda, Benjamin McKeown, 
Caitlin Smyth, Kirsten Rodney, Alexander 
Bingham, Callum Lynus, Yanano 
Bvunzawayaya, Joshua Hawthorne, Loma 
Ngoma, Natasha Longridge, Ben Fowler, Caitlin 
Gray, Frankie Mulholland

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
AT KEY STAGE 3
English Callum McCloskey, Olivia McVeigh
Maths Daryl Castenda, Kim Rodgers
Science Daryl Castaneda, Keeva Herink

MOST IMPROVED PUPILS
IN YEAR GROUP
Year 8 Jason Young
Year 9 Shannon Mackey
Year 10 Nina Cleland

JUNIOR JUSTICE GROUP

Hannah Eaton, Rebekah Cooke, Laura 
Mills, Rose McKiernan,Erin Woods, Bethany 
Gallagher, Angela Parker, Olivia Austin, Hannah 
McMurray, Megan Witman-Nimmick, Ellen 
Shanks,Joseph Woodcock, Billy Blackwood, 
Nancy Eaton,Katherine Stanley, Niamh Lennon, 
Anna Matchett,Emma Carlisle, Leon Richardson, 
Chloe Shannon and Katie Brown

100% ATTENDANCE IN JUNIOR 
SCHOOL (YEARS 8 - 10)
Dylan Dunbar

JUNIOR ECO COMMITTEE
Rebecca Coulter - Year 8
Amber Pau - Year 8
Nicholas Jamison - Year 10
Patrick Beatty - Year 10

YOUNG COOK COMPETITION
Nicholas Jamison—Creativity in his Efforts in 
Winning the Year 10 Junior Cook Competition

STEM
Dominik Wisniowski
Ben Wiegleb
Pearse Gillen
Jack Auld
Michael Bingham
Benjamin McKeown
Nicholas Jamison
Natasha Thompson

CHURCH PROJECT WINNERS
Ethan McGovern
Amber Williams
Niall Prendergast
Rose McKiernan
Jonathan Murray-Gillot
Alise Biggerstaff
Victoria Caskey
Molly Moore

CREATIVITY/ARTS AWARD
Konstancja Niscigorska
Gemma Clawson
Aine Gorman
Pearse Gillan
Claudette Collado
Dominik Wisnioski
Samantha Pizzara

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 
AWARDS 2012/13 - GIRLS

FOOTBALL
Year 8 - Erin Woods
Year 9 - Michaela Irwin
Year 10 -  Bronagh Finnegan/
  Katie Andrews

NETBALL
Year 8 -  Laura Mills
Year 9 - Ciara Tolan
Year 10 - Hayley Carson

ATHLETICS
Year 8 - Anna Scott
Year 9 - Sian Humphrey
Year 10 - Tara Locke

HOCKEY
Year 8 - Laura Mills
Year 9 - Riley McNeill
Year 10 - Keeva Herink

LAGAN LEGENDS
Year 8 - Laura Mills
Year 9 - Lauren Spence
Year 10 -  Tara Locke

DANCE
Year 8 - Tara Robinson
Year 9 - Michaela Irwin
Year 10 - Bonnie Shaw

The Girls’ Under 14s football team won the 
Down District 5-a-side cup. The Year 8 netball 
team go to the Belfast and District ‘A’ netball  
final; the Year 9/10 team go to the final of the 
Belfast ‘B’ league. Megan Carson (Year 9) 
became Ulster Champion in Table Tennis Ciara 
Tolan (Year 9) selected for the Gaelic Football 
Development Squad.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 
AWARDS 2012/13
BOYS

BASKETBALL
Year 8 - Jake Melin
Year 9 - Michael Hare
Year 10 - Jack Knox

FOOTBALL
Year 8 - James McCarthy
Year 9 - Ryan Shaw
Year 10 - Curtis Weatherup

ATHLETICS
Year 8 - Aaron Floyd
Year 9 - Marc Agnew
Year 10 - Jack Knox

LAGAN LEGENDS
Year 8 - James McCarthy
Year 9 - Marc Agnew
Year 10 - Jack Knox

BASKETBALL - UNDER 15’S WON 
THE ULSTER ‘C’ DIVISION
RUGBY - Jack Knox (Year 10) was selected for 
the Ulster Club Squad

BOXING - Joel Rea (Year 10) won the 36 kg 
Antrim Title

FOOTBALL - the Year 8 and Year 10 Boys’ 
teams made it to the District Finals.

Timmy McClean in the NI Cerebal Palsy Squad v 
Republic of Ireland - team won 2:0 with Timmy 
scoring a goal.

AWARDS IN MUSIC
 
THEORY  
Grade 1:
Leon Richardson Year 9
Jonathan Bell Year 9
Rachel Currie Year 9
Aine Gorman Year 9
Lucy Sheridan Year 9
 
INSTRUMENTS
Fiona Mellon Year 8 Grade 2 Baritone
Lucy Sheridan Year 9 Grade 2 Violin
Aine Gorman Year 9 Grade 2 Violin
Bethany Gallagher Year 9 Grade 2 Violin
Sophie Ryans Year 9 Grade 3 Flute
Leon Richardson Year 9 Grade 3 Flute
Rebecca Jackson Year 9 Grade 3 Flute
Rachel Currie Year 9 Grade 3 Violin
Maedbh O’Grady Year 10 Grade 4 Violin
Samantha Pizarra Year 10 Grade 4 Violin
Charlotte Beattie Year 10 Grade 5 Violin
Chantelle McAteer Year 10 Grade 6 Music 
   Theatre

JILL AND BASIL MCIVOR SHIELD 
FOR CONTRIBUTIONS AND 
ACADEMIC SUCCESS IN MUSIC: 
Leon Richardson   - Year 9
Jonathan Bell - Year 9
Katie Killick - Year 10
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CONTRIBUTION TO
PERFORMING ARTS
 
YEAR 8:
Greta Virsilaite, Jonathan Murray-Gilliott, 
David Merron, Cori McGeagh, Katie Collins, 
Michael McCloskey-Ooi

YEAR 9:
Frederic Mathieu, Daivi Scott, Katherine Stanley, 
Nancy Eaton, Michael Hare, Luke McParland

YEAR 10:
Eve Sumner, Nicholas Jamison, Natasha 
Thompson, Jamie Gorman

KIDS’ LITERATURE QUIZ
Philip McDade, Michael Hare, Leon Richardson, 
Robbie Taylor and Daivi Scott

ENTERPRISE COMPETITION 
WINNERS (YEAR 10)
Megan Gray
Dean Burns

THE ALEXANDRA McCLUNG 
LITERACY AWARD
Katie  Hallam

ENDEAVOUR AWARD
Joshua Hawthorne

ROINN NA GAEILGE AWARD
Conor Martin

LINGUA AWARD 
Dean Burns and Charlotte Beattie

TOP ACHIEVERS IN LANGUAGES:
Olivia McVeigh and Pablo Couvert who 
achieved GCSE Irish in Year 10 and Sean Baker 
who achieved his GCSE Irish in Year 9

FRENCH:  Rose McKiernan, Frederic Mathieu 
and Jack McArdle

SPANISH: Manus McColgan, Klaudi 
Paulchiewicz, Adam Sonebi,
Conor Gorman and Pablo Couvert

Irish: Laura Mills and Erin Woods; Frederic 
Mathieu and Sarah Topping

FSCE RESULTS - FRENCH
Katie Andrews - Distinction
Carter Beattie - Distinction
Alexander Bingham - Distinction
Megan Boyd - Distinction
Matthew Breen - Distinction
Dean Burns - Distinction
Aine Cafolla - Distinction
Hayley Carson - Distinction
James Cassidy - Distinction
Daryl Castaneda - Distinction
Cian Cazauran Moran - Distinction
Peter Coates - Distinction
Claudette Collado - Distinction
James Cooley - Distinction
Jenny Drysdale - Distinction

Dylan Dunbar - Distinction
Maeve Finn - Distinction
Bronagh Finnegan - Distinction
David Henning - Distinction
Meredith Johnson - Distinction
Ryan Jones - Distinction
Katie Killick - Distinction
Jack Lang - Distinction
Thomas Luney - Distinction
Jack McArdle - Distinction
Orla McArdle - Distinction
Corinna McCoy - Distinction
Kathryn McKee - Distinction
Olivia McLean - Distinction
Conal McManus - Distinction
Alexandra Powell - Distinction
Kim Rodgers - Distinction
Niall Shannon - Distinction
Eve Sumner - Distinction
Yan Taylor - Distinction
Alex Thompson - Distinction
Ben Thompson - Distinction
Sarah Topping - Distinction
Mason Wilson - Distinction
Colleen Bailey - Merit
Stephen Barr - Merit
Rebecca Bassett - Merit
Tristan Brennan - Merit
Alannah Conlon - Merit
Justin Donaghy - Merit
Chloe Evans - Merit
Monique Faloona - Merit
Koren Farrell - Merit
Caitlin Gray - Merit
Murray Hampton - Merit
Kyle Johnston - Merit
Amir Karamian Moghadam - Merit
Bronagh Magee - Merit
Megan Magee - Merit
Chantelle McAteer - Merit
John McClenaghan - Merit
Jake McCourt - Merit
Aimee McGeown - Merit
Christina McGeown - Merit
Molly McLaughlin - Merit
Niall McLaughlin - Merit
Francis Mulholland - Merit
Ayman Omar - Merit
Tyler Power - Merit
Joel Rea - Merit
Thomas Seaton - Merit
Harvey Sloan - Merit
Sophie Spence  - Merit
Molly Strang - Merit
Joshua Thomas - Merit
Robyn Wheatley - Merit
Ben Wiegleb - Merit
Emer Wong - Merit
Rachel Lockhart - Merit
Bonnie Shaw - Merit
Michael Bingham - Merit
Aisha Bvunzawabaya - Merit
Lomaguma Ngoma - Merit
Lamar Alaka - Pass
Finley Barrett - Pass
Courtney Coiley - Pass
Shannon Courtney - Pass
Anthony Begley - Pass
Jordan Donaghy - Pass
Abbie Dunwoody - Pass
Tara Fennell - Pass
Patrick Friel - Pass
Pearse Gillen - Pass
Katie McCausland - Pass
Zoe Henderson - Pass
Jack Knox - Pass

Cormac Lally - Pass
Ash Lockart - Pass
Daire Magee - Pass
Gary Magee - Pass
Antoinette Magee - Pass
Joanne McCann - Pass
Beth McCarthy - Pass
Caoimhe McDermott - Pass
Emma-Nicole McIlveen - Pass
Piaras McManus - Pass
Luke McMurray - Pass
Ryan McSherry - Pass
Rebecca Molloy - Pass
Charlee Moore - Pass
Samuel Moore - Pass
Jaye Pearce - Pass
Conor Pollock - Pass
Claire Rooney - Pass
Hannah Stanex - Pass

FSCE RESULTS - SPANISH
Jack Auld - Distinction
Charlotte Beattie - Distinction
Naomi Bolster-Coates - Distinction
Anna Bradley - Distinction
Jack Burns - Distinction
Thomas Cameron - Distinction
Christopher Carson - Distinction
Virgina Corbetta - Distinction
Pablo Couvert - Distinction
Jonathan Craig - Distinction
Tori Dickson - Distinction
Daniel Francis - Distinction
Cain Freel - Distinction
Megan Gray - Distinction
Callum Hay - Distinction
Keeva Herink - Distinction
Eva Hinds - Distinction
Nuala Hurley - Distinction
Nicholas Jamison - Distinction
Darragh King - Distinction
Leon Letzner Hawkins - Distinction
Tara Locke - Distinction
Cathal MacCabe - Distinction
April Martin  - Distinction
Conor Martin O’Dowd - Distinction
Ryan McCarney - Distinction
Declan McCartney - Distinction
Callum McCloskey - Distinction
Jake McCrea - Distinction
Benjamin McKeown - Distinction
Olivia McVeigh - Distinction
Hannah Murtagh - Distinction
Maedbh O’Grady - Distinction
Alexandria O’Neill McCready - Distinction
Samantha Pizarra - Distinction
Yasamin Sahafian - Distinction
Matthew Sloan - Distinction
Cara Smart  - Distinction
Natasha Thompson - Distinction
Ashleigh Ward - Distinction
Curtis Weatherup - Distinction
Dominik Wisniowski - Distinction
Aimee Sykes - Distinction
Emma Louise Woods - Distinction
Jennifer Bolton - Merit
Beth Cumming - Merit
Sarah Dawson - Merit
Mark Hewitt - Merit
Jordan Lavery - Merit
Jack Lemon - Merit
Jack Little  - Merit
John McCartan - Merit
Gary Millar - Merit
Sidonie Mussen - Merit

JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
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Rebekah Ogilby  - Merit
Sean Phelan - Merit
Stephen Ross - Merit
Nicholas Scott - Merit
Keelan Seton McGonagle - Merit
John Sinclar - Merit
Catilin Smyth - Merit
Cerys Speers - Merit
Abby Stock - Merit
Flyn Warnock - Merit
Patrick Beatty - Pass
Logan Ewart - Pass
Scott Fletcher - Pass
Ben Fowler - Pass
Natasha Longridge - Pass
Adam Rice - Pass

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT (YEAR 8)
Ewa Aksenczuk
Ciara Austin
Alise Biggerstaff
Billy Blackwood
Chloe Blair
Jonah Boyd
Kate Brown
Laura Campbell
Kaitlyn Cairnduff
Victoria Caskey
Gemma Clawson
Diego Collado
Rebekah Cooke
Rebecca Coulter
Euan Curtis
Kara-Jane Deadman
Ryan Dick
Niamh Farnan
Scott Ferguson
Hannah Finlay
Vohn Galang
Ewan Gracey
Ben Grant
Craig Hutchinson
Alanna Irwin
Lucy King
Agata Kroplewska
David Laverty
Marie Lawder
Eva Lynas
Charlie Magill
Zoe McCabe
Charlotte McClenaghan
Amy McClure
Sam McCooey
Rachel McCourt
Rachel McFall
Cori McGeagh
Rose McKiernan
Evie McKnight
Tegan McMaster
Hannah McMurray
Ben Millis
Laura Mills
Molly Moore
Jonathan Murray-Gillott
Chloe Nesbitt-McGoldrick
Aimee Nichol
Konstancja Niscigorska
Ciara O’Neill
Katie Osborne
Amber Williams
Erin Woods
     Kewin Philip
Niall Prendergast
Tara Robinson
Niamh Savage

Anna Scott
Chloe Shannon
Rachel Shannon
Dervla Smyth
Meg
Megan Stevenson
Roy Stevenson
Craig Stinson
Saruttaya Thiankaew
Areeya Thieng-Na
Megan Thompson
Erin Todd
Rhianna Turner
Greta Virsilaite
Charlotte Wardlow
Shannon Weatherup
Georgia Whitsitt
Megan Nimick-Wightman
Jason Young
Amel Zaboub

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT (YEAR 9)
Catriona McCabe
Kirsty McCrory
Orla McDonnell
Riley McNeil
Megan McNulty
Luke McParland
Jason Merron
Morgan Moffett
Lucia Murphy
Klaudia Paluchiewicz
Leon Richardson
Sophie Ryans
Anna Shaw
Laura Skillen
Katherine Stanley
Mary Stevenson
Lucy Symmington
Ellen Tubritt
Ciara Tolan
Honor Whiteside
Natalia Wysocka
Jonathan Bell
Anna Buckley
Jassmyn Cairns
Megan Carson
Morgan Bunting
Sara Burton
Emma Carlisle
Kayleigh Jo Cummings
Rachel Currie
Nancy Eaton
Bethany Gallagher
Shannon Mackey
Caolan McVeigh
Aine Gorman
Nicole Graham
Michael Hare
Ryan Tully
Sian Humphrey
Chloe Jackson
Rebecca Jackson
Madeline Kelly
Mathew Lynch
Rory Lynn
Anna Matchett
Frederic Mathieu
Abbie Coulter
Alannah Crawford
Matthew Curry
Rhiannon Deazley
Hannah Eaton
Lauren Ferguson
David May

Philip McDade
Emma McNulty
Katie Smyth
Lyndsey Spence 

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT (YEAR 10)
Charlotte Beattie
Anna Bradley
Aine Cafolla
Daryl Castaneda
Claudette Collado
Virginia Corbetta
Jenny Drysdale
Maeve Finn
Megan Gray
Joshua Hawthorne
Keeva Herink
Nicholas Jamison
Meredith Johnson
Katie Killick
Tara Locke
Chantelle McAteer
Callum McCloskey
Benjamin McKeown
Olivia McVeigh
Sidonie Mussen
Samantha Pizarra
Caitlin Rodgers
Kim Rodgers
Yasamin Sahafian
Cara Smart
Aimee Sykes
Dominik Wisniowski

JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
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SENIOR PRIZE GIVING
Lagan College celebrated student success at the annual afternoon of Senior Prize Giving, proudly watched by parents, staff, 
Governors and guests. Special Guest of Honour at this year’s event was former Lagan College Head Girl, Lara McIvor, who is the 
Granddaughter of the late Basil McIvor, the founding Chairman of the College. An array of awards were presented including those 
for Excellence in Effort, Academic Achievement, Service and Sporting Achievement. Mrs McNamee spoke of achievements and 
successes throughout the year and the audience listened to Lara McIvor’s inspirational and encouraging words. Head Boy, Michael 
Lynch, and Head Girl, Sophie Millar, addressed the audience and spoke about their experiences of attending an integrated school. 
The audience were entertained by the College Orchestra before enjoying refreshments at the reception afterwards.
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SENIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
IN EFFORT
Recipients of this award have shown by their 
effort and interest in class, attention to neatness 
and quality in their work both at school and in 
homeworks that they are determined to get the 
best from their education in Lagan College. As 
a consequence they have been recommended 
for this award by their Year Heads.

YEAR 11
Holly Arnold, Daniel Currie, Caitlin Hounsell,
Hugh Mackey, Sophie Donnelly, Jack McKillen-
Murphy, Emma Dougan, Aaron McKechnie, 
Rhys Robinson, Matthew Woods, Areta Kalungi, 
Shaun Allen, Tori Haveron, Conor Smart, Seema 
Khan, Dan McParland

YEAR 12
Joshua Mc Crainor, Kerri Dornan, Riah Geddis,
Megan Spence, Jill Lapping, Shay Horan, Cara 
Stewart, Jena Mc Geagh, Jonathan Whyte, 
Sarah Cinnamond, Jacinta Hamley, Mark 
Stephens, Louise Rattray, Ryan Migan, Beth 
Evans, Hannah Jackson  
 
YEAR 13
Daryl Rawson, Helena Bartlett, Ellen Morton, Kai 
Tsang, Sara Stevenson, Mark Coulter, Michael 
McNulty, Michael Stuart, Michael Burns, Ralph 
Roulston, Andrew Wilson

YEAR 14
Sarah Lambe, Fintan Woods, Luke Withers, 
Naomi McGlynn, Glena Knox Bradley, Rowan 
Patterson, Connor Chapman, Ashley Davis, 
Roseanna McGill, Michael Weir

AWARDS FOR SERVICE
Many of the pupils in Lagan College give 
of their time generously by assisting and 
organising events within the school and by 
working in the wider community to help those 
less fortunate than themselves. The Following 
pupils have shown, through their generosity of 
spirit that they are worthy of recognition.

Helena Bartlett, Ruairi McCallan, Paul 
McKenna, Michael McNulty and Piaras 
McNulty, Sarah Lambe, Matthew Knell, Chris 
Streight, Cliodhna lesson, Connor Chapman, 
Hannah Maxwell, Jamie Irvine, Helen McKinley, 
Alice Popplestone, Erin Wilkinson, Catherine 
Campbell, Chloe Patterson, Kathryn Wilkinson, 
and Glena Knox-Bradley

AWARDS FOR CREATIVITY
This award goes to those pupils who have 
used their talents across a range of activities 
inside and beyond the school involving Art, 
Drama, Music, Dance and Journalism. In many 
cases these pupils have devoted time and 
commitment outside school hours.

Angelika Michalska, Holly Arnold, Rebecca 
Wynn, Aimee Nelson, Patrick McKeown, Jill 
Lapping, Jacinta Hamley, Kai Tsang, Dara 
McGeagh, Elle Rowan

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION 

TO COLLEGE LIFE
These awards have gone to pupils who have 
shown an interest across a wide range of 
activities. These pupils have taken on extra 
responsibilities and very often have committed 
themselves to devoting their time and effort to 
the College.

Sarah McKinley Laura O’Neill

MEDIATION TEAM AWARD
This award goes to students who have worked 
tirelessly with others to ensure Peace and 
Reconciliation are an important part of daily 
College life. 

Abbie Townsley, Laura O’Neill, Hannah Maxwell
Cliodhna Lesson, Olivia Gamble, Katherine 
Campbell, Alexandra Devenney, Katie Morris, 
Craig Agnew, Max Burns, Conall Gilmore, 
Rowan Patterson, Eoin McKenna, Conal Begley, 
Benjamin Taggart

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
AT GCSE
Tony Salami Additional Mathematics
Jacinta Hamley,
Rosie Killick, Emma McCartney
and Aimee Nelson Art and Design
Jacinta Hamley Biology
Steven McClintock Business Studies
Tony Salami Chemistry
Jill Lapping Child Development
Caitlin Magnall Kearns Drama
Stephen Hare English
Ellen Magee English Literature
Mark Stephens French
Stephen Hare Geography
Fiona Agnew History
Rosaura Knox Bradley              Home Economics
Megan McBride ICT
Katie Cunningham Irish
Rebekah Wynn and 
Naomi Williamson LLW
Tony Salami Modular Mathematics
Sara Beattie-Campbell Motor Vehicle 

and Road User Studies
Lucas Macpherson Music (Practical)
Daniel Zanker Ovalle Music (Paper)
Jacinta Hamley PE
Kristian McConnell Physics
Stephen Hare RE
Yves Mathieu Science Core
Emma McCartney Science Additional
Mark Stephens Spanish
Tony Salami Technology and Design

BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE
AT GCSE
Stephen Hare – 10A* and 1 A Grades
Jacinta Hamley – 8A* and 4 A Grades

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
IN YEAR 13
AS/APPLIED AS LEVELS
Dylan Boyd Psychology
Siobhan Cunningham Applied 

Business Studies (SA)
Kaitlin Bartlett        Applied Business Studies (DA)

Kaitlin Bartlett and Helena Bartlett Art 
and Design

Sophie Millar Biology
Michael Sloan Chemistry
Michael Hamley Computing
Natalie Hayes Drama
Natalie Hayes English Literature
Mark Coulter Geography
Michael McNulty Government and Politics
Sophie Millar Health and Social Care
Ruairi McCallan History
Kai Tsang Applied ICT
Michael Hamley Mathematics
Kai Tsang Moving Image 
Andrew Wilson Music (practical)
Cameron Ewart Music (paper)
Mark Coulter PE
Michael Hamley Physics
Sophie Millar RE
Ruairi McCallan Sociology
Craig Lindsay Spanish
Ruairi Gilmore Technology and Design

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
IN YEAR 14
A LEVELS/APPLIED A LEVELS
Rebecca Young Applied Psychology
Sophie McAlorum Applied Business Studies
Jacqui Livings Art and Design
Eimear Lambe Biology
Eimear Lambe Chemistry
Luke Morton Computing
Rosanna McGill Drama
Catriona Acheson English Literature
Catriona Acheson French
Sarah Ann McKinley Geography
Jim Peacock Government and Politics
Abbie Townsley Health and Social Care (SA)
Sarah Lambe            Health and Social Care (DA)
Louise Cassidy History
Alexandra McNaney Applied ICT
Eimear Lambe Mathematics
Adam Burns Moving Image 
Conor Ellson Music (practical)
Rebecca Young Music (paper)
Ben Hounsell Physics
Christopher Streight RE
Glena Knox Bradley/Conleth O’Grady 

Sociology
Eimear Lambe Spanish
Lauren Presho Technology and Design

GCSE CERTIFICATES
Fiona Agnew, Neil Agnew, Shannen Agnew, 
Lewis Aicken, Marc Allen, Sophie Andrews, 
Cameron Austin, Jude Bailey O’Hare, David 
Beattie, Jonathan Beattie, Sara Beattie-
Campbell, Jack Brady, Katie Brown, Carly Burns, 
Sian Burns, Nakiso Bvunzawabaya, Emer 
Cafolla, Michael Campbell, Jordan Canavan, 
Destiny Carlisle, Mairead Carter, Brendan 
Carville, Caoimhe Charters, Connor Chung, 
Sarah Cinnamond, Sophie Clark, Alanis 
Clarke, Killian Cleary, Paige Combe, Brandon 
Connolly, Amy Cooley, Michael Cousins, Curtis 
Cowan, Nathan Crane, David Cullen, Katie 
Cunningham, Daniel Cunningham, Louise 
Curran, Brandon Daly, Neesha Daye, Emmet 
Devine, Christopher Dickison, Cameron Dodds, 
Ross Dodds, Natasha Donnan, Kiera Donnelly, 
Kerri Doran, Daniel Dougherty, Rachael Doyle, 
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SENIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 

Keeva Engelen, Beth Evans, Kerri-Louise Evans, 
Callum Ewart, Ryan Flaherty, Calvin Forster, 
Owen Freel, Catherine Freeland, Anna Friel, 
Sophie Fusco-McKeown, Joshua Gardiner, 
Fintan Gargan, Dean Geddis, Riah Geddis, 
Martin Gibson, Timothy Gill, Ciaran Gillan, Laura 
Girvan, Xenia Godfrey, Jannah Gray, Nathan 
Gray, Caolan Hamilton, Jacinta Hamley, Iain 
Hanna, Ross Hanna, Stephen Hare, Evan, 
Harrison, Sam Harrison, Ellen Hayes, Andrew 
Henderson, Adam Heron, Melissa Hill, Shay 
Horan, Cameron Houston, Paul Hull, Niamh 
Hurley, Jonathan Hutson, Jack Ireland, Gareth 
Irvine, Amy Jackson, Hannah Jackson, Sarah-
Louise Jackson, Ben Jeffrey, Callum Jeffrey, 
James Johnston, Shannon Johnston, Gerard 
Keane, Jason Kelly, Luke Kelly, Jonathan 
Kennedy, Rosie Killick, Rosaura Knox-Bradley, 
Zoe Kynes, Jill Lapping, Ciara Lavery, Lauren 
Lewis, Clare Livings, Ethan Lonsdale, Jamila 
Love, Ben Lowry, Mark Lynch, Jena McGeagh
Jack McIlwrath, Olivia McKee, Patrick McKeown
Gail McLean, Eoin McManus, Andrew McNally, 
Ben McNamara, Louise McNeely, Hannah 
McPeake, Ryan Migan, Rachel Millis, Esther 
Moore, Kirstie Morrow, Lee Morrow, Dominic 
Murphy, Kyle Murphy, Niamh Murphy, Roslyn 
Neill, Aimee Nelson, Lucas Macpherson, Ellen 
Magee, Natalie Magill, Caitlin Magnall Kearns, 
Jody Malcolmson, Joel Marrs, Jonathan 
Matchett, Yves Mathieu, Mncedisi Mbondiya, 
Tiarnan McAuley, Joel Pears, Megan McBride, 
Emma McCartney, Jon McClements, Steven 
McClintock, Maya McCloskey, Lennin McClure, 
Kristian McConnell, Reagan McConnell, 
Joshua McCrainor, Cassie McCready, Rhys 
Nolan, Piaras Nulty, Rebecca O’Callaghan, 
Tiarnan O’Callaghan, Brianna O’Grady, Conor 
O’Grady, Christy O’Kane, Laura Patterson, Hazel 
Peacock, Stephanie Phillips, Caolan Preston, 
Louise Rattray, Emma Rea, Samuel Reid, 
Kaya Rice, Erin Riddel, Faith Ritchie, Christina 
Robinson, James Rocks, Ossian McCulloch, 
Nathan Rodney, Jamie McCusker, James Ross, 
Caitlin McDermott, Andrew Rourke, James 
Rowan, Patrick Rowan, Tiarnan Russell, 
Amber Rutherford, Tony Salami, Samantha 
Scullion, Chloe Seenan, Jennifer Shaw, Megan 
Spence, Francis Starrett, Mark Stephens, 
Garth Stevenson, Cara Stewart, Rory Stewart, 
Rebekah Stuart, Ruth Topping, Megan Walker, 
Chloe Walsh, Ryan Watson, Christopher Weir, 
Jonathan Whyte, Luke Williamson, Elliot Wilson, 
Jade Wilson, Matthew Wilson, Malorie Wishart, 
Bas Wylie, Daniel Zanker Ovalle

A LEVEL CERTIFICATES
Catriona Acheson, Craig Agnew, Rachel Aldred, 
Andrew Allen, Aine Barbour, Megan Barr, 
Conal Begley, Matthew Blakley, Mark Bowers, 
Louise Boyle, Adam Burns, Max Burns, Hannah 
Cairns, Katherine Campbell, Louise Cassidy, 
Connor Chapman, Ashley Davis, Alexandra 
Devenney, Joshua Donnelly, Aimee Dowds 
Roddy, Kathryn Dugan, Conor Ellison, Louisa 
Evans, Olivia Gamble, Conall Gilmore, Owen 
Hadden, Chantelle Harvey, Eliza Heathwood, 
Shannen Hewitt, Ben Hounsell, Jamie Irvine, 
Philip Kelly, Matthew Knell, Glena Knox-
Bradley, Eimear Lambe, Sarah Lambe, 
Cliodhna Leeson, Jacqueline Elizabeth Livings, 
Duncan MacMillan, Lahanna Magee, Jade 
Marley, Melissa Martin, Tori Martin, Hannah 
Maxwell, Carol McAfee, Kerry McAllister, 
Sophie McAlorum, Una McAughey, Melissa 
McBride, Colm McCann, Ryan McCartney, 

Katie McConnell, Emma McCully, Dearbhla 
McDonnell, Dara McGeagh, Roseanna McGill, 
Naomi McGlynn, Eoin McKenna, Helen 
McKinley, Sarah McKinley, Sarah Ann McKinley, 
Alexandra McNaney, Samuel McQuilken, Katie 
Morris, Luke Morton, Eadaoin Ni Mhaoilriain, 
Conleth O’Grady, Laura O’Neill, Chloe 
Patterson, Rowan Patterson, Jim Peacock, 
Alice Popplestone, Lauren Presho, Daniel Rea, 
Jessica Robinson, Sean Rocks, Elle Rowan, Liam 
Scott, Jack Steers, Oonagh Stewart, Christopher 
Streight, Benjamin Taggart, Daniel Toal, Abbie 
Townsley, Caelan Trodden, Nicole Tully, Katarina 
Vikingsson, Michael Weir, Erin Wilkinson, 
Kathryn Wilkinson, Eve Wilson, Luke Withers, 
Sarah Withers, Jheryn Wong, Fintan Woods, 
Rebecca Young

CREST AWARDS

GOLD:
Andrew Allen, Claire Brogan, Jonathan Dillon, 
Mark Freel, Ruairi Gilmore, Jamie Irvine, 
Christopher Jones, Philip Kelly, Mica Lai, Una 
McAughey, Hannah Maxwell, Luke Morton, 
Alice Popplestone, Lauren Presho, Daniel Rea, 
Lauren Shannon, Michael Spiers, Michael 
Stuart, Sara Woods, 

SILVER:
Lucas MacPherson, Aimee Nelson, Esther 
Moore, Emmet Devine, Jack McIlwrath, Calvin 
Forster, Jonathan Hutson, Cameron Austin, 
Ciaran Gillan, Cameron Dodds, Andrew 
McNally, Jon McClements, Kristian McConnell, 
Ben Lowry, Lewis Aicken, Paul Hull, Andrew 
Rourke, Samuel Reid,Paige Combe,Marc 
Allen,Amy Jackson,Amber Rutherford, James 
Ross, Ross Hanna, Ryan Migan, Bas Wylie, 
Francis Starrett, Megan Walker, Emer Cafolla, 
Jill Lapping, Connor Chung, Caolan Preston, 
Luke Williamson, Mark Lynch, Dominic Murphy, 
Christy O’Kane, Megan Spence, Gail McLean, 
Emma Rea, Sara Beattie-Campbell, Rebekah 
Stuart, Erin Riddel, James Rocks, Ben Jeffrey, 
Joshua Gardiner, Ryan Flaherty, Matthew 
Wilson, Nathan Gray, Laura Girvan, Mairead 
Carter, Owen Freel, Lauren Lewis, Riah Geddis, 
Rhys Nolan, Shannen Agnew, Zoe Kynes, Lee 
Morrow, Nathan Rodney, Jamie McCusker, 
Ross Dodds, Christopher Weir, Jonathan Whyte, 
Killian Cleary, David Cullen, Jack Brady, Reagan 
McConnell, Adam Herron, Olivia McKee, Gareth 
Irvine, Rachael Doyle, Tony Salami, Tiarnan 
Russell, Callum Jeffrey, Curtis Cowan, Iain 
Hanna, Reagan McKee, Caleb Dickson, Preston 
Neill, Quentin Godfrey, Jonathon Carville, Anesu 
Karanda, Conor Devenney, Conor McMullan, 
Martin Neill, Dylan McGlade

BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE AT 
A LEVEL
Eimear Lambe
Jim Peacock

YOUNG ENTERPRISE COMPANY 
PROGRAMME CERTIFICATES
Sophie Millar, Emma Martin, Amy McClintock, 
Cameron Mosgrove, Ben Thomas, Ewan Nixon
Conail Bridges, Naina Babu, Arathy Babu, 
Kaitlin Bartlett, Michael Burns

ESSENTIAL FIRST AID
Helena Bartlett, Siobhan Cunningham, Rebecca 
Donnelly, Hannah Fitzsimons, Tess Herman, 
Christopher Jones, Lauren Leckey, Nicola 
Moloney, Rachael Pollock, Rihards Strikis, Laura 
Walker

BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE 
AWARD
Ryan Martin Brown, Stephen Carlin, Abbie 
Cooley, Thomas Carmichael, Melissa Anne 
Craig, Dean Kane, Matthew Lowry, Stephanie 
Orr, Georgia Roulston, Raisa Todd, Chloe 
Currie, Aimee Gilmore, Natalie Hayes, Kezia 
Iznerowicz, Kirsty Lindsay, Ashton McClean, 
Paul McKenna, Sophie Nicholl, Jonathan 
Nugent, Daryl Rawson, Andrew Wilson

DRAMA AWARDS
These awards go to pupils who have shown an 
interest across a wide range of activities. They 
have taken on extra responsibilities and very 
often have committed themselves to devoting 
their time and effort to the College.

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION 
FOR TEAMWORK SKILLS
Emma McCully

ARTS FOCUS AWARD FOR 
PERFORMANCE BLISS
Roseanna McGill

PASSION AND TECHNICAL 
EXCELLENCE IN PERFORMANCE
Dearbhla McDonnell

EXCELLENCE IN ANALYSIS, 
ORGANISATIONAL AND TIME 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS FOR 
PERFORMANCE
Kaya Rice
Natalie Hayes

OUTSTANDING CREATIVITY AND 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Stephen Hare

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION 
TO ART
Ben Taggart

BRIAN LAMBKIN CUP FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Established by Dr Brian Lambkin, a former 
Principal of Lagan College, in recognition 
of efforts made to further the cause of 
Environmental Protection. Lagan College, as 
many of you know, has close links with the 
National Trust, being built on land leased by the 
National Trust. 

Michael McNulty
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ROINN NA GAELIGE CUP
This award was established to the pupil who 
has raised the profile of the Irish Language and 
culture in Lagan College. 

Niamh Gibson

SHORTS BOMBARDIER AWARD 
FOR ACHIEVEMENT IN SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY
Sara Woods, Niall Clarke, Ralph Roulston and 
Matthew Hughes

ALL CHILDREN TOGETHER 
AWARD
This award goes to the student who has 
worked most diligently on the integrated ethos 
of the school.

Luke Withers

PRINCIPAL’S PRIZE FOR 
ACHIEVEMENT AT A LEVEL
Sarah Lambe

PRESIDENT’S PLATE AND 
BURSARY AWARD
Jim Peacock

THE SISTER ANNE KILROY 
PERPETUAL AWARD
This award is given to the student who has 
shown a particular commitment to social justice 
in the developing world.

Catriona Acheson

JOE KILLEN CUP
This cup donated by the Parents’ Council in 
memory of Joe Killen, an English teacher, at 
Lagan College. 

Katie Morris

SPORTS AWARDS – 
OUTSTANDING SPORTING 
ACHIEVEMENT

TAE KWON DO  
Emma McCartney

UNDER 15 FOOTBALL TEAM 
BELFAST DISTRICT
Charlie Martyn

CO DOWN MILK CUP SQUAD 
FOOTBALL
Peter Freeland and Reece Whittle

BELFAST UNDER 18
NETBALL SQUAD 
Natasha Donnan

NI GOLF CHAMPION WITH 
BELVOIR GOLF TEAM 
Conor Smart

ULSTER ATHLETICS FINAL
800 METRE RECORD
Claire Francis

SENIOR PLAYERS
OF THE YEAR AWARDS

HOCKEY PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Louise Boyle

NETBALL 
Louise Boyle

BASKETBALL
Declan Stewart

FOOTBALL
Daniel Toal

MARY LAVERY TROPHY
FOR NETBALL
Eimear Lambe

DOREEN BUDD AWARD
FOR SWIMMING
Helena Bartlett

SENIOR INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
AWARDS

THEORY:
Méabh Donnelly  Grade 5
Ronan McCann  Grade 5
Sean O’Brien  Grade 5
Timothy Mo  Grade 4
Matthew Woods  Grade 4
Anna Anderson  Grade 3
Ben Acheson  Grade 2
Conn Aiken  Grade 2
Sara Burns  Grade 2
Anna Kennedy  Grade 2
Lucie Giaccardi  Grade 2
Aaron McKechnie  Grade 2
Michael Sage  Grade 2
Rachel Beckett  Grade 1
Conor MacMahon  Grade 1
Deirdre MacMahon  Grade 1
Natasha McCoy  Grade 1

INSTRUMENTS:
Jack Steers Trumpet Grade 8
Andrew Wilson Voice Grade 8
Rosie Killick Music Theatre Grade 6
Kirstie Morrow Music Theatre Grade 6
Timothy Mo Piano Grade 6
Sophie Bateman Baritone Grade 5
Andrew Wilson Flute Grade 4
Rebecca Drysdale Violin Grade 4
Lucie Giaccardi Violin Grade 4

LISNABREENY SHIELD
FOR MUSIC
Cameron Ewart

IAN GOW MEMORIAL CUP
FOR MUSIC
Rebecca Young

AWARDS FOR DEPUTY HEAD 
BOY AND DEPUTY HEAD GIRL
Jim Peacock and Sophie McAlorum

AWARDS FOR HEAD BOY AND 
HEAD GIRL
Luke Withers and Eimear Lambe

SENIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
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OPEN 
DAY
The staff and students of Lagan 
College welcomed a large number of 
prospective pupils and their parents 
to our Open Day on Saturday 18th 
January, where they sampled the 
wide range of subjects on offer. 
The visiting children assisted with 
experiments in Science, tried out their 
cooking skills in Home Economics, 
made aboriginal prints in Art and 
Design and joined the students 
performing in the Drama Department. 
An enjoyable day was had by all!
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LAGAN COLLEGE 
CALENDAR 2014-2015

TERM 1
Staff Development Day 1 Thursday 21st August 2014

Staff Development Day 2 Friday 22nd August 2014

Staff Development Day 3 Tuesday 26th August 2014

Staff Development Day 4 Wednesday 27th August 2014

Year 13 Induction 

Year 13 Induction Thursday 28th August 2014

Year 8, Year 13 & Year 14 Induction Friday 29th August 2014

Year 12 Target Setting Friday 29th August 2014

Student Leadership Residential Friday 29th– Sunday 31 August 2014

Whole School Return Monday 1st September 2014

Year 14 UUJ University Visit Thursday 11th September 2014

Staff Development 5 (Twilight) Thursday 11th September 2014
 (4 - 6pm)

Senior Prize Evening Thursday 11th September 2014 (7pm)

Year 14 QUB University Visit Friday 12th September 2014

Year 8 BBQ & Quiz Friday 19th September 2014

Year 14 Mediators Training Thursday 25th& Friday 26th
 September 2014

Junior Prize Evening Thursday 25th September 2014 (7pm)

Harvest Assemblies Wednesday 8th October 2014

School Musical Show Wednesday 15th – Friday 17th
 October 2014

South Africa Trip Tuesday 22nd October – Saturday 1 st
 November 2014

Year 14 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 24th October 2014 (4 – 6pm)

Year 8 Tutor Interview Day Friday 25th October 2014
(Year 9 Off School)

Assessment 1 Results Due Friday 24th October 2014

Mid Term Holiday Monday 27th October – Friday 31st
 October 2014

Remembrance Assemblies Tuesday 11th November 2014

Year 9 Parent Teacher Meeting Wednesday 12th November 2014

GL Assessment] Saturday 15th November 2014

Whole School Christmas Assessments Monday 1st December – Friday 5th
 December 2014

School Carol Service Tuesday 16th December 2014
 (7pm TBC)

Christmas Assemblies Thursday 18th December 2014

Term Ends Friday 19th December 2014 (12 noon)

Christmas Holidays Monday 22nd December–Friday 2nd 
 January 2015

TERM TWO
Term Two Commences Monday 5th January 2015

Sixth Form Student Leadership Refresher January 2015 (TBC)

Internal Exams Year 13 & 14 Monday 4th–Friday 9th January 2015

Internal Exams Year 12 Monday 5th–Thursday 15th
 January 2015

Staff Development Day 7 Friday 16th January 2015
Open Day Saturday 17 January (9am – 1pm)

Year 12 Options Assembly Monday 19th January 2015 (9.25am)

Year 12 Options Afternoon Wednesday 21st January
 (1.30 – 3.30pm)

Junior Achievement Assemblies Week Beginning Monday 25th
 January 2015

Year 10 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 29th January 2015 (4 – 6pm)

Year 8 Church Visits Monday 2nd February – Thursday 5th 
 February 2015

Year 12 Parent Teacher Meeting Wednesday 4th February 2015
 (4 – 6pm)

Year 13 Work Experience Monday 9th–Friday 13th February 2015

Year 10 Options Interviews Thursday 12th–Friday 13th February 2015

Year 14 Formal Friday 13th February 2015

Mid Term Break Monday 16th – Friday 20th
 February 2015
Ash Wednesday
Senior Ski Trip (PE Department)

Integration Week Monday 2nd–Friday 6th March 2015

Year 13 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 5th March 2015 (4 – 6pm)

School Ceili Thursday 12th March TBC

Assessment 3 Results Due Friday 13th March 2014

St Patrick’s Day Break Tuesday 17th March 2014

Lenten Assemblies Week Beginning 23rd March 2015

Staff Development Day 7 Monday 30th March 2015

Staff Development Day 8 Tuesday 31st March 2015

Easter Holidays Commence Wednesday 1st April – Friday 10th
 April 2015

TERM THREE
Term Three Commence Monday 13 April 2015

Year 11 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 16 April 2015 (4 – 6pm)

Year 11 Examinations Monday 20 – Friday 24 April 2015

May Day Holiday Monday 4 May 2015

Year 8 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 14 May 2015 (4 – 6pm)

Staff Development Day 9 Monday 25 May 2015

Whole School Exams Years 8 – 10 Tuesday 26 – Friday 29 May 2015

Year 11 Work Experience Monday 22 – Friday 26 June 2015

Term Ends Tuesday 30 June 2015 (12 noon)
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Two Lagan College Netball teams reached 
the prestigious Northern Ireland Netball 
Cup and Plate finals on Friday 4 April held 

in Lisburn Racquets, Home to Netball N. I. This 
is the first time in the schools history that we 
have reached this stage in the competition 
and we are extremely proud of both our 
Minor team and Senior Teams for doing so 
well in this competition. 

The Minor Game was the first game of the day 
Lagan College versus Friends school Lisburn. 
The game was a real nail biter with  Friends 
School taking a slight lead in the first quarter, 
5-4. The second quarter had a similar feel with 
both teams fiercely competing for the ball at 
half time the score was 9-7 in favour of Friends. 
After  great encouragement and tactics from 

their coach, Sarah 
Montgomery, the Lagan 
College side went out in 
the third quarter and took 
the lead 9 – 12. Holding 
their opponents to a non 
scoring quarter.  The final quarter was tight 
with Friends marking a come back, but Lagan 
Held on to Win 11-13. The Most Valuable Player 
Award went to our brilliant centre Laura Mills. 
It was a great win and a great way to end the 
season! Well done the Lagan ladies we are 
extremely proud of the pupils achievement 
and look forward to many more finals from this 
super team!

The Senior Final was against a very tall 
Wallace Grammar School. It started with 

Wallace taking a good lead in the first quarter. 
They were a well drilled team and put a zone 
press on the girls up the court. Having never 
faced this type of defence we found it difficult 
to get open to pass the ball. It was a tough 
game and the senior team were brilliant as 
they did not give up and continued to fight for 
every ball. Wallace Grammar won 42-12. The 
Most Valuable player award went to Jacinta 
Hamley for her great defence as GD in the 
circle. Well done ladies the PE department are 
very proud of your achievement, and you’re 
only a Year 13 team, bring on next year!

Lagan CoLLege Minor TeaM Win The 
norThern ireLand neTbaLL Cup & pLaTe!SPORT

beLfasT neTbaLL 
League finaLs reporT
The Belfast Netball League took place on Tuesday 17 December. 
Lagan College had three teams in the Finals. Miss S Montgomery’s 
Minor team, Miss Kennedy’s Intermediate B and Senior team. Lagan 
College was the only other school apart from Rathmore Grammar to 
have more than one team in the final.

The Minor team got beaten by Methody 13-7 in the Belfast A Netball 
League. Methody got off to a better start and although Lagan fought 

hard they were not able 
to pull back the 4 goal 
deficit. The girls all played 
fantastically, even though 
nerves were high. Cori 
McGeagh (WD) was 
awarded MVP. She marked 
her player outstandingly 
and her reach to the ball 
was phenomenal. Well 
done Girls! Next time…

The Intermediate B team 
played the Girls Model 
Belfast. Lagan took off with 
an early lead winning by 3 
goals. In the final quarter 
the Girls Model fought 
to gain possession and 

took a goal lead with seconds on the clock. The final score was 16-17 
with Olivia McVeigh winning the MVP award for this tightly fought 
competition.

The senior team met Grosvenor Grammar in the Final. It was excellent 
match with end to end goals.  Lagan had played this team in the 
league and drew, so it was a close competition. The Senior team 
held the ball and executed some excellent netball, taking an early 
lead and holding it. An excellent performance from our Senior team 
seen us winning 29-22. Natasha Donnan was talent spotted and has 
since been to selected for the N Ireland U19 Squad. Congratulations 
Natasha!
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THE INTEGRATED 
CUP FINALS
WERE HELD AT LAGAN COLLEGE ON 
THURSDAY 20TH MARCH 2014 

All games were played with spirit and 
determination. Lagan College’s Minor team 
took an early lead 6-2 in the 1st quarter 

and ended up beating Strangford 22-5. The 
Year 9  Minor team have had a great season 
this year reaching the Belfast Area A Finals and 
winning the Integrated Finals. The MVP for the 
game was between two players Angela Parker 
with her great defence but in the end it went to a 
well deserving Laura Mills controlling the game 
in Centre.
  
 In the Junior game Shimna won by a small 
margin of 6 points 11-5 in the end with the MVP 
being Shimna’s Emily Forte. In the Intermediate 
game was very close, it started with Strangford 
taking an early lead and Ulidia coming back 
several during the game. The fi nal score was 
23 - 20 for Strangford with the MVP going to 
Strangford’s GA Caitland Crockett.

The fi nal game was Ulidia versus Lagan 
College. The Lagan side have had a fantastic 
season, starting with their tour to Marbella. 
The Senior Lagan Team took an early lead 7 - 
2 it was a great display from the Lagan side 
with Natasha Donnan  sharp shooting, she is 
currently with the U19 Northern Ireland netball 
squad, and Jacinta Hamley’s  stalwart defence 

made it impossible for the other team to get 
off the ground. The MVP was a tough decision 
between Megan Spence, Natasha Donnan 
& Jacinta Hamley but  in the end it went to a 
deserving Jacinta. 

The fi nalists were:
Minor (Year 9) Lagan versus Strangford.
Junior (Year 10) Shimina versus Slemish
Inter (Year11/12) Ulidia versus Strangford
Senior (Year13/14) Lagan versus Ulidia

On Saturday 8 March, past pupils from Lagan College returned to their old school to play in a tournament against the current Year 13 Senior team. It was 
a great morning of netball with everyone enjoying the competition. The past pupils all wanted to go back to school and play in the girls new facilities. The 
old girls took a while to get back into the swing of things but soon came back fi ghting wining the second of the games. 

OLD GIRLS’ NETBALL MATCH
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Lagan College’s Shodokan Aikido club has 
been running as an extracurricular activity at 
Lagan College for over 5 years now. It is run on 
Wednesdays from 3.30 - 4.30pm in the safe 
environment of the matted multi-purpose hall.  

Beginners are welcome to join at any time 
throughout the school year!

The aims of Lagan College Shodokan Aikido 
club are to: 
• Develop and expand physical and 
 mental awareness. 
• Improve fl exibility and coordination. 
• Enrich interpersonal skills. 
• Enhance self-esteem and self-confi dence. 
• Provide the students with overall 
 body conditioning. 

Instruction is initially centred on physical 
exercises designed to improve motor skills 
and physical coordination. After the students 
are comfortable with this stage, they will be 
introduced to the basic martial arts principles 
of movement. In conjunction with these 
principles of movement, they will be instructed 
in the techniques of Aikido. Cooperation 
and teamwork are stressed as the more 
accomplished students will assist the newer 
students in developing their skills, thus learning 
a sense of internalised self-discipline. 

The  club follows the same structured syllabus 
and ranking system used at the Shodokan 
Aikido Honbu Dojo (Headquarters School) in 
Osaka, Japan. Students start with a white belt, 
and then progress through 8 Kyu levels before 
testing for a black belt (called Shodan or 1st Dan).  

Just before Christmas , two of the students 
managed to attain the rank of 7th Kyu.  Their 
grading was performed at a very high standard 
and it is my hope that the Aikido skills learnt at 
Lagan Collage would be the basis of a life-long 
hobby which the students have the opportunity 
of continuing at university and further into adult 
life. Lagan College Shodokan Aikido club is the 
fi rst children’s Shodokan Aikido club in the 
whole of Ireland.

D.Carleton
 

TAEKWONDO
Well done to 2 superb athletes who 
competed at the British National 
Championships.

Emma McCartney in Year 13 won a bronze 
and a silver medal and also reached the 
fi nals of the under 30 ladies section.

Mannus McColgan is a champion!  He 
was awarded a gold medal in both the 
individual and the team events.  Thanks 
to their coach Damian Duffy who runs our 
club on a Tuesday after school!

TAEKWONDO
Well done to 2 superb athletes who 
competed at the British National 
Championships.

Emma McCartney in Year 13 won a bronze 
and a silver medal and also reached the 
fi nals of the under 30 ladies section.

Mannus McColgan is a champion!  He 
was awarded a gold medal in both the 
individual and the team events.  Thanks 
to their coach Damian Duffy who runs our 
club on a Tuesday after school!

YEAR 13 
ENRICHMENT – 
SELF PROTECTION/
PERSONAL SAFETY
Another group of students have successfully 
completed their Year 13 enrichment 
programme workshop on self-protection/
personal safety.  The course runs on Mondays 
for an hour and a half and lasts for 12 weeks.

The course is particularly good for people 
who will deal directly with the public or ever 
have to work or travel alone.  It addresses 
many areas to do with human confl ict and is 
not just a collection of techniques, although it 
does explain thoroughly which physical tools 
on the body are best to use when having to 
resort to using force and the areas to target.
Students are taught the mental side of 
self-protection, such as, understanding fear, 
staying in control, their own intrinsic worth, 
the predator/prey relationship and how 
important it is to have the will and attitude 
to survive. Using role-playing as a realism 
tool the students are taught how and when 
to use dialogue to dissuade, distract and 
dominate an aggressor and what is the 
difference of a predator and angry person is, 
in their thinking and behaviour.

Other elements in the syllabus are dealing 
with multiple attackers, personal safety in 
your vehicle and the law (UK) regarding 
personal protection.

Throughout the whole 12 week course there 
is an emphasis on awareness of danger, 
what some of the warning signs might be if 
danger is perceived before a situation gets 
physical, and an easy to remember system 
to is taught to help people stay aware/alert 
called Cooper’s Colour Code.

The group of students that I have coached 
over the last 2 years have always given 100% 
commitment when participating even though 
a lot of the time they are out of there comfort 
zone.  I am very proud of all them all!
Peace, love, joy & happiness! Stay Safe

D.Carleton

SHODOKAN AIKIDO
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Lagan College is in its 32nd year and in September they 
celebrated one of the sports facilities they have waited for since 
the schools opening. The AstroTurf Pitch, built by Grahams, is 
beautifully situated in the Castlereagh Hills within the school 
grounds. An  Old Girls team gathered together to take on the 
current 1st XI in the inaugural match to be played on the new 
surface. Although experience paid off and the alumni came 
away the victors, 1st IX Coach Mrs. Ruth McKnight looks forward 
to a return battle next year.

Mrs Gough teacher at the college for 28 years cut the ribbon to 
declare the pitch, now named ‘Gough’s Green’, ready for action 
and Principal, Mrs. Amanda McNamee, opened the bistro 
and viewing gallery to all supporters and visiting past pupils 
to allow everyone to take refreshments and enjoy the event.  
Special guests included past coaches and the Vice President 
of the Ulster Hockey Union, Mrs. Ann Rosa. Umpires were Kim 
Collins and Andrew McBride. Goal scorers for the old girls were 
Suzanne Rooney, Claire Moynes and a spectacular corner strike 
from Claire Byrne. 

Unfortunately Mrs Jenny Redpath 
former Irish & great British hockey 
player and original PE teacher 
was unable to attend as was Miss 
Janice Vaughn who was Coaching 
the Ulster U16 Hockey Squad. 
Photos by Miss A Bell
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Basketball Results
September 2013 - June 2014
U-19 Results/ League/Cup
Lagan 70 - 25 St. Colman’s, Newry
Lagan 69 - 42 St. Michael’s, Lurgan
Lagan 43 - 48 Aquinas

All Ireland Schools Cup
Round 1: Bye,
Round 2: Lagan 77 - 76  Clongowes (Kildare)
Quarter Final:
Lagan 48 - 28 St. Peter’s, Dunboyne
Semi/Final:
Lagan 40 - 47 Ashbourne C.C.
North Regional Final:
Lagan 64 - 54 St. Michael’s, Lurgan

U16/U17 Results League/Cup
League Results
Lagan 30 - 24 St. Michael’s, Lurgan
Lagan 19 - 31 Rathmore
Lagan 40 - 21 St. Colman’s, Newry
Lagan 20 - 0 St. Patrick’s, Dungannon

Lurgan Cup
Lagan 25 - 15 St. Columb’s

Lagan 30 - 15 St. Colman’s, Newry
Lagan 40 - 32 St. Michael’s, Lurgan
Lagan 35 - 23 Abbey, Newry

Year 8 Basketball Newtownbreda Tournament
Lagan v Laurehill (Win)   Lagan v St. Patrick’s Lisburn 
(Win)   Lagan v Forthill (Win)
Lagan v Newtownbreda (Win)
Tournament Winners Lagan College

Vince Halloran Ulster Schools Tournament 
Lagan 15 - 27 Olspk

Lagan 14 -32 Aquinas
Lagan 14 - 8 Ballymena Academy

Shield Play-Off
Lagan 12 - 16 Rathmore

Year 9 Basketball Results
Lagan 29 - 42 St. Malachy’s
Abbey 22 - 15 Lagan
Lagan 40 - 42 Monkstown Cs (Overtime)
Lagan 28 - 33 Ballymena Academy
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FOOTBALL
MATCH
REPORTS 
2013/2014
YEAR 8
• Northern Ireland Cup v Lurgan Junior High,
Lost 6-1. Goal: Ethan McCarthy.
Top Men: Ethan McGrath, Christy McCallan, Matthew 
Winchester & Ethan McCarthy 

• North Down League v Nendrum College, Won 8-1. 
Goals: Matthew Winchester (2), Christy McCallan (2), DJ 
McShannock, Nye Herink, Matthew Ferris, Ethan McCarthy 
all 1 each. James Howard saved a penalty! Top Man:  
Matthew Winchester.

YEAR 9
• North Down League v Nendrum College, 
Lost 2-1. Goal: James McCarthy. Top Men: Scott Walker 
and Conor Murphy.

• North Down League v Newtownbreda, Lost 2-1.

YEAR 10
• Northern Ireland Cup v Lurgan Junior High, 
Lost 3-2. Goals: Ayden Gordon and Gerard Forde. Top 
Man: Mason Clyde.

• North Down League v Nendrum College, Won 2-1. 
Goals: Marc Agnew and Jay Galway. Top Man: Marc 
Agnew.

• Beat Blackwater 8-0 in the league. Tougher games 
ahead.

YEAR 11
• North Down League v Nendrum, Lost 2-1. Goal: Chris 
Carson. Top Men: Darragh King & James Cooley.

• North Down League v Priory College, Won 5-0.
Goals: Ryan McSherry, Callum McCloskey (2), Gary 
Magee and Sean Phelan. Top Men: First half: James 
Cooley & Declan McCartney
Second half: Gary Magee, Callum McCloskey and Sean 
Phelan.

• North Down League v Glastry College, Won 7-1. 
Goals: Gary Magee (2), Darragh King penalty, Jake 
McCrea, Callum McCloskey, Chris Carson and Sean 
Phelan. Top Men: Michael Kane and James Cooley.

YEAR 12
• Friendly v Grosvenor 11th September, Won 4-2. 
Goals: Charlie Martyn 2, Peter Freeland and Sam 
Howard. Top Men: Charlie Martyn and Ben Carson.

• North Down League v Nendrum, Won 6-1
Goals: Peter Freeland 4, Scott Holmes and Callum 
Roberts. Top Man: Peter Freeland.

• Northern Ireland Cup v St Colmcilles Crossgar, Lost 
2-1. Goal: Anasu Karanda. Top Man: Ben Carson.

• North Down League v Saintfield, Won 4-2. Goals: 
Charlie Martyn 2, Peter Freeland and  Scott Holmes. 
Top Men: Charlie Martyn, Jack Rainey and Ben Carson.

• Belfast Cup v Ballyclare Secondary, Won 4-2. A good 
victory after being 2-nil up and then forced back to 
2-2  before stepping up again to score 2 more! Goals: 
Charlie Martyn a super hat-trick (3) and Peter Freeland 
(1). Top Man: Charlie Martyn. 

YEAR 13/14
• North Down League friendly  v St. Colmans, 
Ballynahinch, Won 3-0. Goals: Gary Watson, Stephen 
McCleary and Mark Coulter. Top Man: Gary Watson

• Northern Ireland Cup v Bangor Grammar,
Won 5-2. Goals: Stephen Hare 2, Stephen McCleary, 
Nathan Rodney and Nayem Samad.
Top Men: Gary Watson and Stevie Clark.

• Belfast Cup v Corpus Christie College, Won 3-2 
after extra time! A fantastic victory after coming back 
from 2-nil down to force extra time, then win it before 
dreaded penalties!  A great performance by all the 
squad who all played at the top of their game. Goals: 
Stephen Hare, Mark Coulter and Ciaran Gillan. Top 
Man: Stephen Clark

• NI Cup v Dromore HS, Won 7-0. A fantastic victory 
and a great performance by all the squad who all 
played at the top of their game.
Goals: Stephen McLeary (3), Stephen Hare (2) and 
Nathan Rodney (2).

• Belfast Cup v Christian Brothers School (CBS), Belfast, 
Won 5-2. A fantastic victory and a great performance 
by all the squad who all played at the top of their 
game, for most of the game!  They did scare their 
coaches by allowing a 3 goal lead slip to 3-2 and 
John Gunning the goalkeeper saved a penalty kick! 
Goals: Nathan Rodney (2), Curtis Cowan, Stephen 
Hare and Nayem Samad all 1 each. Top Men: Stephen 
McLeary in the 1st half and Stephen Hare in the 2nd 
half.

GIRLS IFA BELFAST INdOOR LEAGUE CUP
The Girls squad were runners-up to a very strong Our 
Lady and St Patrick’s (Knock) after fighting their way to 
the final. Well done to the Lagan College squad! Katie 
Andrews, Bronagh Finnegan, Rachel Lynn, Michaela 
Irwin, Emma McNulty, Aine Gorman, Emma Toner. 
MVPs on the day: Bronagh Finnegan & Michaela Irwin.

NI PLATE
• Year 8 v Aquinas, Won 5-3. Goals: Matthew Ferris, 
Christy McCallan, Nye Herink, Rory Graham (with his 1st 
touch) and Joshua Smith and Joshua was also man of 
the match.  Ryan Davidson and many others also had 
great games.

• Year 8 v Shimna College, Newcastle, Won 6-0.
Goals: Ethan McCarthy (2),  Matthew Ferris,  DJ 
McShannock,  Nye Herink and Jason Trueman.
Top Men: Ethan McCarthy, Christy McCallan, Ethan 
McGrath and Ryan Davidson.

• Year 8 NI Plate Semi-final. Lost 2-1 and just like above 
we let in goals at bad times.  We were leading with a 
goal from Nye Herink and let in 2 in the second half.  
We had some other good chances while in the lead at 
1-o and did not take them.  Well done to all the year 8 
squad for getting this far and putting in so much effort.
All 13 lads who played are Men of the match!  Great 
effort! Bad luck!

• Year 10 v Shimna College, Newcastle, Won 5-1. Goals: 
Jay Galway 3, Aidan Gordon and a Zidan penalty. Top 
Man: Jay Galway

• Year 10 Football NI Plate Quarter Final, Lagan v 
Oakgrove. Lagan won on penalties and Mr Hare’s 
blood pressure was sky high! 

YEAR 8 RUGBY SQUAd Runners–up in the Instonians 
competition!
DJ McShannock EL, Caelan McDowell EL, Ryan Milne EL, 
Matthew Winchester EL, James Lennon EL, Ross Hindes 
EL, Tom Bunting MJR, Christy McCallan MJR, Bruce Elkin 
MTN, Sam Giaccardi MTN, Joe Kane MTN, Joshua 
Johnston SH, Seth Kinghan SH, Tyson Arutura MCV 
Remik Ryzanowski BKT.

SIxTH FORM FOOTBALL
Lagan College v Southern Regional College
NI Cup Quarter Final Armagh City’s Ground Holm Park
Lost 4-1. We actually played quite well and seemed to 
give away goals at awful times.  Our goal was scored 
by Stephen McCleary.



year 12 at Mallusk

sixth form and staff football Teams

staff football Team

sixth form football Team

year 9 football Team

fooTbaLL
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year 8 at  seaview ni Cup

year 12 north down Champions

year 10 football Team year 11 football Team

year 10 Lagan V Turton hs bolton
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NEW YORK CITY 
JAGUARS VISIT 
LAGAN COLLEGE
The New York City Jaguars basketball team 
visited the college on Friday 17 January.  The 
opportunity of the visit came through Mr Dave 
Cullen a great supporter of Lagan College  
who was involved in the team’s Irish Tour.   
The players arrived in Dublin at 10am and 
showed no ill effects from jet lag when coach-
ing and entertaining young Lagan basketball 
players that Friday afternoon.  The students 
were awestruck by the sheer size of the Jag-
uar players, with two players standing 6’10 
and 6’9 and with three others over 6’5.  The 

players coached the boys through a series of 
dribbling, shooting and footwork drills.  The 
Lagan College players were also thrilled with 
the slam dunking display put on by the high 
fl ying Americans.  Year 14 students Michael 
Hamley and Declan Stewart  were also given 
the opportunity to play with the Jaguars in a 
practice game on the day which was a great 
experience for them both.  The Jaguars also 
signed a basketball as a memento of their 
visit to their College.  It was a fantastic day 
and the Jaguar players were very impressed 
with our students attitude and basketball 
skills.  I fi nally wished the Jaguars the best of 
luck during their tour and with the rest of their 
basketball careers.

Mr Connolly

Congratulations to Allanah Irwin, 9FLN, 
who was awarded fi rst place in the Under 
13 category in the Confi ned Reel, at the 
Belfast Irish Dancing Championships. Alla-
nah is a student at the McCullagh Curran 
School of Irish Dance on the Ormeau Road 
and has been dancing since the age of 3. 
Allanah competed against 25 other danc-
ers and was delighted to be awarded 
the overall winner. Congratulations from 
everyone at Lagan College!

Congratulations!
Jessica Scott 9HOY came 25th in 
the Cork IT (all Ireland Cross Country 
competition). She was very pleased 
but a bit disappointed she missed the 
Internationals. Both Jessica and her 
sister Anna have worked very hard 
in cross country this year and they 
have represented our school in all 
competitions. 

Well done Jessica and Anna!!

Allanah 
Irwin

Congratulations to all the junior students who 
took part in the 5-a-side football tournament. 
Teams were made up of form classes and 
the winning team from each year group won 
medals.

FOOTBALL
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A group of ten girls formed the Lagan College 
NICMAC (NI Creative Movement and Aerobic 
Competition), Dance team this year coached 

and choreographed by Mrs Beckett.  This year’s event 
took place on Saturday 8th March 2014 at Lisburn 
Leisureplex which became a sea of lycra, body paint 
and fabulous costumes!  Our  theme was ‘Tribal Fusion’ 
and incorporated a wide variety of dance movements 
including Salsa, Gymnastic lifts and line formations.  
Dressed in leopard-print tops, black disco leggings and 
an assortment of leopard-print hair accessories, the 
team danced to a mix of Rihanna’s ‘Where have you 
been?’ and DJ Sash’s ‘Mysterious Times’.  

Unfortunately, the team narrowly missed out on a 

NICMAC 2014

medal place but were an absolute credit 
to the school, their families and them-
selves.  They looked amazing, danced 
incredibly and thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience.  I would like to thank girls’ 
parents and families who have been 
extremely supportive during the year and 
to those who were able to come along 
and support the girls on the day.   

It was an absolute pleasure to prepare the 
team for NICMAC 2014 and we now begin 

preparation for next year’s competition, 
not to mention our next project, ‘Dance for 
Diversity’.  

Congratulations to:  Olivia McCloskey, 
Molly Moore, Erin Todd, Sophie Steven-
son, Piper Wilson, Hannah Morrow, 
Sarah Irvine, Niamh Agnew, Anna Lewis 
and Ella Bolster.

Keep on dancing!
Mrs Beckett

CROSS COUNTRY
We had 6 pupils who qualifi ed for the Ulster cross-country 
championships.  It took place at Mallusk on a bitterly cold 

day and the track was very heavy going.

Our Minor team of Jessica Scott, Anna Scott, Georgia Patterson 
and Fiona Mellon  fi nished 7th in the team event out of 18 teams 

and Jessica was 6th overall in a fi eld of over 100 athletes.  

Claire Francis in Year 12 fi nished a heartbreaking 16th in her fi eld 
of 87, with the top 15 getting through!  

Ruairi Gilmore in Year 14  fi nished 27th in a very strong fi eld of 
senior boys.

Thanks to Mr M Navarrete and Mr C Gardner for coaching the 
athletes to this stage.
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The sun shone on us for our annual Sports 
Day at the Henry Jones Playing Fields in 
June. Many students participated on the day, 
along with some staff who still like to think 
they are young and fit. Many achievements 
were made and records were broken (by the 
students anyway!). Thank you to all who took 
part and a very special thank you to every-
one in the PE Department for the effort they 
put into organising Sports Day every year. As 
usual, it was a great success!

SportS Day
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8BAB
Front Row (from left to right): Kylie McAleese, Ethan Caughey, Tiernan Downey, Amy Sherry, Emily Holden, Corey Stewart, Tom Warnock.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Babra, Scott Hassett, Ross Duff, Jason Lundy, Lara Nolan, Kaitlyn Ferguson, Campbell Dodds, Jack Woods, Amir Huqe – McBride, Miss 
Corrigan.
Back Row (from left to right): Mrs Mulholland, Casper Logan, Claire Patterson, Connor Dunseath, Caolan McReynolds, Lauren Murray, Jake Heir, Aedan Gibson, Chloe 
Holmes, Miss Cranston.  

8CNL
Front Row (from left to right): Lance Casteneda, Ian Deans, Lauren McCreight, David McDonald, Lucy McShane, Katy Coulter, Ben Johnston, Daniel McArdle, Gary Cromie.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mulholland, Lukas Rebelo, Charlotte Mellon, Cameron Finlay, Charlotte Blair, Caoimhe Dart, Amy Fraser, Anna Donnelly, Josh Gowdy, Travis 
Blackstock. 
Back Row (from left to right): Mr White, Beatrice Howard, Megan Crothers, Connor Morgan, James Mullan, Cameron Kane, Travis Peter, Leah McCaw, Miss Cross, Mr 
Connolly.

class photos
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8KDY
Front Row (from left to right): Julia Stopka,  Callum Savage, Aleksander Snowarski,  Luke Kennedy, Ross Mullan,  David McFadden, Michael Coomber,  Ben Anderson, Rebecca 
Wilson.
Middle Row (from left to right): Jack Lozano, Caolan Carville, Makenzie Carins Watson, James Wilkinson, Sophie Livingstone, Philip Crichton, Kerri Donnelly, Kerry Migan, Aoife 
Wilson, Erin Thompson,  Jessica Mc Bride. 
Back Row (from left to right): Mia McVeigh-Aritura, Alice McTear, Caolan Prenter Lawrenson, Ben McCusker, Ryan Adams, Rory Curran, Antonio Mullholland Ruiz, Alexander 
Scott-Dobbs, Taylor Marsh, Stephan Adrao.

8FRL
Front Row (from left to right): Kyla Ruddock, Ben Telford, Oran Smyth, Rory Ellson, Ben Labourn, Michael Graham, Aran Chong-Kwan, Daniel Salami, Laoise Martin-O’Dowd.
Middle Row (from left to right): Ben McGuckin, Katie Morgan-Weir, Owen Todd, Joseph Tolan, Joshua Dickinson, Emily Caughey, Henrieta Toblova, Leon Skillen, Lauren Ross, 
Meg Lynas, Sebastian Supinski, Ms Fairley.
Back Row (from left to right): Mrs Hamilton, Mrs Mulholland, Gintaras Naujokas, Sherynne Azucena, Conor McNulty, Shannon Mulholland, Tara Latewood, Jack Terrins, Olivia 
Parkinson, Emily Crookshanks, Jamie Spiers, Miss Feeney.
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8MRG
Front Row (from left to right): Calum Deans, Riley Melin, Callum Crone, Michael Murray-Gillott, Niall McKnight, Andrew Craig,  Erin Humprey, Jack Donnelly, Patrick Farnan.
Middle Row (from left to right): Abigail Carson, Charlie Cooley, Kyle Sexton McGonagle, Ben Brazil, Finn McKeefry, Jack Laverty, Oran Magee, Aimee McConville, Stephen 
Lowry, Sian Doyle.
Back Row (from left to right): Carla Shaw, Olivia Artt, Sophie Grant, Shauna McKinley, Owen Hayes, Aaron Caskey, Conor Fawcett, Eve Daly, Shannon Myles, Ellie Mulholland, 
Leah McKeown.

8NB
Front Row (from left to right): Louis Davidson, Aoibhinn Martin-ODowd, Jayashree Sugumaran, Dan Rogan, Cameron Parkinson, Marcus Hickie, Morgan Gamble, Jessica 
Fields, Logan McGettrick. 
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mulholland, Will Polland, Ellie Wilson, William Wells, Rose McParland, Daniel McVicker, Mickey McGregor, Teri Crawford, Aylissa McKibbon, 
Jed Brown, Darius Naujokas, Ms Niblock.
Back Row (from left to right): Matthew Bell, Courtney McGoldrick, Rachel Ferguson, Brendan McCartney, Thomas Somerville, Aydin Kayaalp, Marcus, Mehmet, Julita, Eden-
Skye.
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8QN 
Front Row (from left to right): Fionn McKervey, Donavan McCune, Tony McAteer, Micah Howie, Thomas Davidson, Ethan Lamb, Katie Shanks.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Mills, Mrs Quinn, Conor O’Brien, Katie Hand, Jonathan Kelly, Toni Hutchinson, Jessica Stewart, Molly Robinson, Rhys Thompson, Miss 
Kells.
Back Row (from left to right): Mrs Mullholland, Tasnean Islam, Riley Beckett, Adnan Nasir, Evan Glassey, Mason Weatherup, Ryan McDowell, William Dolan, Laoise Boyle, Ross 
Toland, Mrs Popescu. 

8YNG
Front Row (from left to right): Joe McGarvey, Tino Mhande, Jordan McGrattan, Ryan Gibson, Chloe Young, Zach Crowe, Nicole-Jo Faloona.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs R Magee, Adam Glover, Ethan Todd, Archie Wilson, Ross Falls, Julia Klaniecka, Curtis Farrell, Ridwan Dahir Jama, Mrs Quigg.
Back Row (from left to right): Mrs Mulholland, Chelsea Beattie, Monta Lockmane, Michael Doyle, Marika Michalska, Elsa Lemming-Bates, Georgia Courtney, Kent Irwin, Ms 
Martin.
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9EL
Front Row (from left to right): Megan Sloan, Dalan Dunlop, Joey Sumner, Lauren Gormley, Matthew Winchester, James Lennon, Ryan Milne & Carter Orr.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Ellis, Michaela Gray, Tara Benson, Robyn Lowey, Ross Hindes, Patryk Pietruszka, Josh Leckey, Tom Boyle, Taylor McCullough, Mia Stafford 
& Miss Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Miss Kelly, Jane Hill, D.J. McShannock, Adam McStravick, Bethany Presho, Andrew Darrah, Tori McKay, Luke McGrath, Eva Thompson & Grace 
Zakrzewski.

9BKT
Front Row (from left to right): Hannah Morrow, Martyna Eckert, Dylan Humphreys,  Sophie Chan, Erin Patrick, Luke Galbraith, Lenka Toderova, Seth Kinghan.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Beckett, Matthew McAllister, Caolan McDowell, Bronagh King, Luke Miskelly, Regan Brown, Katie McCambley, Ben McWilliams, Fergus 
Wilson, Zach Blue, Justin Armstrong, Miss Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Rebecca Gordon, Erin Black, Anya Nicholl, Remik Reminowski, Amy McCloy, Jacob Elwood, Max Corken.
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9MCV
Front Row (from left to right): Lara McKinley, Amy Clyde, Emma Collington, Tyson Arutura, Conor Boyle, Katie Moyes, Matthew Graham.
Middle Row (from left to right): Ms McConville, Naomi Carson, Shannon Connelly, Jade McMahon, Ryan Harvey, Jay Sturgeon, Kelsey Magee, Martha Day, Miss  Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Georgia Hughes, Matthew Trimble, Jessica Larres, Chloe Stevenson, Matthew McFarland, Matthew Whitbourn.

9JS
Front Row (from left to right): Sarah Irvine, Carlo Corbetta, Oskar Klaniecki, Olivia Agnew, Nicole McCabe, Hannah Allen, Kira Burns, Sean Paul Manongsong, Nathan Wade.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Jess, Niamh Agnew, Joe Kane, Samuel Giaccardi, Cathail Clarke, Ryan Davidson, Reuben Kane, Milo McMullan, Dara Redfern, Emily 
Calvert and Bruce Elkin, Miss Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Emma Scott, Erin Tate, Rebecca McKeown, Matthew Strong, Dawid Klos, James Howard, Jade Hewitt, Charis Crawford, Eva McCaw, Miss 
Gordon.
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9MJR
Front row (from left to right):  Piper Wilson, Daniel Moore, Katie Scott, David Martelli, Rory Turkington, Michael Beatty, Oisín Sahafian, Sarah Duggan, Joshua Gallagher.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss McMullan, Lucas Hindes,  Aoife Smyth, Eva Babes, Becca McDowell, Christy McCallan, Tom Bunting, Ruth Hagans,  Sophie Stephenson, 
Rory Graham, Joe Bryson, Mrs Major.
Back Row (from (left to right):Caoimhe McCarney, Beth Cameron, Krystian Wisniowski, Victoria Scott, Olivia McCloskey, Ethan McGrath, Adam Hession, Kealan McAvoy, Ella 
Bolster, Charlie McKinney, Miss Rogan.
Absent: Annie Tubritt.

9QI
Front Row (from left to right):  Mollie Taylor, Mathew Ferris, Wictoria Budzinska, Gary Mc Aleese, Leah Nicole Corrigan, Jacob Mc Naughten, Anna Glover.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss K Mill, Lucy Anne Chowdhury, Brandon Robinson, Anna Lewis, Michael Downey, Ellie Magill, Lisa Mc Carvery, Ethan Mc Carthy, Gerard 
Arnold, Miss J Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Oliwia Prokop, Rodney Campbell, Darren Mc Geown, Sarah Young, Ashleigh Smyth, Claire Smyth, Adam Thompson, Helena Mc Clenaghan.
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9SH
Front Row (from left to right): Sarah Simon, Nye Herink, Luis Letzner Hawkins, Jamie Cotter, Joshua Johnston, Mark Gunning, Tommy Moynagh, Joshua Smyth, Rhys Speers. 
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Shevlin, Andy Shek,  Morgan Davidson, Hannah Ferguson, Sandra Saji, James Wong, Katie Nelson, Oran Devlin,  Megan Robinson, 
Bronagh McMullan, Jonathon Luney, Miss Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Lauren Trimble, Cailee Warnock, Holly Whiteside, Darragh Sloan, Thomas Marr, Jason Trueman, Rudi Summerville, Carter Wickham, Hannah 
Price Henderson, Ella McAleavey, Sarah Finn.

9WHT
Front Row (from left to right): Zoe Coiley, Molly Allan, Dylan Falls, Ryan McCarroll, Angel Barnes, Nikita Wallace.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr Wishart, Khadro Hassan Ahmed, Amy Forsythe, Eve Seaton, Jessica Dunwoody, Ajay Carlisle, Lewis Ewing, Miss Rogan.
Back Row (from left to right): Jack Reid, Amy Gibson, Rosie McCartan, Nura Hassan, Szymon Drobinski, Ben Crone, Mrs Leddy. 
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10DNT
Front Row (from left to right): Thomas Scott, Jay Reeves, Courtney Fleming, Morgan Ferguson, Tori Murphy, Amy McClure, Beth Devine, Curtis McBride.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs M Mills, Mr C McCrory, Eliza-Jo Flynn, Mateusz Rosinski, Ellen Shanks, Zoe McCabe, Owyn Powell, Jake Collins, Emma Milling, Ryan Dick, 
Ms K Brown.
Back Row (from left to right): Amber Williams, Niambh Mallon, Morgan Crangle, Aaron Crothers, Joshua Jones, Ossian Diamond, Caleb Diamond, Chloe McCormick, Sarah 
Stewart, Miss N Danter.

10EW
Front Row (from left to right): John Patrick McBride, Yvette Deans, Kaitlyn Johnston, Jack Smyth, Tegan McMaster, Rebekah Cooke, Benjamin McGrugan, Ross Power, Noah 
Howie. 
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mills, Niall Prendergast, Charlotte Wardlow, Jonathan Murray-Gillott,  Kaitlyn Carinduff, Emma Lewis, Rachel McCourt, Daisy Greene, Chloe 
Nesbitt McGoldrick, Buck Groves, Xara Wilson, Mr Ewart.
Back Row (from left to right): David Laverty, Diego Collado, Lucy King, Greta Virsilaite, Sam McCooey, Lewis Walker, Hannah Finlay, Molly Moore, Tara Robinson, Evie Mcknight.
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10 HOY
Front Row (from left to right): Malachy Smith, Amel Zaboub, Michael Stewart, Chelsea-Rose Lundy, Kewin Philip.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mills, Miss Hoy, Laura Campbell, Craig Hutchison, Victoria Caskey, Aimee Nichol, Mrs Burke.
Back Row (from left to right): Jessica Scott, Klevis Sadria, Ali Ahmed,Matthew McCay, Bobby McAleese, Miss Neill.

10FUL
Front Row (from left to right): Daniel Pollard, Alanna Stewart, Joshua Gillespie, Sarrutaya Thainkaew, Amy Prentice, Areeya Thiengna, Patricia Talens.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Blaney, Wezi Ngoma, Cathryn Devenney, Jason Young, Cameron Barrett, Conor Murphy, Katie Malone, Euan Curtis, Ms Fullerton, Mrs Mills.
Back Row (from left to right): Conor Engelen, Lois Hamilton, Brandon McKibben, Jude Peter, Ethan KcKechnie, James McCarthy, Amy Patterson, Jordan McCrainor.
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10 KLY
Front Row (from left to right): Dylan Jones, Daniel McKissick, Dakota Thompson, RyanMc Keown, Marie Lawder, Scott Ferguson, Michael Mc Closkey-Ooi, Vohn Galang, Craig 
Stinson.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mills, Daniel Smith, Niamh Savage, Beth Holden, Eva Lynas, Kara-Jane Deadman, Tea-leoni Mc Cartan, Ciara O’Neill, Rhianna Turner, Jake 
Curran, Miss Kelly.
Back Row (from left to right): Sophie Scott, Daniel Mc Larnon, Bradley Martin, Ethan McGovern, Zach Parman, Megan Thompson, Mark Taylor, Lucy Rice.

10 NVT
Front Row (from left to right): Tondra Chowdhury, Fiona Mellon, Benjamin McMinn, Anna Scott, Georgia Morrison, Rhianna Winter, Daniel Morgan, Michael McCartney, Ciaran 
McGarvey.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mills, Niamh Farnan, Alise Biggerstaff, Shannon McNulty, Gemma Clawson, Georgia Patterson, Chloe Blair, Leon Midoukna Andela, Katie 
Collins, Harry Harte, Courtney Wallace, Don Miguel Navarrete.
Back Row (from left to right): Ewa Aksenczuk, Jason Ho, Michael Turkington, Scott Dunwoody, Jack McIlvenny, Joshua Martin, Jake Melin, Jack Knox-Bradley, Daniel Sloan, 
Tiarnan McBay-Doherty, Konstancja Niscigorska.
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10POL
Front Row (from left to right): Manus McColgan, Caleb Ruddock, Erin Poots, Erin Woods, Kate Brown, Chloe Shannon, Megan Wightman-Nimick, Ewan Gracey, Joseph 
Woodcock.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Mills, Charlotte McClenaghan, Katie Osborne, Rachel McFall, Hannah McMurray, Jonah Boyd, Dervla Smyth, David Merron, Laura Mills, 
Billy Blackwood, Mrs McBreen.
Back Row (from left to right): Erin Todd, Ben Millis, Rose McKiernan, Ben Grant, Carlos Barr, Ryan McCleary, James Smith, Rory Casey, Shannon Weatherup, Cori McGeagh
Absent:  Angela Parker & Roy Stevenson.

10PLT
Front Row (from left to right): Ciara Austin, Jack Scott, Georgia Magee, Sierra Gowdy, Ciaran McManus, Rachel Shannon, Trevor Woods, Levi White.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr S Firth, Kyle Harrison, Sophie Parkinson, Enzo Atzori, Rebecca Coulter, Amber Pau, Aaron Wright, Dylan Wilson, Youcef Cherifi, Jake Fairfield, 
Mrs M Mills.
Back Row (from left to right): Mr D Platt, Eoin Burns, Megan Stevenson, Georgia Whitsitt, Joe Gibson, Andrew Irvine, Ewan Donnelly, Katie Donnelly, Agata Kroplewska, Holly 
Andrews.



108 VOICES

11BD
Front Row (from left to right): Emma McNulty, Mason Clyde, Mary Stevenson, Ellen Tubritt, Natalia Wysocka, Lucy Symington, Catriona McCabe, Abbie Coulter, Brandon 
Townsley.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr MacManus, Kirsty McCrory, Rebecca Jackson, Tara Armstrong, Curtis Jones, Rhys Russell, Karol Kempinski, Kieran McLernon, Aine Gorman, 
Jordan Dickson, Leah Ross, Mrs N Bedi.
Back Row (from left to right):Madeline Kelly, Timothy McClean, Saffron McCann, Honour Whiteside, Rory Lynn, Talimul Ali, James McNally, Andrew Taylor, Christopher 
Bateman, Ryan Shaw, Jack Donnelly.

11CV
Front Row (from left to right): Chloe Jackson, Riley McNeill, Niamh Lennon, Emma Toner, Abbey Lowey, Michaela Stewart, Katherine Stanley, Ciara Toner, Bethany Gallagher.
Middle Row (from left to right): ): Jay Galway, Sian Humphrey, Warren Magee, Conor Gorman, Joshua Shaw, Adam Elliott, Klaudia Paluchiewicz, Aidan Gordon, Ryan Wilson, 
Nancy Eaton.
Back Row (from left to right): Oliver Bevan Woolley, Marc Agnew, David May, Ryan Tully, Connor Caskey, James Kenny, Sam Davidson, Leon Berisha, Leon Richardson, Daniel 
Maxwell.



VOICES 109

11DM
Front Row (from left to right): Cliodhna Magee, Rebecca Ferguson, Elise Stokes, Mark Coiley, Zara Kennedy, Alanta Carlisle.
Middle Row (from left to right): Alanna Drew, Katrine Swerhun, Damien Giersz, Josh Caughey,  Morgan Price, Katie Smyth, Caitlin Walsh.
Back Row (from left to right): Mr MacManus, Lauren Gould, Charlie Turner, Kamil Konarski, Lee Wilson, Jamie Whitsitt, Dean Dodds-Bailey, Mrs Diamond.

11HSN
Front Row (from left to right): Rhiannon Deazley, Megan Weatherup, Sara Burton, Daisy Kelham, Hannah Stewart, Eirinn Rocks, Hannah Eaton, Emma Stewart, Sophie Shorten.
Middle Row (from left to right): Laura Skillen, Jack Eaton, Ellen Carr, Piotr Ptach, Matthew Devlin, Sam Weatherup, Kai Smyth, Max Alexander, Panashe Vellem, Amy Johnston.
Back Row (from left to right): Kirk Bowes, Elle Lovell, James Bradshaw-Greer, Isaac Elkin, Adam Sonebi, Hugh Smyth, Stephen Watson, Leah Robinson, Luke McCartney.
Absent: Lauren Spence.



110 VOICES

11 KNP
Front Row (from left to right): Lauren Ferguson, Abby Briers, Alannah Crawford, Lucy Sheridan, Lyndsey Spence, Kayleigh-Jo Cummings, Lucia Murphy, Curtis Craig, Matthew 
Lynch.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr MacManus, Mrs Knipe, Morgan Cowan, Jessica Routledge, Anna Shaw, Megan McNulty, Scott Beattie, Sophie Elliott, Emma Leckey, Orla 
McDonnell, Nicole Graham, Mrs. A. Moreland.
Back Row (from left to right): Tori Neely, James Nesbitt, Jorden Shields, Declan Sheppard, Rachel Harwood, Ethan Donnelly, Shannon Mackey, Joshua Lynas, Josh Gamble, 
Caitlin Rodgers.

11MFE
Front Row (from left to right): Caitlin Reid, Morgan Lai, Rebecca Hayes, Beth Campbell, Jason Armstrong, Kyla Sansalian.
Middle Row (from left to right): ): Mr MacManus, Cáolán McVeigh, Klaudia Zak, Chloe Ashman, Dylan Bennett, Alice Lukasik, Aoife McDonnell, Miss  Irwin.
Back Row (from left to right): Mr McAfee, Ben Campbell, Jamie Nolan, Taylor Martin, CJ Armstrong, Jonathan Boal, Zidan Soh.



VOICES 111

11OR
Front Row (from left to right): Ryan McCann Roddy, Sophie Campbell, Camelle Finlay, Scott Wilson, Chantelle Kenny, Rebekah Lynn, Rachel Lynn.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss J Martin, Tori Harland, Jassmyn Cairns, Stephen McStravick, Najib Magee, Harry Acheson, David Maxwell, Chloe Davison, Cameraine 
Hutson, Megan Carson, Miss C Orr.
Back Row (from left to right): Mr E MacManus, Gerard Forde, Erin Garret, Sohail Nasir, Michal Akszenzuk, Mark Spence, Charlie Acheson, Shanice Mackin, Michael McKee.

11MNY
Front Row (from left to right): Jodie Rankin, Sarah Hayes, Olivia McGivern, Peter Shaw,  Emma Patton, Emma Carlisle, Sam Kingsbury, Sophie  Ryans, Morgan Moffett.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr E MacManus, Morgan Bunting, Alexandra Clarke, Luke McParland, Dáibhí Scott, Jonathan Bell, Lee Parkinson, Matthew Curry, Robbie 
Taylor, Emily Beckett, Mr McCanny.
Back Row (from left to right): Fintan Orr, Charli Zieba, Anna Matchett, Michael Hare, Frederic Mathieu, Philip McDade, Jason Merron, Rachel Currie, Andrew Reid, Nial Preston.



 112 VOICES

12BL
Front Row (from left to right): Claudette Collado, Maeve Finn, Katie Killick, Kathryn McKee, Eve Sumner, Orla McArdle, Sarah Topping, Aíne Cafolla, Kim Rogers.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Alexandra Powell, Dean Burns, Peter Coates, Olivia McLean, Jack McArdle, Mason Wilson, Ryan Jones, Jack Colley, David 
Henning, Daryl Castaneda, Miss Bell.
Back Row (from left to right): Carter Beattie, Alex Thompson, Ben Fowler, Matthew Breen, Cian Cazauran Moran, James Cassidy, Conal McManus, Tom Luney, Niall Shannon, 
Ben Thompson.

12CD
Front Row (from left to right): Ahleigh Ward, Cara Smart, Conor Martin, Keeva Herink, Tara Locke, Aimee Sykes, Natasha Thompson, Megan Gray, Olivia McVeigh.
Middle Row (from left to right): Pablo Couvert, Dominik Winiowski, Charlotte Beattie, Jake McCrea, Nuala Hurley, Callum Hay, Leon Letzner-Hawkins, April Martin, Cathal 
McCabe, Meadbh O’Grady.
Back Row (from left to right): Daniel Francis, Christopher Carson, Cain Freel, Darragh King, Jack Burns, Matthew Craig, Callum McCloskey, Thomas Cameron, Anna Bradley, 
Ryan McCarney, Matthew Sloan, Ms Coudière.



VOICES 113

12GLH
Front Row (from left to right): Niall Mc Laughlin, Beth McCarthy, Cerys Speers, Lomaguma Ngoma, Christina McGeown, Tori Dickson, Brooke Blackwood.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Jamie Gorman, Lamar Alaka, Joshua Hawthorne, Monique McDonald, Jaye Pearce, Katie Hallam, Samuel Moore, Jonathan 
Caskey, Mrs Gallagher.
Back Row (from left to right): Mr Roberts, Logan Ewart, Adam Rice, Conor Pollock, Nicholas Scott, Jack Cooley, Ash Lockart, Owen Patterson.

12HG
Front Row (from left to right): Casey Patterson, Beth Cumming, Anna Sadlier, Bronagh Finnegan, Hayley Carson, Desiree McKee, Laura Quinn, Katie Andrews, Megan Boyd.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Hegarty, Amir Hossein Karamian, Glenn McClenaghan, Michael Bingham, Nina Cleland, Joel Rea, Yan Taylor, Andrew Breadon, Ben 
Wiegleb, Alannah Conlon, Murray Hampton, Miss Feeney.
Back Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Pearse Gillan, Victoria Heathwood, Tony Crawford, Ayman Omar, Harvey Sloan, Jack Knox, Alexander Bingham, Michael Kane, 
Kirsten Rodney, Jake McCourt.



114 VOICES

12LNC
Front Row (from left to right): Susie Brady, Caoimhe McDermott, James Roberts, Rebecca Molloy, Charlee Moore, Courtney Coiley, Shannon Courtney.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Tristian Brennan, Finley Barrett, Thomas Simpson-Lunn, Jacob Agnew, Keelan Sexton, Justin Donaghy, Mrs Walker, Miss 
McAuley.
Back Row (from left to right): Miss Lynch, Jordan Donaghy, James Casement, Callum Lynas, Gavin Stewart, Dylan Dunbar, Mr Williamson.

12RC
Front Row (from left to right): Robyn Wheatley, Natasha Henderson, Hannah Stanex, Rebecca Ogliby, Megan Magee.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Eva Hinds, Zoe Henderson, Luke McMurray, Jenny Bolton, Corry Hewitt, Dr McConnell.
Back Row (from left to right): Jordan Lavery, Stephen Barr, Gary Magee, Kyle Johnston, Rachel Lockhart.



VOICES 115

12PTN
Front Row (from left to right): Hannah Murtagh, Yasamin Sahafian, Samatha Pizarra, Sidonie Mussen, Declan McMullan, Virginia Corbetta, Alex O’Neill, Caitlin Smyth.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Sarah Dawson, Emma Woods, Stephen Ross, Jack Auld, Scott Fletcher, Flyn Warnock, Ben McKeown, Abbi Woods, Gary Millar, 
Miss Feeney.
Back Row (from left to right): Jack McCurry, Patrick Beatty, Mark Hewitt, Jack Little, Curtis Weatherup, John Sinclair, Declan McCartney, Nicholas Jamison, Sean Phelan.

12PRV
Front Row (from left to right): Daire Magee, Chantelle McAteer, Abbie Dunwoody, Josh Thomas, Rebecca Bassett, Koren Farrell, Toni Magee.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wightman, Chloe Evans, Emer Wong, Claire Rooney, Colleen Bailey, Tara Fennell, Aimee McGeown, Molly Strang, Sophie Spence, Mr 
Privilege.
Back Row (from left to right): Caitlin Grey, John McCartan, Tyler Power, Frankie Mulholland, Ryan McSherry, Patrick Friel, Meredith Johnson, Corinna McCoy.



116 VOICES

13GHM
Front Row (from left to right):  Katie O’Hare, Lydia Blakley, Sarah Watson, Niall Johnston, Curtis Wade, Leah Clydesdale, Cara McColgan, Seema Khan.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr Hare, Rachel Beckett, Connor Marshall, Zed Quail, Holly Arnold, Robert Williamson, Emma Carville, Charles Tanyag, Jai Booth, Mr Graham.
Back Row (from left to right): Steven Donnelly, Ryan Whitbourn, Jack McKillen-Murphy, Matthew Beggs, Conor Smart, Matthew Zanker Ovalle, Daniel Gillan, Conor 
MacMahon.

13CW
Front Row (from left to right): Megan Blaney, Kate Dickson, Erin McGrory, Megan McElroy, Shannen Taylor, Naomi Williamson, Zoe Weir, Ivy Kalungi.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr Hare, Rebecca Drysdale, Sara Burns, Casey Smith, Sacha O’Prey, Chris Boyle, Keir Herick, Sam Howard, Hannah Lapping, Shannon Goody, 
Mrs Cowie.
Back Row (from left to right): Joshua McDonald, David McCartney, Sean Vikingsson, Ben Carson, Jack Rainey, Daniel Currie, Ronan McCann, Hugh Mackey.



VOICES 117

13MRP
Front Row (from left to right): Emma Dougan, Wicktoria Jopek, Caroline Stanley, Caitlin Hounsell, Sophie Donnelly, Rebekah Wynn, Megan Baron, Megan Hanna, Hannah 
Cooke.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Murphy, Ellen Stewart, Anna Anderson, Melissa Francey, Scott Holmes, Aaron Clawson, Francois Duran, Natasha McCoy, Meabh 
Donnelly, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Patrick Smyth, Joshua Stewart, Curtis Matthews, Aaron McKechnie, James Carinduff, Michael Reid, Callum Roberts, Thomas Nelson.

13MGK
Front Row (from left to right): Libby Mingle, Phoebe McMillan, Niamh Gibson, Emily Sinclair, Jodi-Lee Burns, Megan Ferguson, Katy Hill, Nicole Taylor.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr McGuckin, Deirdre MacMahon, Lucie Giaccardi, Katie Milne, Conor Mills, Duncan Spence, Joshua Hagans, Ethan McKnight, Ammon 
Esmaily, Anna Kennedy, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Matt Goligher, Jonathan Smyth, Lewis Williamson, Matthew McCooey, Peter Freeland, Charlie Martyn, Nathan Migan.



 118 VOICES

13SM
Front Row (from left to right): : Rhys Robinson, Shannon White, Courtney Bell, Sophie Mulholland, Natasha Crothers, Katherine Murphy, Grace Morrow, Codey Patterson.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Smyth, Matthew Rea, Areta Kalungi, Dan McParland, Jonathan Presho, Megan Montgomery, Claire Francis , Lisa Maguire, Oisin 
O’Callaghan, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Michael Laverty, Conn Aiken, Paul Mellon, Michael Sage, Sean O’Brien, Matthew Woods, Angelika Michalska.

 14BR
Front Row (from left to right): Fiona Agnew, Aimee Nelson, Eimear Cafolla, Kiera Donnelly, Jennifer Shaw, Mairead Carter, Elizabeth Telford.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr Burch, Joel Pears, Lee Morrow, Mncedisi Mbondiya, Jonathan Whyte, Esther Moore, Kirstie Morrow, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Jason Kelly, Ryan Meekin, Patrick McKeown, Ciaran Gillan, Lucas MacPherson.



VOICES 119

14MGN
Front Row (from left to right): Riah Geddis, Laura Patterson, Olivia McKee, Gail McLean, Roslyn Neill, Katie Cunningham, Ellen Hayes.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Morgan, Steven McClintock, Sophie Andrews, Cara Stewart, Curtis Craig, Sophie Fusco-McKeown, Tiarnan Russell, Shay Horan.
Back Row (from left to right): Tiarnan O’Callaghan, Christopher Dickison, Owen Freel,  Caolan Hamilton, Matthew Wilson, Jack Brady.

14MCY
Front Row (from left to right): Kerri Doran, Niamh Murphy, Louise Curran, Laura Girvan, Ciara Lavery, Ellen Magee, Katie Brown.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mr McCloskey, Christopher Mitchell, David Beattie, Rosaura Knox-Bradley, Aaron Kerr, Dean Geddis, Jacinta Hamley, Emma McCartney, Mr 
Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Tiarnan O’Callaghan, Christopher Dickison, Owen Freel,  Caolan Hamilton, Matthew Wilson, Jack Brady.



120 VOICES

14SW
Front Row (from left to right): Sara Beattie-Campbell, Amy Jackson, Sian Burns, Natalie Magill, Lauren Lewis, Rosie Killick, Jamila Love.
Middle Row (from left to right): Mrs Seawright, Lewis Aicken, Daniel Zanker-Ovalle, Niamh Hurley, Jonny Matchett, Ryan Watson, Stephen Hare, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Catherine Freeland, Daniel Hamilton, Joshua Gardiner, Nicholas Hunter, Alan Guo.

14WLS
Front Row (from left to right): Amy Stephenson,  Brianna O Grady, Emma Rea, Natasha Donnan, Megan Spence, Rachel Millis, Jill Lapping.
Middle Row (from left to right): Miss Wells, Toni Salami, Jonathan Hutson, Reagan McConnell, Andrew Rourke, Hazel Peacock, Cameron Dodds, Mr Hare.
Back Row (from left to right): Kristian Mc Connell, Ethan Lonsdale, Christy O Kane, Francis Starrett, Jonathan Kennedy.
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